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Ceremonial Opening Meeting
Thursday, 27 May, IDaO hra
1.
The Opening Session,of the 21st Annual Meeting of the Commission was
convened in the Regency Ball Room of the Lord Nelson Hotel, at 1000 hra on 27 May
1971.

2.
The Chairman of the Commission, Dr A.W.H. Needler, Special Adviser to
the Minister of-Fisheries and Forestry for Canada, welcomed the Commissioners and
the Advisers present from thirteen of the fifteen member countries, as well 8S the
observers from other international agencies and the Commission's guests.
3.
The Chairman expressed pleasure at having an opportunity to introduce
representatives from the County of Halifax, Warden I. Settle; from the City of
Dartmouth, Alderman F. Barber; from the City of Halifax, Deputy Major H.G. Ivany;
and fram the Province of Nova Scotia, Honourable G. Mitchell. He thanked them for
demonstrating by their presence their interest in the work of the Commission.
4.
TIle Chairman then introduced the Honourable Jack Davis, Minister of
Fisheries and Forestry for Canada, who addressed the meeting on behalf of the
Government of Canada as follows:
"Mr Chairman, Distinguished Delegates, Ladies and Gentlemen:
'''Welcome to Canada. Welcome to Nova Scotia. Welcome to Halifax. Welcome
to a port, to a province and to a country which. owes its earlies,t beginnings to
fishing and where fishing still flourishes in the TWentieth Century.
"Soyez les bienvenus au Canada, en Nouvelle-Rcosse, A Halifax, dans un
port, une province et un pays dont la p4che a assur~ les premiers pas et ob la
p@che est encore florissante au XXe ai~cle.
"Last year you met in St .. John's, Newfoundland.. This year you are holding
your annual meeting in Halifax. It gives me great pleasure to welcome you back to
Canada again. It gives me great pleasure, not only because I have an opportunity to
meet with you personally, but also because the International Commission for the
Northwest Atlantic Fisheries has done a great job.
"ICNAF has done a first class job in bringing order out of chaos. It ,has
done a great job, not only far Canada and Canadian fishermen, but also for the
fishermen of all the countries which are represented here today.
"Twenty years have passed since ICNAF held its first annual meeting. It
held its first annual meeting in Washington. A great deal has happened since then.
ICNAF's membership has grown to fifteen. Also there have been great changes in the
fishery. Our catching ability is now beginning to outstrip our resources. There
are no longer enough fish to go round. There is a very real danger of overfishing
in the Northwest Atlantic in the 1970's.
"In the early 1950's there were a few warning Signals, it is true. TIle
stocks of haddock on Georges Bank were already being depleted a But the. consensus
among our experts was that the regulations of a qualitative kind would do. They
thought that the declaration of minimum mesh sizes for nets would be sufficient to
deal with this problem.

''How wrong they were! What started 8S a problem. with haddock on Georges
Bank haa become much more widespread. Other species are threatened. Many species
are being threatened with overfishlng in more areas in the North Atlantic. Rarely
is an increase in fishing effort rewarded by anything like a comparable increase in
catch. The law of diminishing returns is setting in with a vengeance and we,
collectively, have to do something about it.

- 2 "The history of ICNAP' is interestioa:.

and data gathering body.

At first it vas largely a research

But aore and more of this knowledge and this data 1s being

used to programme the operations of our fisheries. It 1s being used to frame
regulatioDs which apply to us alL It is beiDS used to develop estimates of sustainable yield. It is being used to project coats. It is being; used to raise

average incomes in an industry which bas been plagued with uncertainty and poor
prices in the past.
"Demand, broadly speaking. Is DO 10llier a p'I'oblem.

The mark.ets are there

and prices are tending to increase. But firmness in the aarketplace is also due.
more and more, to an underlying worry about supply. It is supply 1IIore than demand
which will govern the shape of our fisheries in the future. It 18 the adequacy of
fish stocks and the way in which our Northwest Atlantic fishery is managed, which
will determine how well things develop for us in the 1970 l s and 1980's.
"ICNAF is now 20 years old. Like most 2D-year-olds it is facing increased
responsibility. Technologically speaking, our fishing fleets have come of age. Theircatching capacity has increased many fold. Tbey are mechanized to the nth degree.
They are using the latest electronic devices to find fish. They are using the latest
harvesting techniques. They are processing catches on board and they are tailoring
their product to the market as never before.
"But nature, it seems. caanot keep up with us. The regeneration of fisb
stocks is not sufficient to withstand this attack from outside. We have now, or
will soon have, too many fishing vessels chasing too few fish. We are now, or will
soon be, over-equipped. The Northwest Atlantic fishery is over-manned today. With
even better boats and even better gear, it will have too much fishing capacity by
1975 if we aren't careful.
"ICNAF, I know, is on top of the situation. It sees that conditions are
changing and changing drastically. It has already acted to meet this challenge.
It has asked the member countri.es wfi1.ch. it represents to give i.t new powers. It
has asked for changes in the convention under which it operates. rt has streamlined.
its procedures and it has added. teeth to its regulat1.ons with a view to managing the
fish stocks in the Northwest Atlantic in a more ei'lliahtened way.
"Your CoDmission now believes that it is necessary to regulate, not only
fishing methods and fishing gear, but also the intensity of our fishing effort. It
recognizes that each country's catch, itself, is also important.
"Two years ago ICNAF took an historic decision. It recODlD.ended quotas
for the first time. It recOlllDlended quotas in the important haddock fishery on
Georges Bank. These regulations were put into effect in 1970. They'll continue in
1971. With modifications we'll need them throughout the 70's. We'll need them, in
view of our greatly increased fishing capacity, for all time to come.
''We need more quotas. We need IIlOre overall quotas in other areas of the
Northwest Atlantic. We need more overall quotas per species other than haddock.
We'll soon need them for cod, redfish and flounders as well.
''Your COIIIIlission hasn't stopped with quotas. It realized that overall
quotas, alone, could lead to a mad scrable by our fishermen for a larger individual
share of a limited amount of fish. So the division of the quota, among nations,
has now moved to the centre of the stage. The Cearlssion is now asking for authority
to set up national quotas. And with national quotas each country wi.11 be in a
position to plan its own fishing operations in a rational way.
"Most member countries have already approved this new recommendation by
ICNAF. I hope that the hold-outs will also approVe the idea of national quotas
in the near future. Then we, jointly and separately, can practice conservation in
an enlightened way. We can tailor the size of our fleets to match our national
quotas. Also we will have a strong financ1al incentive to see to it that we get
the largest sustainable yield from. the Northwest Atlantic fiahery with a minimum
of effort on our part.

"Canada is a strong believer in conservation. We are opposed to overfishing. We are opposed to greedy practices which result in an over-capitalization
of the fishing industry in the short run and idle vessels and empty nets in the long
run.
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fishery.

'~e believe, instead, in a scientifically-based and 8cientifically-managed
In the Northwest Atlantic we also believe in an international fishery. An

international fishery need not be chaotic. It too can be organized in such a way as
to maintain stocks and increase the productivity of the individual fisherman.
"But this calls for new disciplines.

It calls for new regulations.

It

calls for leadership by your Co.mlssion.
members of ICNAF.

It calls for joint leadership by all 15
And it calls for a sharing in the declsion~ng process.

"No discipline should be introduced without debate. Any idea which is
worthwhile can stand up to thorough discussion. ICHAF has provided us with a forum
for sharing our views. It has also helped us to hammer out differences and to arrive
at common goals. Speaking for the fisheries of Canada, I hope that this will continue,
always, to be the case.
"As a country we have special views of our awn. For example, we shall
continue to press for a ban on the fishing for Atlantic salmon on the high seas. We
believe that these salmon should only be caught in or near the rivers in which they
spawn. Otherwise, there will be little or no incentive to preserve these rivers
from pollution on the one hand, and the construction of hydro-electric dams on the
other.
"As Canadians, we are very concerned about the groundfish stocks out over
our Continental Shelf. We are doubly concerned because we have large numbers of
inshore fishe~en, as well as large trawlers operating many miles from our shores.
We have hundreds of small, isolated communities which depend exclusively on fishing
for threatened species like cod. Their catch, per fisherman, has been cut roughly
in half since the early 1950's. This is a trend which, if it continues, means real
hardship for tens of thousands of Canadians living in Newfoundland and the Maritime
Provinces. Many of them live at the poverty level already. Continued overfishing
offshore will therefore become an offence, not only against Nature in the shape of
our fish stocks, but also against Mankind as well.

"We are concerned about the sudden expansion of our herring fishery. As
we have set strict limits on the amount of gear
which can be used to take these fish in the future. We are concerned about the
decline in seal populations and we want to make certain tbat our seal fishery, too.
will be operated with an eye to the long-tenD future.
is the case with Atlantic salmon

"We will be presenting papers at this Conference and our representatives
will be discussing these matters during the course of your meeting. I need not
elaborate on them further. However, before I sit down, I would like to make one
final point. The Northwest Atlantic fishery is an international fishery and its
prosperity is vital to us all.
liThe problem of overfishing is not a new one. It has been encountered in
many other parts of the world. But we are able to deal with it at an earlier stage
in the Northwest Atlantic. We can deal with it quickly if we get together. We can
deal with it more effectively if we cooperate. And we can deal with it without
suffering some of the serious setbacks to fish stocks and to people which have often
been the case elsewhere.
"ICNAF ,. in other words, can do a pioneering job. It can do on a smaller
scale what the United Nations may be able to do eventually on a global scale. It
can move in a great area of the Atlantic before it is too late. And it can move
intelligently and productively towards a better regfae for our international fishery
in the 70's.

liTo the delegates and scientific advisers which come from all the member
countries of ICRAP I say "good luck". To all of you I say Itbonne chance". I wish
you all the best in your deliberations here in Halifax. I know that they will be
productive. I know that you will continue to show us the way. We look to you,
now for guidance. We are looking to you to make the Northwest Atlantic the most
productive part of the high seas to fish in, not only in the 1970's but for all
time to come!

"Thank you very much, Mr Chairman."
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5.
The ChaiDMan thanked the ~n1ster for ~8 waxm welcome and encouraging
remarks. He introduced Mr K. r.ekkegaard (Deamark), the Viee-Oi.airman of the
Commission, and Mr L.R. Day, Executive Secretary of the Coaaission. He then

declared the 21st Annual Heeting of the Coamlssion recessed to 1130 bra, when the
first business session would be called to order.
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Report of Meeting of Panel 1

Friday, 28 May, 1430 hra
1.

The meeting was opened by the Chairman. Nr K.

~kkegaard

(Denmark).

Repre-

sentatives of all member countries were present and ObserveTS from FAD, ICES and EEC
also at tended.

B.A. Cole (UK) was appointed Rapporteur.

2.

Rapporteur.

3.

Agenda.

4.

Panel Membership,

Dr

The agenda for the meeting, as circulated, was adopted..

No changes in the membership of Panel 1 were proposed.

5.
Report of Scientific Advisers. The Chairman of the Scientific Advisers
to Panel 1, DT A. Meyer (Fed. Rep. Germany), presented a summary of the Status of the
Fisheries and Research carried out in Subarea 1 and East Greenland (Appendix II;

also

Res.Doc. 71/133) and the Report of the Meeting of Scientific Advisers to Panel 1
(Appendix 1). He drew attention to the further decline in the catch of cod due to
very severe ice conditions, which caused a diversion of effort to other areas, and
to relatively poor recruitment of young cod in recent years. Dr Meyer mentioned that
the trends in climatic conditions had been reviewed at the Environmental Symposium
held ~ediately prior to the meeting of the Research and Statistics Committee. The
Report of the Panel 1 Advisers was adopted.
6.
Review of Conservation Measures and Requirements. The Chairman noted that
the Report of the Panel Advisers made no suggestions for additional conservation
measures. It was agreed that questions relating to salmon would be dealt with by
the Joint Meeting of Panels 1-5 (see Proc. 11).
7.
Future Research. The Chairman drew attention to the recommendation of
STACRES that IONAF should join with ICES in a Working Group on Cod Stocks in the
North Atlantic. Support for this proposal was given by the Fed. Rep. Germany and
the ICES Observer who spoke of the ~ortance of the work of this Group. The Panel
therefore
recouraends
that the Commission give consideration to the early appointment of
participants to a joint ICES/ICNAF Working Group on North Atlantic
Cod, so that plans could be made for the necessary work.
Norway asked for an explanation of that part of the STACRES recommendation which
related to the number of participants in the Working Group. The Observer from ICES
explained that the invitation from ICES to join this Working Group did Dot define
the number of participants. It was agreed to refer this matter to the Plenary
Session.
tbe Panel also supported the STACltES recOISendation for additional groundfish surveys 'in Subarea 1.
8.
Date and Place of Huc Meeting. It was agreed that the next meeting of
the Panel would be held at the time and place of the 1972 meeting of ICNAF.
9.
Other Business. The UK expressed thanks for Dr Meyer I s wo:rk as Chairman
of Scientific Advisers during tbe last three years and this was endorsed by other
members of the Panel.
10.
Approval of the Panel Report. It was agreed that a draft would be circulated for approval among the Panel members.

- 2 11.

Election of Chairman for 1971-1972 and 1972-1973.

Mr G. Mockl1ngboff

(Fed. Rep. Germany) was elected Chairman for 1971-1972 and 1912-1913. The Panel
recorded its thanks to Mr K. ~kkegaard (Denmark) for his able conduct of the Panel
meetings over the last two years.
12.

1525 hrs.

Adjournment.

There being no other business, the Panel adjourned at
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Beport of Meeting of Scientific Advisers to Panel 1
Wednesday, 26 May, 0900 hra
1.
The Chairman, Dr A. Meyer (Fed. Rep. GeDIUIDY), opened the meeting and
welcomed Scientific Advisers and observers.
2.

Mr A. T. Plnhorn (Canada) was appointed Rapporteur.

3.

The ·'agenda, as distributed by the Chairman, was adopted.

4.
Advisers from all member countries of the Panel, except Norway, as well
as observers from Canada and ICES were present.
5.
The Cllairman presented his Buaaary report of the Status of the Fishery and
Research carried out in Subarea 1 and East Greenland in 1970 (Appendix II; also

Res.Doc. 71/133 Revised).

6.

The report was adopted with minor changes.

Dr Meyer (Fed. Rep. Germany) reported on the status of the German fishery

and Desearcb carried out for the first five months of 1971.

Fishing was again
hampered by ice in March and May and the fleet had to move twice to East Greenland.
The Ge~ catch from Subarea I and East Greenland in 1971 will probably be greater
than the 1970 catch because the fleet was forced to leave Labrador earlier than in
1~70, and becau.~ of improved stock condition in Div. 1D and Div. Ie (1965 and 1966
year-classes). Dr Meyer further reported on the fishery on sp~ing cod in Div. Ie
in dep~hs between 300 and 1,000 m.
Mr Horsted (Denmark) reported good catches on Fyllas and Banana Banks by
the Greenland trawlers in the first quarter of the year and expressed the view that
the 1966 year-class may be a relatively ~portant one. The catch per day was better
than in~~970. However, the ice conditions were again severe, especially in the
northern coastal areas, and therefore the shore fishery was very poor.
In Jonsson (I:celand) repO'l'ted on a survey cru1Be in April 1971 wi.th the
new lceland~c research vessel to East Greenland and on the spawning of cod in the
Fylkir Bank area and indicated that with the new research ship more intensive
Iceland~c research was planned in the East Greenland area.

7.
The Chairman raised the question of the presentation of the Chai~en's
Reports ~n Summaries of Fisheries and Research by Subarea in Part 3 of the Annual
Proceedings, where a condensed version of the Report is published by the Secretariat.
It was the consensus of the Scientific Advisers to Panel 1 that a research report
revised and adopted by the Scientific Advisers should not be changed. It was
therefore
recommended
that the reports of the Chairmen of Scientific Advisers to the Panels
be published in the Meeting Proceedings as appendices to the Reports of
r~e PaneL Meetinss and that each Chairman should have an opportunity to
'.view the condensed version for inclusion in Part 3 of the Annual
hoceedinss before it is published.
8.
the Chairman expressed the view that, as in other committees of ICNAF,
the Chairmen of Scientific Advisers to Panels should be elected for a three-year
term only and having served far three years, he requested the election of a new
Chairman.

9.

Mr Horsted (Denmark) was elected Chairman of Scientific Advisers to Panel L

10.

Dr E. Smidt (Denmark) presented an illustrated SUDIIl&ry Report of ICNU

- 2 Environmental Survey:

NORWESTLANT, 1963 and the Scientific Advisers to Panel 1

recommended
that this report be published as a document to the 1971 Annual Meeting
and subsequently in Redbook. Part III.

11.
Dr A.W. May (Canada) presented a film on the salmon tagging experiments
conducted by Canada with the research vessel A.T. Cameron off West Greenland in 1970.

12.
Mr Borated (Denmark) expressed the Panel Advisers' thanks to Dr Meyer (Fed.
Rep. Germany) for his excellent service as Chairman in the past three years.
13.

The meeting was adjourned at 1130 hra.
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ANNUAL MEl!TING - JUlIE 1971
Status of Fisheries and Research carried out in Subarea 1 and East Greenland in 1970
by

Arno Meyer

Institut fUr Seefischerei
Bamburg. Germany

This summary is based on research reports from the following countries
(1971 Research Document numbers in brackets): Canada (43). Denmark (49), Fed.
Rep. Germany (47), France (46), Japan (45), Poland (50), Portugal (51), Spain
(48). USSR (53). UR (54). USA (55). Further Research Documents referring to
Subarea 1 are: Statistics (26, 27), Cod stock (9, II, 58, 103), Maarurus (89),
Hydrography (86, 97), Salmon (2, 3, 4, 24, 25, 33, 63-70, 72, 73, Comm.Doc. 14).
1.

Status of the Fisheries

A.

Subarea 1

Table 1 gives the nominal catches from Subarea 1 (total, cod, and redfisb)
for 1962, 1968, 1969 and 1970. The catches of non-members are unknown for 1969 and
1970 but are thought to be small.

TABLE 1.

Nominal catches from Subarea 1 (thousand metric tons)

Total
~nada

+

i

nmark (F)
IDenmark (G)

~nmark

46
33

19
38

8
38

+
53

47

25

+

192
6

145

83

+
+

+
+

32
1
92
3

51
1
33

19

(M)

!France
!Fed. Rep.
iGermany
'Iceland
!.Japan

17

22

2
10
29

catch) •
than the
downward
Germany,

+

93
41

93
35

46
21

18
24

8
20

5

53

47

25

5

45

125
1

133

79

41

7

32

+
+

+
+
18

6

+

+

+

+

+

16
24

92
3

16
24

1

9
19
8
3

51
1
33
22
2
10

1

9
19
1
3

+

+

+

+

?

?

T

?

+

16

28

+

+
+

+

+

+

+

+
+

9

4

4

+

+
+
+

+
+
+

+
+

+

+
+

+

+
+

+

?

55
4

+

?

The total catch from Subarea 1 decreased to 140,000 tons (62% of the 1969
This 1s only 26% of the hiahest recorded catch in 1962 and 134,000 tons lower
lowest catch since publication of ICNAF statistics began in 1952. The sharp
trend is most obvious in the catches by Denmark (Paroes)~ France, Fed. Rep.
Norway, and Portugal.

Cod catches decreased by a further 93,000 tons. The cod catch of 112.000 tons
in 1970 is only one quarter of that of 1962. Also the percentage of cod in the total
catch decreased 1n 1970 to 80% (1969: 90%), an indication of the increase in catches

- 2 of capelln,

Mac~,

lumpsucker, Greenland halibut and deep sea prawn.

The reasons

for the further sharp decline of cod in 1970 are thought to be - as also expressed in
last year's report 1)

2)

very severe ice conditions - for the third successive year - which from
March to August reduced considerably the availability of cod,

relatively poor recruitment of young cod in recent years, which had an
adverse effect on the fishery in the second hali of the year, when

3)

younger cod are normally fished, and
the combined effects of 1) and 2) above, which led to a diversion of

fishing effort to other areas.
Redfish catches were again as low as in the preceding year and made up only

7% of those of 1962.
As in other areas the fishery for Capello (1970:
of growing importance.

3,100 tons) seems to be

Salmon catches made by DeDIIBrk (358 tons), Faroes (282 tons), Greenland
(1,267 tons), Norway (270 tons), and Sweden (8 tons) made up 2,192 tons (including
7 tons caught in the northern Labrador Sea i?Y Greenland vessels) and were 18 tons
less than in 1969.
The fishery for Deep Sea Prawn is of growing importance. TIle catches, now
also coming from offshore grounds, increased by a further 27% to 8,400 tons.
B.

East Greenland

Table 2 shows the nominal catches (total, cod, and redfish) of the last three
years, nearly all taken by Fed. Rep. Germany and Icelandic trawlers off East Greenland.
The decrease by 11,000 tons to 39,000 tons in 1970 was due to a decrease in market
demand for fresh fish and the consequent decrease in fishing activity of German wetfish
trawlers. The catch of cod, however, increased slightly and in 1970, for the first
time since fishing off East Greenland started in 1954, the cod catches exceeded those
of redfish.
TABLE 2.

Nominal catches from East Greenland (thousand m.etric tons).

1968

Bedfish

Cod

1968

1969

1970

1968

1969

1970

30

17

Total

40

50

39

16

18

20

23

Denmark (G)

1
27
13

1
41
9

1
31
7

1
8
7

1
13
4

1
14
5

18
6

+

+

Fed. Rep. Germany
Iceland
USSR
UK

2.

Total
1969 1970

...-

...
-

...
-

-

+

-

-

...
-

...

...

26
4

16
1

+

+

-

-

Research Work

Research work in Subarea 1 and off East Greenland was reported by Canada.
Denmark, Fed. Rep. Germany, France, Poland, USSR and UK.
A.

Hydrography

Hydrographic studies, covering the whole Greenlandic area from. Dohrn Bank
off East Greenland to north of Disko Island off West Greenland, were performed by
Canada, Denmark, France, Fed. Rep. Germany and USSR. 1970 was again a severe ice
year. The northward flow of ice started earlier than in 1969. ~ready in March
the ice, which normally progress~ no further than Cape Desolation (60 0 45'N), reached
the northern edge of Fiskenaes Bank (63°30'N). In April it extended to north of
Godthaab (64°30'N). Northerly winds in May temporarily scattered the ice. However,
in July to August the "Storis" again extended to north of Godthaab.
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TayioR

A total of 1,642 cod were tagged by Demaark of which 796 were small cod.
E.

Atlantic Salaon

The latest results of salmon invutigatlO118 are presented in the report of
the meeting of the lCES/iCKAF Joint Working Party an Horth Atlantic Salaon, Pitlocbry,
29 Marcb-1 April 1970 (Comm.Iloc. 71/14).
G.

Other nab

Demlark started studies On Allerican plaice, a species regarded as a possible
resource for the industry. In Godthaab Fjord, 639 Greenland halibut were tagged. In

tbe same area and in the Julianshaab district, herring catches were investigated and
305 herring tagged.
The USSR reported on feedfag and mdaration of the roundnose grenadier and
their length composition and sex ratio in West Greenland waters.
H.

Deep Sea Pr"""

Denmark esteoded its offsbore research catches for deep sea prawn in Div. 11
and Div. 1D, a1so to Div. IE.
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1.
111e Panel met under the Cha:lrmanship of Capta1n T. de Aleeida (Portugal).
Representatives of all meDiJer countries, except lIIo'lUIlia, were pr. . . t.
2.

Rapporteur.

3.

!I!!!!!.!..

Dr W. Templeman (Canada) was appointe. ~ ..ceur.

The agenda. as circulated, was adopted.

Panel Memberships. There was DO change in Panel me:mership. 'l1le Cllairman
behalf of the other members of the Panel welcomed Norway and Romania as members
of Panel 2.
4.

011

5.
Report of Qiairman of Scientific Advisers. Dr W. ~le1l8.tl (Canada)
presented his report on the Status of the Fisheries and Beaeardh ..~ed out

(Appendix II;

also Res.Doc. 71/135) and the Report of the MOatl..

~Sc1entific

Advisers to the Panel (Appendix I). 111e Panel approved these UpiD'E"ts without
change. The Chairman on behalf of Panel 2 thanked Dr Templeman and' tile Scientific
Advisers for their work.

6.

of

review of assessment
and of the Meeting of Scientific Advisers.

The Cha:l.rman noted the
Scientific Advisers
There were no comments.

The Pollsh delegate said that although in 1970 Poland had made a
reservation on the new mesh size for Subarea 2 until 1 3uly 1971, ~~s country,
because of practical difficulties. was unable to comply fully with the regu~ion
until January 1972 and wished, therefore, to hcrve its date of entry into fOlfc:e. for
this regulation delayed to 3anuary 1972. He said that Poland. however, is gTadually
introducing the new mesh size.
The Portuguese delegate said that. for pract1.cal relWODS. Portlfpl was
also lat. in complying with the new mesh regulation and is not sure of the beginning
date for its introduction and. therefore, asks for a delay for introc\ucfng the new
mesh size.
The Spanish delegate said tbat bis country was in tbe same position as
Poland with regard to the date of 1.ntroduction of the new ~ah size.
The Olainaan said, and the Panel agreed, that in its milDltes of this
meeting the Panel would transmit to the Commission Plenary the statements of Poland.
Portugal and Spain, regarding the necessity for delay in·the full implementat~ of
the new mesh size by these countries, and rec.OIIIIIIeDd that the Commission agree to the
delays requested.
7.
Future Research leguired. '!'be "port of Scientific Ad'Ii.ere and the
Research programs subllitted by member countries c:ontaiD sw.aries of pl8DB for
future research. No additional research plana vere Bubmitted.
8.
Date and. Place of Next Meet1.ns. It was qreed that the next meeting of
the Panel should be at the time aDd place of the next tCND meeting. Scientific
Advisers will meet during the previous week.
9.

OtlPr Business.

'n1ere was no other buainess.

10.
Approval of P. .l Beport. It VM agreed to circ:ulate the Panel report
among the Panel me_era for approval.

.•

'
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11.
Election of Olairaaa.. On aotl00 ot Mr Lund. (Mow.,.). aaconde. by Mr
GTaham (UK). Captain T. de A1.eida was unaniwaoualy elected Chai~D of ~ Panel

for the ensuing two years.
12.

The meeting adjourned at 1640 hra.
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AllNUAL MEETDIG - JllNI! 1971
Report of Meeting of Scientific Adr1eera to Pana1 2

Wednesday, 26 May, 1145 hr.
1.
The meeting was opened by Dr W. Templeman (Canada) who acted as Olai .......
in the place of Dr A. S. Bogdanov (USSR). Scientific: Advisers were present fEOlll
the following member countries of the Panel: Canada, France, Fed. Rep. Germany.
Poland. Portugal. Spain, USSR and UK.
2.

Dr A. W. May (Canada) was appointed Rapporteur.

3.

The agenda for Panel 2. as relevant, was adopted for the meeting.

4.
The Chairman presented his BtUlllDary report on the Status of the Fiaheri.s
and Research carried out in Subarea 2 in 1970 (Appendix II; alIIo Res.Doc. 71/135
Revised). After SODIe discussion of various items the report was adopted as preaented.
5.
The reBul ta of a new cod assessment were sWIID8rized by Mr A. T. Pinhom
(Canada). Curves of yield-per-recruit derived frOID. this assessment showed that
further increases in fishing would not produce a long-term increase in yield-perrecroi t.. Because of year-to-year environmental variations f however f annual catchper-unit-effort will vary more than in other areas. A severe catch reduction in
1970 was due partly to ice conditions. and partly to decreased abundance of fully
recruited year-classes. Dr A. Meyer noted that catch-per-day in the German fleet
was less than in 1969. The Cllairman of the Assessments Subcoamdttee noted that
there were indications of increased recruitment from. recent surveys; neverthelesa
the present reduced abundance of older fish could result in decreased recruitment
in the long term. It was noted that assessments in this area Dlst also be related
to assessments which are not yet complete. in Div. 3K and 3L. since the cod stock
ranges over these areas as well.
6.
The Chairman noted that future research plans were circulated in advance
of the meeting and were contained in various research reports. '!'be MseS81lleDta
SubCOllllllittee Ctairman emphasized the need for more comprehensive and coordinated
groundfish surveys in this area in order to improve future assessments. It was noted
that data bearing on stock definition problems in Subarea 2 and the northern parts
of Subarea 3 (tagging and meristic data) are in enstence but have Dot been fully
analysed or reported. The Advisers stressed the importance of examining the material
before undertaking future research in this field.
7.
It was agreed that the next meeting of Scientific Advisers should be held
during the 1972 ICND meeting.
8.
It was agreed that the report of the current meeting would be prepared
by the Chairman and Rapporteur and circulated among the Advisers for approval.
9.
Dr W. Templeman (Canada) was elected QJ.airman of Advisers to Pauel 2 for
the following year.
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ANNUAL MEETING - JUNE 1971
Status of Fisheries and Research
Carried out in Subarea 2 in 1970
by

w.

Temp leman

Fisheries Research Board of Canada
Biological Station, St. John's, Nfld., Can.
Reports on researches in Subarea 2 were submitted by the following
countries:
1.

Canada, Fed. Rep. Germany, Poland, Portugal. Spain, USSR, UK, and USA.

Status of Fisheries

The total landings of all species were about 266 thousand metric tons
(509 thousand tons in 1969). Landings by country in 1970 in metric tons (1969

in parentheses) were: Canada, 2,659 (5,364); Denmark, 411 (1,909); France,
15,824 (29.774); Fed. Rep. Germany. 50,520 (72,378); Poland, 40,691 (65,437);
Portugal. 42,013 (66,082);

UK, 2,602 (2,158);

Spain, 10,683 (33,152);

USSR, 65.423 (154,437);

USA,505 (391).

Nominal catChes, in thousands of metric tans round fresh, of species
whose yearly landings from the Subarea are more than one thousand tons are shown
in the table below:

All species
Cod
Redfish
Ameri can plaice and
Witch flounder
Greenland Halibut

a
b

c
d

2.
(a)

~

1967

1968

1969"

b
1970

367
338
14

328
298
17

482
449
9

509
465

266
231

2
2

3
5

3
8

11

11

7
16

c

7

cd

11

Calculation for non-member countries inclu~d.
Calculation for non-member countries tDcluded.
Should be increased slightly for non-members. Information not available.
American plaice (2), .ntch flOUDder (5).

Work Carried Out
Canada:

'!be standard section from off Seal Island in sQlthern Labrador
Inlet Bank. was occupied on 2-3 August. '!he failure of the
inshore Labrador fishery was iavestigated in August. Assessment work was
carried out on cod of the area using "Virtual Population" methods. Aerial
photographic survey was carried out for harp seals.

acrc;;a Hamilton

(b)

Fed. Rep. Germany: Cod were measured, sexed and aged. and some work carried
out in cod fecundity.

(c)

Poland: Cod, redfish and American plaice were measured and aged, and
Greenland halibut measured.

(d)

Portugal:

Cod from Div. 2J were measured and aged.

- 2 (e)

Spain;

Cod were measured, sexed and aged.

(f)

~:

The standard section 8-A, extending over Hamilton Inlet Bank. was
occupied in late October. Cod were measured and aged, and cod tagging
was carried out in Div. 2J. Total and natural mortality rates were
calculated for cod.

(g)

UK:

(h)

~:

Over 3.400 miles were sampled by the Continuous Plankton Recorder.

The US Coast Guard studied short-term variations in the Labrador
Current using moored buoys from 15 July to 11 August.

3.

Hydrosraphy

In early August, temperatures and salinities in the colder more shoreward
part of the Labrador Current off southern Labrador were below average, but, in the

deep water of the Continental Slope in the part of the Labrador Current derived
from the Vlest Greenland Current, both temperatures and salinities were above ave,rage
and often higher than the highest previously recorded. Below average temperatures
in the upper 200 m were also found in late October. 'lhe decreasing temperatures
and salinities recorded in 1970 in the deep water of the West Greenland Qlrrent
presumably forecast lower temperatures and salinities in the deeper water on the
Continental Slope of the Labrador and Newfoundland shelves in 1972.
4.

Plankton

The Plankton Recorder Survey indicated that the numbers of copepods were
close to the long-term. mean (1962-1969).
S.

Cod

the Canadian inshore fishery was a failure due to lack of cod and decreased
to only 2,038 tons, compared with 5,364 tons in 1969, 17,900 tons in 1968, and 27,700
tons in 1967. Inshore bottom water temoaratures were low and there was rapid foulinp;
of nets in the inshore region by "slub l l , mainly the diatom ChaetoC!eros 8ocialis.
Assessments by the "Virtual Populations" method showed that the numbers of older (7+)
cod have declined in recent years and indicated that the quantities of younger fish
have increased. Fishing mortality indices for cod increased from 0.06 in 1959 to
0.36 in 1961 and were at various levels between 0.28 and 0.57 for different years
between 1962 and 1968. Cod in the area are 50% recruited at age 6 and are fully
recruited at age 8 with insignificant numbers of 2- and 3-year-01d fish being taken.
The reduction in the inshore landings in recent yeaTS has not been due in any considerable degree to decreased effort and has been very DIlch more severe than that
in the offshore landings. "Ihe inshore fishery of Labrador has traditionally depended
on mature fish which spawn in the offshore area and migrate to the coast for feeding,
mainly in June and July. Immature fish were not a significant part of this inshore
fishery even in the period when no offshore fishery existed. It is very likely that
the reduction in the age and numbers of mature fish by the offshore fishery and the
consequent great reduction in the total amount of food needed, have been largely
responsible for the much smaller numbers of the cod migrating shoreward and the
earlier depletion of the fishery in the inshore than in the offshore area.
The total catch (97% cod) of the Fed. Rep. Germany in Subarea 2 decreased
by 32% from that of 1969. This decline was mainly due to a reduction of 25% in
fishing effort. Ice conditions interfered with the fishery more than in 1969 and
the area of optimum. bottom temperature was more expanded than in 1969. Eigbtynine percent of the total catch was taken between February and Apr!l. The predominant
length groups were 40-60 em and the predominant year-classes 1962-1965. The reduction
in effort when the German fleet was driven from Div. 2J by ice in March was compensated
for by a corresponding shift in effort to the same stock of cod in the most northern
part of Div. 3K from March to May. But even the combined German catches in Subareas.
2 and 3 show a decline of 19% against 1969, although the total effort was almost the

same.
Polish daily yields, mainly of cod, from Subarea 2 in January-April
decreased from 35.5 tons to 32.1 tons per day fi.shed. (However, in rCNAF R2s .Doc.
71/104 the Polish catch-per-hour of cod in the first half of the year decreased
from that of 1969 by 35% in Div. 2B and 24% in Div. 2J.) Fishing effort decreased
by 3)%. MOst of the cod landed were 24-59 em in length and 3 to 7 years of age.
The most abundant year-classes were those of 1961-1963 and 1965-1967.

- 3 Spanish researchers found the most numerous age-group to be 5 years old

(1965 year-class); the average length of cod measured was 47.8 em (53.3 em in 1969)
and the average age 5.3 (5.7 in 196~).
In the Portuguese cod sampling the moat numerous year-classes were of 1963

and 1964 (7 and 6 years old).
lhe main part of the USSR cod catch was 48-62 em in lengt.h, belonging to
the 1961, 1962 and 1963 year~la8ses. all of which were indicated by young cod

surveys in preceding years to be slightly above the average level. Young fish
survey data indicate that the 1966 and 1967 year-classes are highly abundant. The
total mortality index of Div. 2J cod was 0.67 (48.8% annual mortality). The
calculated natural mortality rate lay between 0.080 and 0.343 with a mid-point of
Q.22.
6.

Redfish

Polish measurements of redf1sh (Sebastes mentella) in Div. 2H ranged from
19-52 em (mainly 28-45 em). Ages ranged from 4 to 31 years and the mean age was
13.7 years. In Div. 2J redfish measured were 19-48 em long (mean length 32.4 em).
The range of ages was 5-23 and the mean age 12-14 years.

7.

American Plaice
American plaice measured by Poland from Div. 2J were 24-49 em long and

4-16 years old.

8.

Greenland Halibut

Greenland halibut measured by Poland from Div. 2H were 37-105 em long and
had a mean length of 68.7 em.
9.

Atlantic Salmon

Of 27 Atlantic salmon tagged by Canada in the Labrador Sea in April, three
recaptures were made on the Canadian mainland. In coastal salmon of the Pack's
Harbour area of Labrador, 85% of the salmon stomachs were empty. The main food
consisted of pteropods, launcet baby cod and capelin. In the Labrador Sea the main
food was PazoaZepis ooregonoide.s borealis J arctic squid and fish remains. Biochemical
studies of 25 salmon caught in the southern part of the Labrador Sea, close to the
Labrador and Northeast Newfoundland shelves, in the spring of 1970 indicated 52% of
European origin. This percentage is most unexpected and is similar to the 51% of
European origin obtained for 204 Atlantic salmon taken off West Greenland and in th~
Labrador Sea in the autumn of 1970.
10.

Mackerel

! '

Canada reported mackerel to be relatively abundant in southern Labrador
coastal waters in August-September and they were reported at Cape Harrison, furthe.,
north than their most northerly recorded extension in previous years to Black IsI~
0

(53 46 'N).

.•
,
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Report of Meeting of Panel 3

Tuesday, 1 June, 1430 hrs
1.

The meeting was opened by the Chairman. Mr A. Valkov (USSR).

Representatives

of Canada, Denmark, France, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Spain. USSR, UK and USA attended.
Japan and the Fed. P~p. Germany were represented by observers.

2.

Rapporteur.

3.

Agenda.

Dr F. D. McCracken (Canada) was appointed Rapporteur.

The agenda as prepared was adopted.

4.
Panel Membership. Japan applied for membership in the panel and the
application was unanimously approved.

5.
Report of Scientific Advisers. Dr H. A. Cole (UK) presented a summary
of the Status of Fisheries and Research carried out during 1970 (Appendix II; also
Res.Doc. 71/131) and the Report of the Meeting of Scientific Advisers (Appendix I).
He

noted~

that making assumptions about catches by non-meuber countries,
He again called
special attention to the recent yield/effort assessments f~r cod which indicated
that the level of fishing in recent years has probably been beyond that generating
the maximum long-term sustainable yield-per-recruit. He noted particularly that use
of 130-mm mesh would be important for conservation of the strong 1968 year-class of
cod in Div. 3N and 30. Attention was called to preliminary assessments on yellowtail
and American plaice in Div. 3L and 3N. Such assessments have been hampered because
of uncertainty in separating species in catch statistics of some countries prior to
1970. He noted that the sustainable yield of plaice is unlikely to increase in
response to increased effort. Attention was called to recent herring tagging in the
Subarea which showed that stocks fished off the southwest coast of Newfoundland
migrate into the Gulf of St. Lawrence (Subarea 4). The Report was approved by all
member countries present.
it appeared that total catches had declined about 20,000 tons.

6.
Conservation Measures. It was noted that several countries had reservations
to the 130 mm minimum mesh size in Subarea 3 as recommended by the Panel in 1970.
Canada stated that its government was seriously considering withdrawing its reservation
but that such a decision would be influenced somewhat by possible action in the more
southern subareas. Spain and Portugal declared that they would withdraw their
reservation as soon as other countries withdrew theirs. Poland noted that its
reservation applied only to the date of 1 July 1971 and that the regulation would
come into force for Poland an 1 January 1972. The Panel noted what had been said
regarding reservations and Mr GrSham (UK) expressed the hope that those countries
having reservations would seriously reconsider their positions with a view to
withdrawing them if at all possible.
7.
Conservation of Herring Stocks. There were no proposals for conservation
measures and it was agreed to take note of discussion at a joint Meeting of Panels.
8.
Fu ture Research. The proposed groundfish surveys by Canada ~ France. Polarid
and USSR were commended and the need for coordination of the surveys stressed.
The Panel supported the recommendation from STACRES that the invitation
of ICES to convene a meeting of a joint lCES/Hl'IAF Working Group on Cod Stocks in
the North Atlantic be accepted.
9.
Next Meeting. It was agreed that this would be
the 1972 Annual Mee ting of the Commission.

he1~

in conjunction with

- 2 -

10.
Approval of Report. It was agreed that a draft would be circulated for
approval without a further meeting.

11.

Election of Chairman for 1972 and 1973.

Mr A. A. Volkov (USSR) was

unanimously re-elected Chairman for the ensuing two years.
12.
:there being no further business, t.'lte Panel Meeting was adjourned at
1540 hrs.
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ANNUAL MEETING - JUNE 1971
Report of Meeting of Scientific Advisers to Panel 3

Wednesday, 26 May, 1430 hra

1.
The meeting was called to order by the Chairman, Dr H. A. Cole (UK).
Advisers were' present from the following member countries of the Panel: Canada,
Denmark, France, Poland, Portugal, Spain, USSR, UK and USA.

Observers were present

from Japan.

2.

The agenda as distributed for Panel 3 was followed, as applicable.

3.

Dr A. W. May (Canada) was appointed Rapporteur.

4.
The Chairman reviewed his summary report on Status of the Fisheries and
Research in 1970 (Appendix II; also Res .Doc. 71/131). After discussion and some
amendments the revised report was approved for presentation to the Panel.

5.
The Chainnan noted that in 1970 the Panel Advisers had concluded that an
increase in mesh size to 130 mm in Subarea 3 was desirable, particularly for cod,
but presumably also for flounders. The Advisers were informed that some countries
had objected to the Commission's proposal for the introduction of a 130 mm mesh
size in Subarea 3 but wish to reiterate last year's advice, particularly in view of
the desirability of protecting young fish of the 1968 year-class in Div. 3N and 30.
The Assessments Subcommittee Chairman reported that the large 1964 yearclass in Div. 3N and 30 had almost disappeared from the landings, even though the
fish were only 6 years old in 1970. The decrease in cod catch in this area since
1967 probably reflects decreased abundance as well as decreased effort. There may
be some improvement in catches in 1971-72, based on recruitment of the 1968 yearclass, but in relation to maximizing yield-per-recruit fishing on such young agegroups is highly undesirable.
6.
Assessments made for the first time for plaice and yellowtail flounder in
Div. 3L and 3N were hampered because of uncertainty in separating species in catch
statistics of some countries prior to 1970. It is evident, however, that in both
Divisions, the sustainable yield of plaice is unlikely to increase in response to
increased fishing. In both Div. 3L and 3N, catch-per-unit effort has declined in
recent years.
7.
Research on herring in Subarea 3 has disclosed that the fishery is dependent
on relatively old fish and that there are no indications of substantial recruitment
during the next few years. Mr V. M. Hodder (Canada) reported on results of tagging
and other data which showed that the stocks fished off the southwest coast of
Newfoundland migrate into the Gulf of St. Lawrence following this fishery. and do
not intermingle with stocks on the Scotian Shelf. He also reported that catches in
the 1970-71 fishing season were reduced about 50% from the previous winter season.
8.
Apart from research plans previously reported, and which are generally along
past lines, particular mention was made of planned groundfish surveys by various
countries. The necessity, for assessments purpoBe~ of extending and coordinating
such surveys was emphasized. Efforts in this direction are underway and will be
continued.
9.
It Was agreed that the next meeting of Scientific Advisers should take
place at the time of the next Commission meeting, and preceding the meeting of
Panel 3.
10.
It was agreed that preparation of the report of the meeting of Advisers would
be left to the Chairman and Rapporteur, who would circulate draft copies for approval.
11.

Dr Cole (UK) was re-elected Chairman of Scientific Advisers to Panel 3.
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ANNUAL MEETING - .Jc-r.'E 1971

Status of Fisheries and Research carried out in Subarea 3 in 1970
by

H. A. Cole
Fisheries Laboratory
Lowestoft, England
1.

Pertinent Documents

The following research documents contain information relating to Subarea 3:
71/6, 1:, 22, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 36, 38, 39, 42, 43, 44, 45,46. 48. 50,
51, 53, 54, 55, 62, 82. 83, 91, 93, 95, 96. 97, 104, 107, 108, 109, 111, 119, 120,
121, 123, 128.

Documents relating solely to salmon are not included.
The latest information regarding the state of the fish stocks and the most
recent assessments are given in the Report of the Assessments Subcommittee (Redbook
1971, Pt. I) and in the report of its Mid-Year Meeting (Comm.Doc. 71/1).

2.

Status of the Fisheries

Table 1 gives the total nominal catches fram Subarea 3 of all species,
and of cod, haddock, redfish and herring considered separately, for the year 1970
and the four preceding years. It should be noted, however, that the 1970 catch data
include a small amount of fish caught in Subarea 2, and in 1969 and 1970 do not include
catches by all non-member countries.
TABLE 1.

Nominal ca tches from Subarea 3 (thousand metric tons round fresh)

Species
All species
Cod

Haddock
Redfish

Herring

*

1966

1967

1968

748
499
10
79
23

1,103
721
11
89
79

1,144
733
7
53
145

1969

1970

983*
569·
5"
87·
145*

965·
538·
7*
76·
135·

Incomplete, see note above.

Table 2 gives the nominal catches of selected other species from Subarea 3
for the years 1968, 1969 and 1970.
TABLE 2.

Nominal catches of other species taken from Subarea 3, 1968-70 (metric
tons round fresh)
Species
Halibut
Greenland halibut
American plaice
Witch

Yellowtail flounder
Flounders (not specified)
Roundnose grenadier

•

1968

1969

1970

1,388&)
24,003
55,997
5,414
5,001
66,177
24,159

597·
17,690*
70,959*
4,477*
10 ,564*
37,049*
11,682*

794*
22,729*
88,317*
21,726*
26,730*
481*
22,396*

Incomplete, see note above •
a) Includes some Greenland halibut caught by non-member countries.

- 2 Table 3 gives the nominal catches in Subarea 3 by species and countries
for the years 1969 and 1970. As noted above, the latter are not quite complete.
If it is assumed that non-member countries caught the same weight of fish in 1970

as in 1968, then the total catch of all ~?ecies in Subarea 3 may have decreased by
about 20 7 000 tons. Catches by most member countries differed very little from those
taken in 1969 but that of France decreased by 20,000 tons.
A.

Cod

Although the information is not yet complete. i t seems that cod catches
declined slightly in 1970. Catches by Portugal, Spain and USSR remained very stable
but that of Canada decreased by approximately 10%. The French catch was less than

half of that taken in 1969.
As in 1969, the heavies t catches were made in the northern part of the

Subarea, particularly in Div. 3K and 3L but production from these two divisions fell
from 329.000 tons in 1969 to 286 .000 tons in 1970.
Landinas of cod from the Canadian inshore fishery declined but iutermediatesized vessels are changing over to gill nets and a variety of other species is also
being caught (Res.Doc. 71/43).

Polish fishing was mainly in Div. 3K: the catch-per-hour by Polish trawlers
fishing cod in the first half of 1970 fell to 644 kg (1968 - 1,163; 1969 - 1.013 ~g)
(Res .Doc. 71/104). the 1963, 1964 and 1965 year-classes made up 77% of the catch
(Res.Doc.7l/50). As a result of intensive fishing. the 1965 and 1966 year-classes
were considerably reduced before their recruitment was completed (Res .Doc. 71/106).
Portuguese trawlers and dory vessels fished mainly in Div. 3L.

The 1963,

1964 and 1965 year-classes were most numerous in the trawl catches. as in 1969 (Res.
Doc. 71/51) •

The bulk of the Spanish catch was taken by pair trawlers with Div. 3L and
30 providing 58% of the total: the 1965 and 1966 year-classes were dominant (Res.
Doc. 71/48).

Soviet catches from the northem (Div. lK and lL) and southern (Div. IN
and 30) stocks of cod on the Grand Banks were similar at approximately 29,000 tons.
Recorded discard rates of cod in Subarea 3 rarely exceeded 1% (Res. Doc.
71/27) •

The environmental £ actors responsible for the varying success of cOd yearclasses in the two stocks on the Grand Bank are discussed in Res.Doc. 71/111.
Surveys of the abundance of young cod made by the USSR since 1958 show that recruitnent
to the Labrador-North Newfoundland stock is rather stable from year to year whereas
in the Southern Grand Bank stock a strong year-class may be 40 to 50 times more
abundant than a poor one. In Div. 3N and 30, the 1968 year-class was very prominent
in the USSR surveys and is expected to improve the Southern Grand Bank and St. Pierre
Bank cod fisheries in 1972 (Bes.Doc. 71/53).
B.

Haddock

Haddock landings increased slightly coming mainly from Div. 3Ps (St. Pierre
Bank). The 1966 year-class is still important but the incoming year-classes of 1967
and 1968 seem to be poor (Res.Doc. 71/43). Soviet scientists continue to find some
small signs of the beginD±ng of restoration of the Grand Bank haddock stock (Res.Doc.
71/53) •
C.

Redfish

Total redfish landings declined by approximately 11.000 tons. The decline
was most evident in Div. JK and 3N; landings increased from D1v. JPs. Canadian
echo sounder surveys confirm the existence of large numbers of pelagic redfish
(Sebastes rrtentel.l.a) over deep water from the northern part of the Grand Bank to
Greenland.

Table 3.

Nominal catches from Subarea 3 in 1969 and 1970 by species and country (thousand metric tuns round (resh).
Not including one non-member country.

Species

Year

Total

Canada

Cod

1969
1970

569
538

145
129

19
18

36
14

1969
1970

5
7

3
3

0

~

1
1

1969
1970

87
76

9
11

0
0

1969
1970

18
23

12
11

G

1969
1970

71

88

70
70

1969
1970

4
22

4
7

1969
1970

11
27

11
20

1969
1970

145
135

145
135

1969
1970

983
965

409
404

Haddocl<
Redfi.h
Greenland halibut
American plaice
lIitch

Yellowtail flounder
Herring

Total All Species

na
f

Not available
Includes Subarea 2

Denmark

France

0
1

Germany
~

12

~

Norway

Poland

Portugal

Spain

USSR

26
37 f

14
13

99
91

171
165

57
60

2
3

~

~

•
G

•
•
0

UK

USA

3

0
0

Q

G
na

•

7
4

70
58

3
7

5

na

G

17

na

~

na

]

3

•

no

12

G
0

]

"

no

0
38
18

0
no

0

G

19
18

Non members

G

12

27 f
37

25
26.

na
99
91

173
169

189
186

3

G

"
G

"

no

'"

- 4 :to

Herring
All herring were taken by Canada, mainly from Di.v. 3Pn and 3Ps.

The

catch was 10,000 tons less than in 1969. Numerous research documents dealing with
herring biology and assessment are summarized in the appropriate section of the

Assessments Subcommittee Report.
E.

Flounders

Total landings of flounders of all kinds increased by approximately 15,000

tons.

For the first time, the USSR reported catches separately as American plaice.
witch or yellowtail flounders, and because of this, landings of each of these thzee
species showed apparent large increases. However. if the proportions of the USSR
catch of "flounders not specified" in 1968 and 1969 were the same as reported in
1970, total catches of American plaice from Subarea 3 have remained stable at around
90,000 tons, yel1o~tai1 have doubled between 1968 and 197~ and witch have fluctuated
considerably (Table 4).

TABLE 4.

Estimated total catches of flounders from Subarea 3 - all countries.
American plaice

1968
1969
1970

89,000
90,000
88,317

Yellowtail

Witch

12,000

14,500

29,000
17,500

26,730

21,726

Only negligible landings of flounders are now reported as

!l

not specified" ~

The main fishing areas for American plaice are Div. 3L and 3N and these
seem to be separate populations. It is reported that, for both stocks. year-classes

of comparatively equal strength enter the fishery each year (Res.Doc. 71/111).
The steady increase in abundance of yellowtail on the Grand Bank since 1962

may be related to the drastic reduction which has occurred in the haddoCk stock
(Res.Doc. 71/118).

There is no information on the strength of incoming year-classes.

Very little information is reported on witch (grey sale). Substantial
landings are made from Div. 3K (Canada, Poland and USSR), 3L (Canada), 3N (USSR)
and 3Ps (Canada), with 3K the most important. Sampling information from Div. ]Pn
and 3Ps is provided by France (Res.Doc. 71/46).
F.

Other Species

Landings of Greenland halibut increased mainly as a resul t of higher catcnes
by Polish and Soviet vessels. Three quarters of the total catch was taken from
Div. 3K.
Landings of capelin by Canada were 2,999 tons (1969 - 2,027 tons).
Canadian landings of swordfish doubled (1970 - 1,979 tons; 1969 - 969 tons).
Squid remained very scarce with only 75 tons recorded from Subarea 3.
Catches of roundnose grenadier by the USSR increased to the 1968 level
with 22,396 tons landed; almost all was taken from Div. 3K. A special study of
this fishery concludes that intensification should be approached wit.h caution (Res.
Doc. 71/93).
Landings of argen tine were made by the USSR and Japan.
Canadian salmon catches increased to 1,209 tons (1969 - 902 tons).
Groundfish landings reported in 1970 as "not specified" fell to negligible
proportions but "other fish spp. nk" still total 5,896 tons in Subarea 3, the bulk
being landed by the USSR.

3.

Research Work

ResearCh studies made in Subarea 3 were reported by Canada, France, Fed.
Rep. Germany, Japan, Poland, Portugal, Spain, USSR, UK and USA.

- 5 -

A.

HydrographY
Hydrographic studies were made by Canada, France, USSR and USA.

The

report of the Environmental Subcommittee contai.ns the following summary of conditions

in Subarea 3 in 1970:
"Off Labrador and eastern Newfoundland (Subareas 2 and 3) in_ July and Augus't

core temperatures in the colder shoreward part of the Labrador Current were generally
below average, but in the deeper water of the continental slope, in the outer West

Greenland Current contribution to the Labrador Current, both temperatures and
salinities were often similar to or higher than the highest previously recorded."
A USSR study reports inten'slfication of the cold Labrador Current which
caused a cooling of the eaatem slope of the Grand Bank, and there was a similar
intensification of the Gulf Stream. which warmed the western part of the Bank (Res.
Doc. 71/91). Seasonal and year-to-year variability of water temperature in the areas
of Labrador and Newfoundland for the years 1936, 1938-1941 and 1948-1970 was analyzed
in the USSR Res.Doc. 71/96). Tbere 'was an intensification of hydrographic work in
1970 by the St. John IS (Newfound1and) Laboratory (Res.Doc. 71/22). New hydrographic
studies in the Laurentian Chatmel and adjacent areas were ini tiated by France (Res.
Doc. 71/46 and 71/82) •
B.

Plankton

Plankton studies were reported by France and the UK. During a French
research cruise in the spring of 1970 vertical plankton hauls were made at 133
stations along the Laurentian Channel and the adjacent banks. Figures are given
for plankton volume and abundance of fish eggs and larvae. This is the first stage
of a continuing programme (Res.Doc. 71/82). The Plankton Recorder Survey was
continued by the UK and a total of 16,915 miles was sampled in Subarea 3. The
spring outbreak of plankton was below average in the oceanic region of Subarea 3
but diatoms were abundant aver the Grand Bank in April and May. Numbers of copepods:
were above the long-term mean. (1962-69) during the first half of the year in both
oceanic and coastal parts of Subarea 3 and below average from July to November
(Res.Doc. 71/54).
C.

Special Biological Studies

Special biological studies of the roundnose grenadier (Macrurus rupestris)
were reported by the USSR (Res. Doc. 71/89 and 71/93). These covered feeding and
migration of the Northwest Atlantic and studies of age. and growth. It is concluded
that the fish has a long life and many age groups in the population. The spawning
area of this fish has not been located but there seems to be some possibility of a
connection between the stocks in the Northwest Atlantic and those at Iceland.
A Soviet survey of the distribution of haddock spawning grounds in the
ICNAF area includes information relating to Subarea 3 (Res.Doc. 71/42). The relation
between wind strength and direction and drift and survival of haddock eggs and larvae
is considered.
A detailed study of Yedfish taken from the north side of the Laurentian
Channel (Div. 3Ps and. 3Pn) was reported by France (Res .Doc. 71/83). Other biological
information on redfish in Subarea 3 is included in the Soviet Res.Doc. 71/53.
Res.Doc. 71/6 reports on the incidence of the larval nematode Anisak.is sp.
in berring from Canadian Atlantic waters. It is concluded that the level of infestation
is very low compared with, say, the North Sea, and does not present a problem in the
utilization of herring for human consumption if reasonable standards of processing
are observed.
France reports the results of surveys made during the period 1966-70 for
shrimp (Pandal-us borealis) in the channels a:ur;)ng the banks of Subareas 1-5. In
Subarea 3 ten hauls made in the Burgeo trench in May 1970 yielded an average of 42 kg
per hour 1 s fishing;
there were substantial by-catches of redfish and witch.
D.

Tagging

The USSR marked yellowtail flounder, American plaice and cod (with a few
haddock, witch, Greenland halibut and dogfish) in Subarea 3, mainly in Div. 3L (Res.
Doc. 71/53). Greenland halibut tagged by Canada off White Bay, Newfoundland in the

- 6 winter of 1969170 gave 20 recoveries durlng the first year, of wbich S were
the spring northeast of Funk Island.

t.aken

in

'111is suggests that the Greenland halibut:' :U..hed

offshore in Div. JK and 3L and those caught in the deep coastal bays of ....-OQadland
m.ay belong to the same stock which migrates to the continental .lope for 8p~g
(Res.Doc. 71/119).

Can". marked herring with internal tags to e8 tabl1sh the rel.tio_hip'
between the stocks fisbed from. spring to autUIID in the southern Gulf of St. l.8II'c'.ee
and those exploited in winter in Div. 3P ( ...... Doc. 71/108).
E.

Grou.Dtiflsb Surveys

'lbe Jeport of the Working Group on Coordinated Groundiish Surveys (~.
Doc. 71/32) indicates that Cmads (Mfld). USSR (PIHBO). Polmd .....d P r _ (St. .

Pierre) may uDiertalr.e surveys in Subarea 3 during 1972. For fUl'ther details refe-renee
should be made to the appropriate section of the Bedbook 1971. Part 1. Canadian.
methods of grou.ndflsh survey are described in Ies.Doc. 71/36 aDd. a suggest-' pl.an
for stratified l!UIIIII,ling has been presented as a separate anneXa 'l11e accuracy of
abundance indices for cod assessed by a comparison of research vessel survey. and'
information from cQDllercial catches is presented in Res.Doc. 71/38.
F.

Other Besea'l'ch

canada provided technical details and towing characteristics of 6 .aiD
types of otter tr8lfls used for ground.fish in the Northwest Atlmtic (llea.Doc. 11/'3.9).

.'
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L

The meeting was called to order by the Chairman, Mr R. Lagarde (France).

2.

Rapporteur.

3,

Agenda.

4.

Review of Panel Membership.

Dr A.W. May (Canada) was appointed Rapporteur.

The agenda as distributed in ad'vance of the meeting was adopted.
The following member countries of the Panel

were represented: Canada, France, Fed. Rep. Germany, Poland, Portugal, Spain, USSR
and USA. An application from Japan for membership in the Panel was unanimously
approved.
5.
Report of Scientific Advisers. The Chairman of Scientific Advisers to
Panel 4, Mr J.A. Posgay (USA), presented his summary report on Status of the Fisheries
and Research carried out in 1970 (Appendix II; also Res.Doc. 71/134 Revised), and
also presented the Report of the Meeting of Scientific Advisers (Appendix I). These
were adopted by the Panel.

6.
Review of Conservation Measures and Requirements. The Panel discussed the
conclusion of the Assessments Subcommittee that a reduction in catch below the 1970
level of 8,600 tons would be required to prevent a decline in abundance of the
offshore cod stock in Div. 4X. Canada reported that the complexity of fisheries in
this area made it difficult to define inshore and offshore components, and that
fUrther consideration of this problem was necessary before proposals for conservation
of the offshore cod stock could be made.
7.
Conservation Measures for Haddock in Div. 4X and Div. 4W. Proposals for
conservation of haddock stocks in Div. 4X and Div. 4W were referred to a Joint Meeting
of Panels 4 and 5 (see Proc. 13).
8.
Conservation Measures for Herring Stocks. Proposals for herring conservation
were referred to a Joint Meeting of Panels 1-5 (see Proc. 11).
9.
Future Research. There were no specific proposals for future research
beyond the items noted in the Report of Scientific Advisers to Panel 4.
10.
Date and Place of Next Meeting. It was agreed that the next Panel meeting
should take place at the time and place of the 1972 Annual Meeting of the Commission.
11.
Approval of Panel Report. It was agreed that the Panel Report would be
circulated in draft form for approval by Panel Members.
12.
Election of Chairman. Capt J. Cardoso (Portugal) was elected Chairman of
Panel 4 for the years 1971-1972 and 1972-1973.
13.
Adjournment.
1640 hr ••

There being no further business, the meeting adjourned at

..
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1.

(USA).
The meeting was opened by the Chairm an, Mr J.A. Posgay

2.

Dr G.J. Ridgway (USA) was appoin ted Rappor teur.
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9.
Consideration of Need for Conservation of Herring Stocks. Comm.Doc. 71/17
was reviewed insofar as it concerned Subarea 4 herring stocks and material from the
Assessments Subcommittee report was reviewed by Kr lIes (Canada). Dr Bogdanov (USSR)
pointed out that Comm.Doc. 71/17 contained many items not all related to Panel 4.
major questions were:

.)
b)

Does the fishery in the area need regulation?
Is there a need to decrease the catch?

The

and

There was general agreement that although an exact amount of harvestable
surplus cannot be estimated, the best judgment of the Scientific Advisers is that
reduction in the catch is needed.

This is indicated by the recent declines in catch

in Div. 4X and Div. 4V.

10.
Future Research Required. The Scientific Advisers called attention to the
fact that a coordinated survey of larval herring in the area is planned for the fall
of 1971. Canada~ France, Fed.Rep. Germany, USSR, and USA plan to participate. The
Advisers agreed that there is a need for additional tagging experiments on herring~
particularly on juveniles in Div. 4X. Preliminary studies on tagging techniques and
tag recovery methods are planned by Canada and USA. It was agreed that there is a
need for tests of acoustical surveys for assessing the abundance of herring stocks.
Continued cooperative groundfish surveys in the area are planned by Canada, USSR and
USA, and by France (St P&M).
11.
Date and Place of Next Meeting of Scientific Advisers. It was agreed that
the Scientific Advisers should meet prior to the Panel meeting at the next Annual
Meeting of the Commission.
12.
Approval of Report. It was agreed that a draft report would be prepared
by the Chairman and Rapporteur and Circulated for approval before presentation to the
Panel.
13.
Election of Chairman for 1971-1972.
Chairman of Scientific Advisers to Panel 4.

14.

The meeting adjourned at 1800 hrs.

Mr J.A. Posgay (USA) was re-elected
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ANNUAL MEETING - JUNE 1971
Status of the Fisheries and Research carried out in Subarea 4 in 1970
by

J.A. Pasgay
National Marine Fisheries Service
Woods Hole, Massachusetts
1.

Status of the Fisheries

Landings from Subarea 4 reached an all-time higb in 1970 (Table 1). In
addition to the absolute increase in the landings, the relative importance of the

Subarea 4 landings also increased.

In the period 1961-1968, Subarea 4 provided

about 24% of the catch from the Convention Area;
and 37% in 1970.
TABLE 1.

this increased to 30% in 1969

Landings from Subarea 4 (thousand metric tons).

Average
1961-64

Average
1965-68

Other

219
50
49
53
112
159

220
61
92
16
262
165

Total

642

816

Species
Cod

Haddock
Redfish

Silver hake

Herring

1969

1970

206
42
46
422
175

256
28
119
169
416
164

1,002

1,152

III

Since the earlier period, cod landings have increased slightly, haddock
landings are half what they were, redfish landings h.ave doubled, silver hake landings
have tripled, and herring landings are four times what they were.

2.

Research during 1970

In addition to the national Research Reports, there are 26 Research Documents
and 4 Commisioner's Documents reporting matters of interest to Panel 4.
Comm.Doc.No.

Cod
Haddock
Mixed groundfish

9, 10
1

Redfish

Herring
Miscell.aneous

17

Res. Doc.No ..
12
13, 42
15, 16, 37
83
6, 40, 95, 97, 98, 99, 100.
101, 107. 108, 109. 113.
120, 122
26, 32, 35, 41, 62, 82

In the following sections, pertinent conclusions in the research documents
are presented.
A.

Groundfish

Research vessel surveys have been expanded by Canada, USA, and USSR 80 that
they now cover Div. 4T, 4V, 4W, and 4X. Comparison of research vessel survey data

- awith commercial catch-per-unit of effort for cod and haddock in Div. 4T, 4W and 4X
show generally good agreement. Further, more refined analysis should improve the
relationship.
B.

Cod

The Div. 4T stock showed adequate recruibnent to the 1971 fishery. Abundance
in Div. 4X showed a 30% decrease in abundance from 1965 to 1969 with F considerably
above that giving maximum yield per recruit. Catch-per-unit of effort of Canadian
trawlers in 1970 was 23% less than in 1969.
C.

Haddock

The Div. 4X stock Is declining and will continue to decline unless the
present annual quota of 18,000 tons for 1970-1972 is reduced. The stock in Div. 4VW
Is a160 declining and if fishing mortality remains at the present level. or increases,
this stock will not recover and may well decline even further.

D.

Herring

Stocks in the Nova Scotia region of Div. 4X are being maintained by the 1966
year-class. The fish which are taken as "sardines" off New Brunswick may be a separate
stock from those off Nova Scotia. Otolith comparisons seem to show that the herring
found on Banquereau and Emerald Banks in March-April are of different stocks.
Tagging in the Gulf of St. Lawrence (Div. 4T) and off the south coast of
Newfoundland has further defined the movement of herring within the Gulf and out to
the south coast of Newfoundland (Div. 3P).

A study of the occurrence of the parasitic larval nematode Anisakis sp., in
herring from the east coast of Maine, western Gulf of Maine, Georges Bank, and Nova
Scotia gives further support to the separation of these stocks. Other studies of
this parasite demonstrate its value as a biological tool in helping to separate the
stocks of the northern part of the Subarea and confirm the identity of those fish
caught off southern Newfoundland in winter and in Div. 4T the rest of the year.
Analysis of the year-class distribution of fish from Georges Bank, Jeffreys
Ledge, coastal Gulf of Maine, and Nova Scotia catches. showed each area to be different
from all others.
E.

Silver Rake

The large increase in silver hake landings was the result of increased
effort by the USSR and the presence of two good year-classes in the stock. The 1966
year-class made up 42.4% and the 1967 year-class, 35.9% of USSR catches.
F.

Redfish

The increase was caused mainly by a diversion of Canadian effort to the
deeper waters ~f Div. 4Vs, 4W and 4X because of poor availability of haddock.
Landings would have been much higher in 1970, except fo~ strikes by fishermen and
handlers during part of the year.
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1.

'!he meeting was opened by the Chairman. Professor F. ChrzSll (Poland).

Representatives from all member countries of the Panel, except Romania,
were present.

2.

Rapporteur.

3.

Agenda.

4.

Panel Memberships.

Mr H. R. Beasley (USA) was appointed Rapporteur.

The agenda, as circulated, was adopted.
It was agreed to recommend to the Commission that the

applications of the Fed. Rep. Germany and Japan for membership in PanelS be accepted.
5.
Report by Chairman of Scientific Advisers. Dr G. F. M. Smith (Canada),
Chairman of the Scientific Advisers to the Panel. presented a suamary of the Status
of Fisheries and Research carried out in the Subarea during 1970 (Appendix IV; also
Res.Doc. 71/129 Revised) and the Report of the Meeting of Scientific Advisers
(Appendix I). He concluded by noting the seriousness of conservation requirements
for major resources in the Subarea. Attention was drawn not only to stocks which
are the subject of existing or proposed management schemes to restrict fishing,
but also to scallops and cod.

6.
Review of Conservation Measures and Re uirements. The USA emphasized its
concern about eteriorating resource conditions in tOe Subarea, and noted in particular
the implications of Appendix IV, "Status of the Fisheries and Research carried out in
Subarea 5 in 1970", which shows declining yields from major groundfish and herring
stocks off New England.
Since scallops and cod were not specifically on the Panel's Agenda,
clarification abou t the needs of these resources was requested. Dr McCracken
(Canada) on behalf of the Scientific Advisers to the Panel cited the moderate
abundance of a recent year-class of Georges Bank scallops followin.g a period of
poor recruitment. The possibility was noted of closing certain areas to the dredges
used by scallop vessels to protect concentrations of these small scallops from
premature and excessive exploitation. It was also pointed out that such a specialized closure would not interfere with fisheries employing other types of gear.
After some discussion, it was noted that Canada and the USA - the two countries
harvesting scallops in Subarea 5 - would examine further what regulatory proposals
for scallops might be developed for consideration at the 1972 Annual Meeting of the
CoDmission •
The Chairman of the Assessments Subcommittee at the request of the Panel
reviewed the status of cod. He noted that available information, while incomplete,
indicated th.at the resource in the Subarea was fully exploited at yield levels
between 30,000 to 40~000 metric tons, and recent catches at or above those levels
provided cause for concern. Canada emphasized the dangers of allowing resources to
deteriorate while awaiting final documentation of the precise reasons for their
decline, and noted that, while conservation measures for cod were not on the Panel's
agenda, it was willing to accept an interim annual quota of 35,000 metric tons for
cod in Subarea 5. The USSR said it could accept such a measure. Other delegations
expressed support in principle for the Canadian view, but asked that a decision on
the matter be postponed until the effects of such a quota could be examined further,
since it would have implications for other fisheries.

- 2 7.

Review of Conservation Measures and Procedures for Haddock.

The USA said

that all scientific reports show that the existing 12,OOO_ton haddock quota in
Subarea 5 is inadequate to satisfy conservation requirements.

Much stricter measures

are needed if there is to be any possibility of arresting the decline in this severely
depleted resource. Therefore, the USA proposed a ban on fishing for haddock in the
Subarea; vessels would be allowed incidental haddock catches of 5.000 pounds or
10 percent by weight of all other fish on board caught in the Subarea.

Canada

expressed sympathy for the proposal I While noting concern about the incidental
catches during spawning periods that might be taken under such a proposal.

The

close relation of haddock. regulatory regimes in Subareas 4 and 5 was also noted. In
these circumstances, it was agreed that haddock proposals for both Subareas should
be considered in a joint meeting of Panels 4 and 5 (see Proc. 13).
8.
Review of Conservation Measures and Procedures for Silver and Red Hakes.
The Panel approved a recommendation of the Scientific Advisers that the 3-year
regulatory program for hakes in force since 1 January 1970 continue unchanged ~ pending
further stock assessments before the regulations expire.
9.

The Panel recessed at 1215 hrs.

10.

Ihe Panel reconvened at 1445 hrs, 31 May.

11.
Consideration. of the Need for Conservation of Herring Stocks. It was noted
that this item had been referred to the Joint Meeting of Panels (see Proc. 11) for
consideration •
12.
Possible Conservation Measures for Yellowtail Flounder.
proposals:

The USA submi tted

(1)

to increase the mesh size required in the Subarea 5 yellowtail flounder
fishery from 114 mm to 147 mm (manila), and

(2)

to establish modified Subarea 5 quota regulations for yellowtail
flounder.

The p§oposed quota regulation would continue an annual catch limit in waters east
of 69 0 W at the existing level of 16,000 metric tons; the annual catch limit west
of 69 W would be reduced from 13,000 to 10,000 Dons. The quota proposal also embodied
flexible procedures suggested by the Assessment Subcommittee for closing the open
fishing seasons. In introducing these proposals, the USA noted that its general
regulatory intentions had been previously summarized in Comm.Doc. 71/16. The specific
proposals reflect the latest scientific assessments calling for a reduction in the
fishing rate on the resource.
Discussion revealed general support for the quota regulatory proposal, but
some differences of opinion regarding the mesh-size proposal. The USSR expressed
the view that in order to conserve fish stoCks and to facilitate enforcement of
regulations it would be strongly advisable to establish uniform mesh-size requirements
of 130 m.m throughout the Convention Area for all species subject to trawl regulations.
This could be accomplished by extending the mesh-size requirements in Subareas 1, 2
and 3 to Subareas 4 and 5. The Soviet Delegation, thus, believed it advisable to
increase mesh-size requirements for yellowtail flounder in Subarea 5 from 114 mm to
130 mm (manila). The Soviet Delegation also noted that care should be taken when
changing mesh-size requirements not to amend established rules concerning the
measurement of meshes, selectivity of different materials, and designation of meshmeasuring gauges. taking into account that at the 1967 Annual Meeting of the Commission
the ICNAF mesh-measuring gauge as specified in the ICNAF trawl regulations was
authorized as the only mesh-measuring gauge for use in the Convention Area. The Fed.
Rep. Germany's Delegation was in general accord with the Soviet views. lhe USA
commented that While uniform mesh-size requirements would facilitate control measures,
there were scientific reasons for varying requirements. A single mesh size could not
be set that would achieve maxiDllm yield-peT-recruit of all fish stocks, in view of
the great variety of environmental conditions and resources in the Convention Area.
The USA believed the enforcement advantages of a single mesh size were outweighed by
the conservation advantages obtained by adapting mesh sizes to the needs of specific
stocks. As regards yellowtail flounder, the USA drew attention to the Assessment
Subcommittee's conclusion that yield-per-recruit could be increased significantly

- 3 by raising mesh sizes in the fishery to 141 mm. (manila). Canada said that while i t
understood why specialized mesh sizes might be sought for certain resources, it also

believed there were enforcement advantages in a common mesh size.

In view of the

broader implications of the ~sh-size question, it was agreed that the matter should
be referred to the Joint Meeting of Panels for consideration, before Panel 5 made a

decision on yellowtail flounder regulations.

13.

The Panel recessed at 1500 hrs.

14.

PanelS reconvened at 1430 hra, 3 June.

15.
The USA reported its willingness to modify its trawl regulatory proposal
so that mesh-size requirements in the yellowtail flounder fishery would be increased
to only 130 mm (manila) provided it was agreed by the Panel that an increase to 147 mm.
would be discussed on its scientific merits at the next meeting of the Commission.
With this understanding, the Panel

recommended
that the Commission transmit to the Depositary Government for joint action
by the Contracting Governments the catch quota and mesh-size regulatory
proposals of the USA for yellowtail flounder attaChed at Appendices II

and III.
16.
Review of the 10 Percent Annual Exemption. It was noted that the USA had
reported on their operation of the 10 percent exemption in Comm.Doc. 71/22.
17.

Future Research Required. The researCh plans for the Subarea are outlined
in the Report of the Scientific Advisers (Appendix I) and in the researCh programs
submitted by member countries.
18.
Next: Meeting. It was agreed that the next regular meeting of the Panel
and its Scientific Advisers would be held at the time and place of the next Annual
Meeting of the COIIID.ission.
19.

Other Business.

There was no other business.

20.
Approval of Panel Report. It was agreed to circulate the Panel Report
among the Panel members for approval.
21.
Election of Chairman. Mr F. Suzuki (Japan) was unanimously elected Chairman
of the Panel for 1971 72 and 1972-73.
22.

Adjournment.

Th.e meeting adjourned at 1515 hrs.
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Report of Meeting of Scientific Advisers to Panel 5

TUesday. 25 May, 1600 hrs
1.
The Chairman, Dr G. F. M. Smith (Canada), opened the meeting with
representatives from member countries, Canada, Poland, USSR and USA present.
Romania was not represented. Observers were present from Fed. Rep. Germany, UK
and Japan.

2.

Dr M. D. Grosslein (USA) was appointed Rapporteur.

3.

The agenda for Panel 5 was adopted with minor revisions.

4.
The Chairman presented his report on the Status of the Fisheries and
Research carried out in Subarea 5 in 1970 (Appendix IV; also Res.Doc. 71/129).
The list of documents relevant to Subarea 5 was checked for completeness and the

Chairman noted that several additional numbers would be added to his report. Dr
Schumacher (Fed. Rep. Germany) noted that Part 3 of the German Research report
(including material on German herring research in Subarea 5) had not yet arrived.
Mr HenneDllth (USA) noted that Subarea 5 herring landings by non-member countries
were not included in the 1969 or 1970 statistics, and that the correct ratio of the
actual 1970 to 1969 herring landings probably would be somewhat greater than the
84% shown in the Chairman's report.
5.
Consideration of Conservation Measures for Scallo s in Subarea 5. Dr
McCracken (Canada) called the attention of Advisers to Res.Doc. 71 84 dealing with
recent studies on Georges Bank scallops. He reviewed the part of the Assessment
Subcommittee's report on scallops, and noted that a moderately abundant year-class
of 3_ring scallops is DOW being harvested within the size range of 50-100 mm.
Mr Posgay (USA) noted that in past years the 50% cull size was about 95 mm, and also
previous studies indicated that exploitation of scallops as young as those taken in
1970 was wasteful of potential yield. Mr Hennemuth (USA) suggested that consideration
should be given to the possible effects of a closed area. Mr Posgay (USA) note4 that
in comparison with earlier years, a closed area for scallops would be more practical
now since only pre-recruits are present, the abundance of large scallops being very
low. The Advisers agreed that this matter should be brought to the attention of
PanelS.

Possible Conservation Measures for Subarea 5 Cod. Mr Hennemuth (USA)
called attention to Res.Doc. 71/125 and the Assessment Subcommitte's report on the
current status of the Subarea 5 cod stock. He noted that landings had increased
substantially since 1964, in response to increased effort, whereas research vessel
surveys have provided no evidence of increased abundance or recndtment. Preliminary
assessment indicates that the fishery is presently fully exploiting the stock and he
suggested it would be desirable to hold the catch down to a level of about 30-40,000
tons until a more complete assessment can be made. Prof Chrzan (Poland) noted that
Subarea 5 was the southern limit of the cod range and that abundance depends mostly
on environmental factors. Mr Hennemuth (USA) replied that the history of the Subarea
5 cod fishery showed relatively stable landings over a long period in spite of
observed fluctuations in temperatures. Mr HenneUllth also sugges ted that in any case
the effects of temperature changes would not act immediately but rather over a
period of years, and any major changes in recruitment could be accounted for in
harvest regulations since the cod stock was now being monitored by annual research
vessel surveys. The Scientific Advisers then agreed to advise that the Panel consider
limitation of the Subarea 5 cod catch in order to prevent further increase in fishing
mortality.
6.

7.
Review of Conservation Measures for Subarea 5 Haddock. Mr Henne1lllth (USA)
outlined the current status of the Subarea 5 haddock stock and noted that although
the closure system had worked well in 1970, the stock abundance is presently very

- 2 lOW' and there is virtually no recruitment expected from the 1970 spawning.

Dr Smf.th

(Canada) called the Advisers' attention to Comm.Doc. 71/15 on proposed new
conservation measures for haddock. Mr Hennemuth (USA) reviewed the main points in
the proposal which were:

(1)

a substantial reduction in Subarea 5 haddock quota or a ban on all
haddock fishing (other than incidental catches);

(2)

if fishing allowed,theu an extension of closed season to include
month of May;

(3)

modification of boundaries of the westernmost closed area in
Subarea 5 to reduce interference with redfish and shrimp
fisheries in that area, and exemption from closure regulations
of Cape Cod line trawl fisheries;

(4)

adoption of standardized exemptions (for haddock and yellowtail) or
use poundage exemption only in place of current exemption regulation.

Dr McCracken (Canada) inquired whether the Assessment Subcommittee had
suggested a quota other than zero. Mr Hennemuth (USA) said that the best strategy
is to take no haddock at all~ thereby allowing whatever recruitment occurs to
contribute to re-bullding the stock. Dr Templeman (Canada) asked whether a complete
ban was feasible in view of existing fisheries for other species. Mr HemelIUth noted
that changing to a poundage exemption would help with this problem. The Scientific
Advisers then agreed that proposals for further conservation were required.
8.
Review of Conservation Measures for Red and Silver Hake io Subarea 5.
Mr Heonemuth (USA) reviewed the current status of these stocks in relation to the
current regulations. US biologists have concluded that the closed areas have been
effective in reducing fishing mortality on hake during their pre-spawning concentrations; catches have declined and stock abundance appears to be increasing somewhat.
A more complete assessment is expected by the time existing regulation expires next
year, and until then it is suggested the regulation remain unchanged. Dr Bogdanov
(USSR) concurred with Mr Hennemuth's views and supported his proposal. The Advisers
then agreed to inform the Panel of this assessment.

9.
Conservation Measures for Yellowtail Flounder in Subarea 5. Dr Brown (USA)
called attention to Res.Doc. 71/14, 71/27 and 71/115 which dealt with yellowtail
flounder, and he reviewed briefly the results of the Assessment Subcommittee's
evaluation noting that all information points to a need for a reduction in fishing
rate. Specific proposed changes in the regulations are presented in Camm.Doc. 71/16
and invo I ve :
0

(1)

significant reduction below l3,OOO-ton quota for area west of 69
with added provisions for mid-year closure;

(2)

amending trawl regulations to increase mesh size to 5_1/8 inch synthetic

(5_3/4 inch double manila) •
Dr chrzan (Poland) supported this proposal. Dr Bogdanov (USSR) agreed with
the need for control of effort but noted that increased mesh size would cause
difficulties for Soviet vessels seeking other species in the same area; also he
noted that it would be much more convenient to adopt a single mesh size for all
species. Dr Smith (Canada) inquired about the expected benefits of a larger uesh.
Dr Brawn (USA) replied that the present mesh catches many 2-year-old fish which are
considerably below the age of maxi.1Il.1m yield-per-recruit, and he also noted that
yellowtail do not spawn until age 3. Dr Smith (Canada) asked about the species mix
on yellowtail grounds. Mr HenneDIJ.th (USA) noted that although there is a variety
of species on yellowtail grounds. the yellowtail probably are distributed in small
aggregations as indicated by the success of USA yellowtail fleet in finding concentrations. Mr Hennemuth allowed that increased mesh might cause same problems for
foreign fleets but he noted that in mid-1960's significant activity of these vessels
in southern New England resulted in little reported flounder catch.
10.
Conservation of Herring Stocks. The Chairman called attention to Comm.
Doc. 71/17 and 71/20 dealing with US and Canadian proposals for conservation of
herring stock. Mr lIes (Canada) summarized briefly the results of deliberations in
the herring Working Group and the Assessment Subcommittee noting that the general
picture shows severe decline in abundance of stocks in Subarea 5 (and Subarea 6)

- 3 in response to fishing and the most recent estimates show that mortality rate is
very high.

The decline is also partly attributed to lower recnlitment in recent

years (as compared with large year-classes of early 1960's). lnterudngling of
juveniles is not well understood. but in any case. there is no firm evidence to
indicate any significant improvement in recent recruitment from the various spawning
stocks taken as a whole. Mr lIes emphasized that i f the high fishing rate continues.
there is a danger that spawning stocks may be driven so low that good recruitment
may be extremely unlikely even under favourable environ.mental conditions. Dr Smith
(Canada) then asked for comments on the regulation proposals. Dr Ridgway (USA)

noted briefly that the proposals would impose:

(1)

annual quota of 150,000 tons in Dlv.5Z and Subarea 6;

(2)

annual quota of 20,000 tons for adults in Div.5Y;

(3)

annual quota of 40,000 tons for juveniles in Div.5Y and 4X;

(4)

minimum size limit of 7 inches, with certain exemptions for fish
4-1/2 to 7 inches used for food.

Dr Bogdanov (USSR) commented that there was no doubt that the herring
stocks were being depleted and noted that restrictions were needed on fishing of
both juveniles and adults. Prof Chrzan (Poland) agreed that herring stocks were
in trouble and that conservation 1JIIeaBures were needed, but he suggested closing
spawning grounds might be more effective than a quota. Dr Ridgway (USA) noted the
view of some biologists that destruction of eggs from scouring by trawl doors might
be a serious factor, particularly with reduced number of spawning aggregations and
heavy concentrations of vessels. Mr Hennellllth (USA) expressed the view that whether
or not benefits might accrue from closure of spawning grounds (and this is included
in the US proposal), there was a need for a quota to prevent any further depletion
of the stocks. Dr Schumacher (Fed. Rep. Germany) asked whether we cOuld be sure that
a 50% reduction in catch woold be needed in order for the regulation to be effective.
Mr Hennemuth indicated that firm estimates are not possible but that it would do
very little good to say only that we should prevent further increases in landings rather a very significant decrease will be required and a 50% decrease is felt to
be a minimum which is likely to provide any real benefit.
11.
Future Research and Other Matters. Mr HenneDllth (USA) concluded that it
was imperative that more assessment activity be carried out,especially in the case
of herring, and he urged that member countries speed up the analysis of existing
data. Finally. Mr Hennemuth noted the need to consider ways of achieving more
flexibility in the implementation of catch quotas. and he referred the Advisers to
the discussion on the matter in the Assessment Report.
12.
Time and Place of Next Meeting. It was agreed that the next meeting of
the Scientific Advisers would be held at the next Commission meeting.
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Proposed Quota Regulation for Yellowtail Flounder in Subarea 5

1.
That the Contracting Governments take appropriate action to regulate the
catch of yellowtail flounder, Limanda /el'PUginea (Storer). by persons under their

jurisdiction fishing in Subarea 5 so that the aggregate annual catch of yellowtail
flounder per annum shall not exceed:

2.

0

(a)

16,000 metric tons from fishing grounds east of 69 W;

(b)

10.000 metric tons from fishing grounds west of 69 W.

0

That Competent Authorities of each Contracting Govemment shall report

hi-weekly yellowtail flounder catches by persons under their jurisdiction taken in
each of the areas referred" to in paragraph 1 to the Executive Secretary of the
Commission not later than 7 days at ter the end of a two..week reporting period.
Information of yellowtail flounder by-catch taken by the vessels which do not conduct
specialized fishing for yellowtail flounder shall be reported to the Executive
Secretary of the Commission in 700-ton increments. Tbe Executive Secretary shall
notify each Contracting Government of the dates on which accuDIJlative catch and
estimated catch of yellowtail flounder from each of the areas referred to in paragraph
1. the quantity estimated to be taken before closure could be introduced, and the
likely incidental catch for the remainder of the year equal 100 percent of the
allowable catch for the area in question. Within 10 days of receipt of such notification from the Executive Secretary, each Contracting Government shall prohibit
catches of yellowtail flounder by persons under their jurisdiction from the area
or areas referred to in the notification from the Executive Secretary, except as
provided in paragraph 4.
3.
That the Executive Secretary may, if, on the basis of further information,
he finds that the catch for the year in either of the areas referred to in paragraph
1 will equal less than 100 percent of the allowable catch for the area in question
after the closure provided in paragraph 2, inform Contracting Governments that fishing
for yellowtail flounder in such area may be permitted for a further period of a stated
number of days, such period to begin 10 dayS after the date of notification.
4.
That in order to avoid impairment of fisheries conducted primarily for
other species and which take small quantities of yellowtail flounder incidentally,
the Contracting Governments may permit persons under their jurisdiction to have in
possession on board a vessel fishing primarily for other species subsequent to a
closure referred to in paragraph 2, yellowtail flounder caught within such a
closed area in amounts not exceeding 5,000 lb or 2,268 kg, or 10 percent by
weight~ of all other fish on board caught in the closed area.
5.
That the Commission shall review the allowable catches provided in paragraph
1 at each Annual Meeting, and shall propose such changes as are necessary from. time
to time~ taking into account such factors as fishing and natural variations in
abundance.
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Proposed Amendment of Subarea 5 Trawl Begulations to Increase Mesh-

Size Requirements in Fisheries for Yellowtail Flounder
That paragraph 1 of the trawl regulations applicable in Subarea 5 be
replaced by the following:
"1.

1b.at the Contracting Governments take appropriate action to prohibit
(except as provided in paragraph 2) the taking of cod, Gadus morhua L.

haddock, Melanogroarmrus aeg1Azfinus (L.); and yellowtail flounder.
Limanda ferruginea (Storer), in Subarea 5. by persons under their
jurisdiction with trawl nets having in any part of the net meshes
of dimensions less than that deSignated below as measured by the
ICNAF gauge, specified below. These mesh sizes relate to manila
twine netting when measured wet after use or the equivalent thereof
when measured dry before use. lhe Commission may~ on the basis of
scientific advice as to selectivity equivalents, determine the
appropriate llesh sizes when trawl nets made of materials other than
manila are used or when seine nets are used. The dimensions of net
meshes referred to shove shall be 114 mm or 4-1/2 inChes in fisheries
for cod, Gadus morohua and haddock Melan
s- ae
inus and
130 mm or 5-1 8 inches for yellowtail flounder, Limanda ferruginea.

te

(a)

Mesh sizes are measured by a flat wedge-shaped gauge having a
taper of 2 centimeters in 8 centimeters and a thickness of 2.3
millimeters, inserted into the mesbes under a pressure or pull
of 5 kilograms. The mesh size of a net shall be taken to be
the average of the measurements of any series of twenty con...
secutive meshes, at least ten meshes from. the lacings, and when
measured in the codend of the net beginning at the after end
and running parallel to the long axis.

t
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Status of the Fisheries and ResearCh carried out in Subarea 5 in 1970

b,.
G. F. M. Smith

Fisheries Besearch Board of Canada
Ottawa. Canada
Reports on research have been received from Canada, Fed .. Rep .. Germany.
Spain, Poland, USSR, UK and USA.

The following papers are pertinent:
Comm.Docs.

Res.Docs.

71/1, II, IS. 16. 17. 20.
71/14, 26, 17,28,32.41,43, 44, 47, 48, 50,53,54,55,

56.57,59.61,84,85.87,92,97,99,100,101,102,105,
106, 113, 114, 115. 117, 122, 125, 126, 128.
1.

Status of the Fisheries

The total nominal catch again decreased, from 864,000 metric tons in 1969
to 654,000 tons in 1970 (76%).. Tbe decrease was shared by Canada, Spain, USSR and
USA, and only moderate increase in tonnage was obtained by Fed. Rep .. Germany and
Poland.
Notable decreases in catch were shown for all _jar species except mackerel
and this increase is entirely due to effort diverted fr~ other species, especially
by Poland and to a lesser extent by USSR.

Subarea 5 Nominal Catch
(OOO's metric tons - by countries)

1970

1970/1969

1968

1969

100

USSR
USA

18
282
281

60
74
56
16
380
263

102
8
166
230

78%
125%
172%
50%
44%
87%

All countries

906

864

654

76%

Canada

Fed. Rep. Germany
Poland
Spain

71
80

47
92

Subarea 5 NOadnal Catch
(OOO's metric tons - by speciea)

Cod
Haddock

Redfi.h
Silver hake
Flounders

Red hake
Herring

Mackerel
Alewife
Shellfish
All species

1968

1969

1970

49
44
7
81
53
19
407
51
21
97
906

46
25

35

11

76%
52%
140%
54%
70%
22%

219
102
14
84
654

157%
54%
78%
76%

13

U

17

88

48
55

78
50
259
65
26
107
564

1970/1969

84%

-2-

2.

___ arch carried out

The .iz eo...Doca _
35 or eo .....Does. referrinl in part or ,""ole to
Subarea 5 reflect the intematloaal eoacera for decn ..iq catches of _jor species
ancI the _ _ -.nta of the state of the stoelts. '1he Eariroamental Subc~ttee
h_ reviewed aDd co_nted on the hydroaraphic _ _ aDd the Aa .......... Subc:o.d.ttea on the state of stocke. the latter at a m.ct-tem _tiDg in J..uary (ea..
Doc. 71/1) with revi.ioDII at the OIIrrent "-y . . . .io1UI.

011 the b_1. of the re. . .rch doc:uaeatll ad: __.-"Cs Subc~ttee
deliberation. oav conservation _ _ rea ... beiq urpd for baddock (eo...Doc. 71/15),
yellowtail flounder (eo...Doc. 71/H) _
herd", (c-.Doc. 71/17 aDd 20).

Joint re ..areb
USA and Cma4a.

cruise.

in the subarea b ..... been participated in by

ussa,
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Report of Meeting of Panel A (Seals)
Thursday II 27 Hay

Wednesday, 2 JUDe
aod
Thursday II 3 June

1.
The ChaiZlllllll, Mr O. Luud (Norway), opened the meeting with representatives
of the three Panel member countries in attendance. At his invitation, the observers
present were identified as Messrs Renneauth aDd Johnson (USA); and Drs &onald and
Fisher (Canada) and Mr Trevor Scott (Uk), all of wbca are appointed members of the
Canadian Deparment of Fisheries and Forestry's ec-lttee on Seals and. Seal1oa:.

2.

Rapporteur.

The Chaizman proposed and the Panel aareed that Mr R.N. Gordon

(Canada) should act a8 Rapporteur.
3.

Aaenda.

The Chaiman, referring to the draft agenda, suggested the inclu-

sion, as Item 6, of reports on inspection procedures aaployed during the 1971 seal
hunt, noting that Norway has soae information to report, and he expressed his hope
that Canada would be in a similar position. The Agenda was adopted with this revision.

4.
ReCeption of Briefs.
of any briefs.

The Chainnan noted that the Panel was not in receipt

Review of Panel MemberShips. All ~anel members were present and the
Chairman observed that no new applications for membership had been received.

5.

Inspection Procedures. The Chairman, reporting for Norway, advised that two
inspectors were placed aboard the sealing vessels to ensure that the bunt was being
conducted humanely and in conformance with established provisions, with instructions
to report any incidents to the vessel captain and the Norwegian Minister. He noted,
however, that DO incidents were reported in 1971, indicating that the hunt was
conducted in accordance with the regUlations. Be pointed out also that prior to
departure from Norway, all weapons were inspected by goverDII.ent officials; the
sealers and crews were instructed in the use of the weapons and in the anatomy of seal
skulls; and that each man was provided with an instructional booklet. He added that
inspections were carried out also on the vessels' return to Norway.
6.

The Chairman reported that the Norwegian catch an the Front in 1971 was
98,600 harp seals.
Mr C.R. Levelton (Canada) said that no infractions by Norwegian nationals
had been reported by Canadians. Be added that Canada had placed one. and. in many
cases. ewo inspectors aboard each sealing vessel. and that no infractions had been
reported. Noting that the Gulf herds were close to the Magdalen Islands in 1971, he
said some difficulties were encountered with landsmen, particularly during the first
48 hours, when about 20 licences (more than 2,000 were issued) were cancelled for
infractions of the regUlations.

Hr Leve1ton advised that the Canadian vessel catch was 86,000 harp seals
(37.000 in the Gulf, and 49,000 on the Front). while the landsmen's catch was 38,000
harp seals (33,000 in the Gulf, and 5.000 on the Front).

7.
Dr

Scientific Advisers Report. The Cbai~ of Scientific Advisers to Panel A,
G.F.M. ~th (Canada), read the report which appears as Appendix I.

The Chairman of the Assessment Subcommittee, Mr R. C. Hennemuth (USA) summarized the SubCOlllRittee's report. He pointed out the difficulties wfdch the Subcommittee had experienced because of the lack of knowledge with respect to the size
of the harp seal population and of the. rates of mortality for pups, juveniles, and
adults. He noted that on the basis of available data the Subcommittee had concluded
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that the estimated sustainable yield was 90,000 pups or, if no adults and juveniles
were taken, 174,000 pups.
8.

Consideration of Conservation Measures and Requirements.

The Panel noted

the report of its Scientific Advisers (Appendix I) and of the Assessments Subcommittee
of STACRES (Redbook 1971, Part I) tbat the catch of harp seals must be substantially
lower than in 1971 i f further decline in the stock 1s to be prevented. The Panel
agreed that the quota for the catch by sealing vessels should accordingly be lCJlW'er

than the quota of 200,000 in effect in 1971, but was unable at this stage to agree
It was recognized that the catch should be reduced to
the level of the sustainable yield. The Panel, however, wished to examine the longterm effects on the seal population of doing 80 in more than one step, before recomr
mending exact quotas. The members of the Panel agreed to consider this matter in the
autumn of 1971 with the expectation that a quota for the 1972 catch by vessels could
be established by agreement between the c01mtries concerned. The Panel
on an exact figure for 1972.

recOlllllended
that the Commission transmit to Depositary Government for joint action
by the Contracting GoverIUlleD.ts that the 1971 seal regulations, other
than quota, should remain in force for 1972 without alterations.
9.
Future Research .Required. Dr Smith (Canada) read the Report of the Second
Meeting of Scientific Advisers to Panel A(Appendix II).
After some general discussion with respect to the problems associated with
the mechanisms and resources by ~ of which the proposed research program could
be implemented, the Report was approved by the Panel subject to the proviso that
there would be further discussion at a mutually convenient date and location yet to
be determined.
10.
Proposed lCES/ICNAF/IBP SY!pOsiUII on Seals. The Chairman noted tbat lCNAF
had been asked last year to assist with the Symposium, and Dr Smith reported that
lCNAF is prepared to contribute $5,000, secretarial assistance, and assume major
responsibility for the publications. At the invitation of the Chairman, Dr Ronald
(University of Guelpb, Canada) briefed the Panel on arrangenents, noting that the
Symposium will be held in Guelph on 13-17 August 1972 and that 200 invitations are
available through the ICNAF Secretariat.

11.
Next Meeting. It was agreed that the next regular meeting would be held
at the time and place of the 1972 ICNAF meeting.
12.

Other Business.

There was no other business for consideration by the Panel.

13.
Approval of Panel Report. It was agreed that the report of this meeting
would be approved by the circulation of a draft among Panel members.
14.
Adjournment.
hrs, 3 June 1971.

The third and final meeting of the Panel adjourned at 1300
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Report of Meeting of Scientific Advisers to Panel A

Tuesday, 25 Hay, 1400 bra
Wednesday. 26 May. 1330 brs

1.
The Chai~n, Dr G.P.M. Smith (Canada) opened the meeting. Representatives
of the Panel member countries and several observers and representatives of the
Assessment Subcommittee attended.
2.

Dr C.J. Kerswill (Canada) was appointed Rapporteur.

3.

Chairman's Report.

The Chairman reported on the Status of the Harp Seal

Fishery and Research carried out (Appendix III; also Res.Doc. 71/130 Revised), which
showed the total provisional take of harp seals in 1971 by Canada and Norway to be
222,600. Mr .rltsland (Norway) reported that this year Norway continued the sampling
of harp and hooded seals on the Front and plans to continue the program at the same
level in future.
4.
Consideration of Conservation Measures and Requirements, including an
Overall Catch Quota. The Chairman reviewed the present state of development of harp
seal management and referred particularly to pertinent stock assessment discussions
at the Mid-Year Meeting of the Assessment Subcommittee. January 1971 (Comm.Doe. 71/1),
and to the Canadian Proposal Concerning Conservation of Seals in the Convention Area
(Comm.Doe. 71/12). In attempting to reach a consensus on a suitable overall catch
quot~ there was considerable discussion of the interpretation of the table (Comm.Doc.
71/1, p. 7) showing calculations of sustainable harvest of pups from an adult stock
of 300.000 females. at various levels of adult mortality and survival of pups to
m.aturity. There was. however, general agreement that 300.000 is a reasonable figure
for the present total population of adult female seals. After Mr Bennemuth (USA) had
elucidated the principles involved. the meeting agreed to refer the Panel to Comm.
Doc. 71/1. and to suggest that, on the basi. of present knowledge of harp seal stock
and to maintain the Gulf and Front populations at the present levels (i.e., approximately 300,000 adult females), the allowable catch would be shout 120,000 seals at
the present age-ratios involved in their capture. This implies a total take of about
90,000 pups in 1972.
5.
Future Research Required. The meeting expressed great pleasure that Mr
Kapel (Denmark) was conducting harp seal investigations in the Greenland area. Urgent
topics for future research include continuing effort to improve estimates of all
population parameters, for example, mortality rates.
6.
Proposed ICES/ICNAF/IBP Symposium on Seals. The meeting noted with pleasure
that the Symposium is proceeding in August 1972 at Guelph, Ontario, Canada and an
advertising brochure is available from the Executive Secretary. ICNAF is contributing
$5,000, secretarial help, and will take major Tesponsibility for ensuring publications.
7.
Date and Place of Next Meeting. It was agreed that the next meeting would
be held concurTently with the nezt Annual Meeting of the Commission. It was noted
also that research papers on seals should (if possible) be presented and discussed at
the Mid-Year Meeting of the Assessment Subcommittee.

B.

Election of Chairman.

Dr G.F.M. Smith (Canada) was re-elected Chairman

for 1972.

9.

Adjournment.

The meeting adjourned at 1600 hrs. 25 May and 1530 hrs, 26 May.
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ANNUAL MEETING - JUlIE 1971

Report of Second Meeting of Scientific Advisers to Panel A
Friday, 28 May, 0930 hr.
1.
The Chairman, Dr G. F .M. Smith (Canada) t opened the meeting, with representatives of the three Panel member countries and the members of the Assessment
Subcommittee in attendance.

2.

Dr C.J. Kerswill (Canada) acted as Rapporteur.

3.

The Chairman reported that this meeting had been called at the request of
the Panel A meeting of the previous day. Its purpose was to renew the research
program on seals and to suggest how it might be modified if more financial and other
assistance were available to better meet the needs for effective management of the
seal populations.
4.
Review of Past Research and Present Needs. The scientists who had been
involved ~th harp seal research briefly outlined-methods used to estimate production~
mortality rates, mixing of stocks, etc., and the main problems i.nvolved in obtaining
satisfactory estimates of all population parameters. Valuable comments and suggestions
on the adequacy of various methods and the significance of the resulting data were
made by representatives of the Assessment Subcommittee. It was agreed that there was
urgent need for improved estimates of

i)

annual stocks of adult seals and production of young in the
different fishery areas,
pertinent mortality rates from pups to adults and adult
mortality rates, and
the extent of mixing of Gulf and. Front herds.

ii)
iii)

S.
Future Research Program. The following main projects were proposed for the
continuing program of seal research:
a)

Marking and recapture, adults and pups. Using tagging and a new cold
branding technique, to mark annually a large number of female adults
and pups of both the Gulf and Front herds, and at the same time apply
an obvious mark on their backs to identify them to sealers. who would
be warned not to molest any marked animals.
Suitable numbers of animals to be marked annually:
Female adults:
Female pups:

1,500 Gulf.
2,500 Gulf.

1,500 Front;
2,500 Front;

Total
Total

3,000

5,000

Maximum publicity is to be provi.ded, for example. special instructions
are to be issued annually for all sealers on the marking program.
including protection of marked animals in year of marking, later
reporting of marked animals, etc.
b)

Photographic surveys.
i)

Undertake a comprehensive aerial photographic survey of seal
herds on the ice just before the hunt at intervals of about 5
years, under best possible conditions for flying and photography,
to provide continuing direct counts for camparison with earlier
photographic population assessments starting in 1950. The best
available photographic techniques should be used.

ii)

Make a less complete aerial survey annually over the seal herds.
comprising:
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:Report of the First Plenary Session
Thursday, 27 Hay, 1130 hra
Item 1

Ooea1nR. '!be First Plenary Session of the Coaa:Lssion's 21st .Annual.
Keeting was called to order by the Chairman, Dr A. W. H. Needler
(Canada) after a short recess followin'g the Cere1lJ)ulal Opening Session
which was highlighted by an address of welcome from the Honourable
J. Davis, K:I.o.isteT of Fisheries and Forestry for Canada (Prac. 1).

The Chairman welca.ed Delegates and Advisers from all member countries
and the ea.misaion's Observers aDd Guests. Italy and Raman!a were not
represented. A special warm welcame was utended to the Delegation
frOll the Government of Japan which had become the 15th member of the
Coaa1ss1on on 1 July 1970. '!be Head of the Japanese Delegation, Mr F.
Suzuki, thanked the Chatman for its welcome. He said that the Government of Japau would be Beeking to participate in the aims and objectives
of the Caaaiaaion &s a aem.ber of Panels 3, 4 and 5.
'!be Agenda was approved without change.

Ite1ll 2

~.

Item 3

Publicity. A Comad.ttee on Publicity was set up composed of the
Qudrman and Vice-Chairman of the Commission with the Chairman of
STACFAD and the Executive Secretary.

Item 4 to 9
and 31

4. Panel Me'Jllbershipa, 5. Administrative Beport, 6. Auditor's Report,
7. Financial Statement, 8. Budget Estimate, 9. Budget Forecast,
31. Date and Place of 1972, 1973 and 1974 Annual Meetings. These
items were TefeTred to STACFAD.

~iO!.~i~ti5:~5~~

13, 24 aod 25, 12.

27
to 30,
Items
10 to

32 to 34

were
Items 14
and IS

14 •.Exchange of National Inspection Officer, 15. International
Inspection Scheme. These items were referred to a later Plenary.

Item 16

Principles and Problems of Limiting Fishins.
this item would be referTed to STACBEM.

Items 17,
21 and 23

17. Conservation of ~lant1c SalDrJu, 21. Conservation of Berring,
23. Kaxl.Dum Utilization of Besulated Species. These items were
referred to a joint meeting of Panels 1 - 5.

Item 18

Conservation of Div. 4W and 4X Haddock.
Panel 4.

(a) and (b)

It was agreed that

This item was referred to

Items la(c),
19 and 20

18(e). CODeervation of 'Subarea 5. Haddock, 19. Conservation of
Subarea 5 Silver and Bed iiakes. 20. Conservation of Subarea 5
Ye110wtaU Flounder. l'bese items were referred to PanelS.

Item 22

Conservation of Seals.

Item 26

Beport of STACRES. The Chairman of STACRES, Dr A. S. Bogdanov (USSR)
presen-ted a SU1lllll8ry of the Provisional Report of the STAcaES. 'nle
presentation highlighted the results of deliberations in the

'Dlis item was referred to Panel A.

- 2 Subcommittees on Assessments. Environment, Statistics and Sampling,
the Working Parties on Salmon and on Groundfish Surveys. The Commission
Olairman thanked the Olairman of STACRES and the members of STAcRES
for their efforts and impressive report. The Plenary ~greed to accept
the Provisional Report while looking forward to receiving and reviewing

the complete Report at the Final Plenary Session for approval.
The Plenary reoeBs~d at 1230 hra after agreeing to reconvene at 1430 hra.

The Plenary reconvened at 1430 bra.

Item 10

Status of Proposals.

'!be Executive Secretary reviewed Comm.Doc. 71/S.

He reported that, as at 1 May 1971, the Governments of the Fed. Rep.

Germany, Italy, Poland and Porblga1 had not yet ratified the 1969

Protocol relating to panel memberships and to regulatory measures.
Also the 1970 Protocol relating to amendments to the Convention
required ratification by Canada. Fed. Rep. Germany, Italy. Japan,
PolaDd. Portugal. Romania. Spain, ossa, me. and USA _before it could
enter into force. Of the 1970 proposals for international regulation
of fisheries, tbe proposal on salmon came in~o effect for all Contracting
Govenmaenta, escept USSlt, on 8 March 1971. Proposals for catch quota
and aesb size far yellowtail flounder in Subarea 5, for mesh size in
Subarea 2, for seals in the Convention Area and for a scheme of joint
international inspection in the Convention Area came into effect on 7
January 1971. The proposal for mesh size in Subarea 3 came into effect
for all Contracting Governments, except Canada, Portugal and Spain, on
15 April 1971, while for Poland it would become effective on 1 January
1972. The USSlt, UK and Poland raised items for clarification and the
USA delegation agreed to obtain the latest info~tion on ratifications
froa the Depositary Government's Department of State.

Item 11

Almual Jetura.s of InfrinplleDts. The Executive Secretary reviewed
Co1IID..Doc. 71/6 which provided su1lllllu'1es of mesh size, mesh obstruction,
excess landi.ngs and closed area violations during 1970. The Norwegian
delegate reported that NoTWegian inspections had taken place in harbours
while vessels fish in both the Northeast and Northwest Atlantic. Now
inspections will take place at sea and information concerning these
will be Teported in the future. '!'he US delegate reported that it had
a continuous surface patrol in areas during closed periods and no
violations were reported.

Item 12

S1.liflcation of International trmrl Besulations. nte Executive
Secretary reported that preparation of Comm.Doc. 71/13 had been delayed
due to shortage of staff but would be completed as soon as possible.

Item 13

Differentials for Mesh Materials. 1he E:xeOltive Secretary pointed out
that in 1967 the Commission adopted authorized mesh-size differentials
for different trawl materials using manila as a basis. Now manila is
no longer used as a twine material. The Commission at its 1970
meeting could DOt agree to any departure from the -.uthorized differentials. Following short discussion in which the Norwegian and UK
delegates contended that there was no practical value in a change in
that it would not give any simpler or easi.er mesh regulations than the
Commission already has, it was agreed that the item should be set aside
for the time being.

Item 14

Exchange of National Inspection Officers. There were no reports of
exchange having taken place between any of the member countries during

the year 1970.
Item 15

International Inspection Scheme. The Chairman pointed out that the
IOiAF scheme of joint international enforcement adopted at the 1970
Annual Meeting had come into effect on 7 January 1971 for all Contracting Governments subject to reservations for USSR, Poland and Romania
and that application of the scheme was to start from 1 July 1971.
Be asked for any COBlDellts on each country's _preparedness and if there
were any diffiOllt1es which should be looked into-. The Portuguese
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delegate reported that his country was ready to implement the scheme
in 1971 but not to the full extent. He also reported that inspection
officers and adm1D18tratoTS concerned with the operation of the NEAFC
scheme would be meeting in Lisbon during March 1972 and that inspection
officers and administrators of the 100Ar scheme would be welcome to
attend. '!'be us delegate reported that l.egislat1.on had been introduced and that vessels and officers would be ready to participate
by 1 July 1971, but that until the legislation is adopted US fishing
vessels cannot be required to accept inspection by aD officer of

another country participating in the scheme. The Dam.ah dele sate
reported that a law had been enacted and that D8Il1.ah fishermen must
accept inspection by vessels of other participating nations. Attempts
were being made to arrange for inspection vessels through the fisheries
and marine services.

The Norwegian delegate reported that ~ like

Demaa.rk, inspections muld be carried out but that there was no
inspection vessel in the Nortbwest Atlantic yet. The UK Delegate
reported that his Govemment was preparing domestic legislation. The
fisheries protection service was fully occupied in home waters.
British fishing in ICND waters was limited at present. The Canadian
dele8ate expected legislation to be enacted by 1 July. The USSR
delegate reported that his Government is ready for the implem;;tation
of the scheme in the Convention .Area starting 1 July 1971, subject
to certain reservations made by the USSR Government. The French
delegate said his government had had the necessary legislation since
January 1971 when it was enacted for NLU'C but that at present" there
va only ODe iDepeetlon vessel. %he.
Je. Ge!!!!n' 4al!aate
expected legialation to be passed in the aut,." of 1971 and be ready
for lq1slat.i.on by. earlf 1972... The J.llDese dele,ate reported ex:Lsting
legislation would allow his_ GCNermllmt "to participate in the scheme
and to send inspectors 00. fishi.ng boata to Subareas 3, 4 and 5 from
.July 1971. '1'he Spanish delegate reported ready to participate w:Lth
two inspectors and inspection vessels any ti.me.
'!'he Polish delegate
said Polish vessels were ready to accept inspection subject to the
reservations. The Iceland delegate xeported his Govertllllent was preparing the necessary legislation which hopefully would be ready this
year. Following the Chairman's request for other comments, the US
delegate proposed that the small group under Capt .J. C. E. Cardoso
(Portugal) be set up again this year to review the progress made in
implementing the proposal for the application of the scheme. He also
ezprea ..d the hppe that USSI., Poled ad Brnyna miaht reC<Xl8id.er
tbe.1T need for :eeaeTVations to the sche_ in view of DIlW TeSU1ations
_
the poea1ltUiq- of a fiah s.i___ u.l.t repletion s""". lbe P.... t"F'=ee
delepte pointed out the need. for nciproeal inspection with eaCIi
participating ccuntry ready not juat to iDapect but at the Salle tiae
to be inspected. '1'he Norwesian $}Wte felt there should be some
clarification of whether or not the scheme applies only to mesh size.

'P.

'!'be P1enary then agreed to set up a small working party UDder Capt
Cardoso to rev1.ev the prolreas of the mechanics of application of the

scheme. Delegations were asked to name participants. The Plenary
agreed to give further consideration to the item when the Working
Party reported back to a later Plenary.
The Plenary agzeed to a change in the Friday timetable of meetings

to allow for consideration of the "sliding scale" concept of quota
allocation in a meeting of the S'I'ACIEM in the lIIOrn1.ng starting at
0930 hrs and for a meeting of Panel 1 at 1430 hrs and Panel 2 at
1600 hrs.
The Plenary adjourned at 1550 hrs.
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ANNUAL MEETING - JUNE 1971
~port

of Meeting of STACREK

Friday. 28 May. 0930 brs
1.

Ibe meeting of the STACREM was called to order by the Chairman, Mr J. Graham

(UK) with all member countries, except Italy and Romania, represented.

2.

Rapporteur.

The Executive Secretary was appointed Rapporteur.

3.
The Chairman noted that the meeting was called following a recommendation
by the meeting of the ad hoc Working Group on ICNAF Fisheries held on 24-26 May 1971
(Comm..Doc. 71/21) that the "sliding scale" concept of preferential allocation of
national Quotas developed by NEAFC in October 1969 and noted by STACREM at its MidTerm Meeting 21-22 January 1970 (paragraph 4 of Appendix II of the 1970 ICNAF Meeting
Proceedings No.8) should be discussed further by STACREM.
4.
The Chairman noted that, as a basis for discussion, the USA and UK delegations had prepared a joint memorandum on Provision for Factors other than Historical
Performance (Appendix I). The USA delegate introduced the memorandum which proposed
that STACREM recommend that the Commission endorse the conclusion of NEAFC that there
should be a sliding scale, by which the lower the level of the total allowable catch,
the greater might be the degree of preference accorded to those countries having
special needs, i.e., factors other than historical performance.
5.
The Japanese delegate emphasized the difficulty of the allocation problem
and suggested consideration of the practicability of other regulatory measures. He
thought that the guidelines might be helpful but that their application must be
practical and realistic and subject to negotiations to determine the weight given to
the various concepts (Appendix II).
6.
The Danish, Portuguese, French and Fed~ Rep.Germany delegates agreed
that the sliding scale was a mechanism which could be useful in some cases but should
not be automatically applied in all.
7.
The UK delegate agreed with the USA delegate that this concept was a further
guide line to those agreed to by the Commission in paragraph 10 of Appendix I of the
1969 ICNAF Meeting Proceedings No. 11 for use in national quota allocations.
8.
The USSR delegate said that, in the view of the USSR, quotas should be
allocated mainly on the basis of historical performance during the preceding 3 or 5
years, with Bome part of the catch reserved for countries with recently established
fisheries as well as for non-member countries. Subject to this general principle,
the special interests of small coastal fisheries could be taken into account. The
necessity for better and earlier catch statistics and reporting was emphasized
(Appendix Ill).

9.
'Dle general consensus that the wording of the last paragraph of the USA-UK
memorandum was too strong resulted in its alteration from "The CoaIIlittee recOlllllends
that the Commission should endorse this conclusion" to read "The CoDlDittee recommends
that this concept should be included in the guidelines for the negotiations of catch
limitation schemes". In addition, it was agreed that the second last paragraph should
be amended by deleting '~en the NEAFC Study Group of the N.E. Arctic considered this
question in October 1969, they concluded" and substituting "As a possible solution,
i t was suggested" e
11le USA-UK memorandum, as amended (Appendix 1), was then adopted
by the STACBEII.

10.
The USA delegate drew attention to the proposed meeting of the ad hoc
Working Group on Subareas 4 and 5 Fisheries at 0930 hrs, Saturday, 29 May to deal with
the application of concepts for quota allocation in relation to groundfish and other
species in the Subareas 4 and 5.
11.

The STACREM adjourned at 1150 hrs.
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USA-UK Memorandum on Provision far Factors other than Historical Performance

(Proposed deletions are enclosed in square brackets and proposed additions are underlined.)
The report of the Mid-Term. Keeting of the Standing Coamittee on Regu1atory

Measures held in London in January 1969 (see paragraph 10 of Appendix I of 1969 ICNAF
Meeting Proceedings No. 11) envisaged that, in determdning each country's share under
a scheme of catch allocation, a small proportion of the total should be set aside to
provide for new entrants and non-members, and the remainder allocated between countries
participating in the fisheries. The shares should be based mainly on historical performance but should also take account of other factors such as provision for states
with developing fisheries, coastal states, and states with fleets which were incapable
of being diverted to other fisheries.
While the Committee considered that it would be ~practlcable to lay down
hard and fast rules to determine the weight that should be given to these other special
factors in any particular scheme, the Report might be thought to imply that, once the
weighting had been determined, it would apply at all levels of total catch; that is
to say, that the same percentage of the total catch should be allocated in respect of
the special factors when a favourable stock position enabled the catch limit to set
at a high level as when a depleted stock necessitated severe restrictions. The consequence would be that in absolute terms a smaller allocation would be made in respect
of special factors in a situation where the catches of the countries concerned were
being severely restricted, than when they were being only moderately restricted. This
would be anomalous because up to a certain point the less severe the restrictions, the
less is the need for special treatment.
[When the NEAFC Study Group on the N.E. Arctic considered this question in
October 1969, they concluded] As a possible solution, it is suggested that the percentage shares of different countries would not necessarily remain the same at all
levels of total catch, but that there should be a sl~ding scale, by wftich the lower
the level of the total allowable catch, the greater might be the degree of preference
to those countries having special needs, i.e., factors other than historical performance.
The Committee recommends that [the Commission should endorse this conclusion]
this concept should be included in the guidelines for the negotiation of catch limitation schemes.
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Statement by the Japanese Delegation to STACREM. 28 May 1971
Mr. Chairman:

I wish to take tbis occasion to express the basic views of the Government
of Japan concerning the question of quota allocation.
I know ICNAF has done a good amount of work on the problem of quota alloca-

tion. Since Japan is a new member of the Commission, I am not quite sure myself haw
I can make any contribution to the discussions of the present problem. But I can 8ay
that Japan also has records of active participation in the discussions of allocation
problem. These were at the Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission, the Plenipotentiary Conference for the adoption of the Southeast Atlantic Fishery Convention held
in 1969 and others.

Therefore, I should like to inform you of our experience as well as the
position of the Japanese Government regarding the problem. I think this is particularly necessary and important for Japan, because in the past, some countries might
have misunderstood that Japan was totally opposed to the concept of quota allocation.
But this is not true. Japan has not ever expressed its opposition to the concept of
quota allocation.
On the other hand, however, we have pointed out to other countries the very
difficult nature of the problems involved. We. therefore. maintain that, instead of
the idea of quota allocation, the practicability of adopting other regulatory measures
satisfactory for all should be considered. If the answer to this proposition is "no",
and the opinion of the nations concerned is in favour of nothing but national allocation, then Japan has no reason to be against it.
As a matter of fact, Japan is a member of the Antarctic Whaling, and here
the system of national allocation of whales is adopted for many years.

But I am still not fully convinced whether a formula of quots allocation can
be establiShed for the members of the Commission.
I do not think it necessary for me to enumerate the complexities of this
problem. But just let me quote paragraph 11 from the leport of the Mid-Term Meeting
of STACREM, London, 27-29 January 1969 (1969 Meeting Proceediuss No. II, Appendix I).
and I quote, "The Committee considered that it would be impracticable to lay down
hard and fast rules to determ:1ne the weight that should b. given to the various factors
mentioned above. This would have to be settled by negotiation between the member
countries participating in any particular scheme. Nevertheles., the Co.mittee agree
on the followtna guidelines which indicate in general terms how the various factors
might be taken into account."
I believe the paragraph I have just read i8 eelf-explanatory.
In solving tbe knotty problem, I think the eo..1sBioa i. fortunate enough
in that it has general guidelines for national allocation; that 1a, a combination of
historical and special factors a8 is contained in the same report.
In employing these general guidelines, we must be practical and realistic.
Our task muat be the achievement of a compramise throuSh n..otiations among the
countries concerned. I should like to streas again that thi. will be the only solution which ~t be satisfactory for all countries concerned.
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Statement by the USSR Delegation to STACKEM., 28 May 1971
When the possible methods of allocating national shares of the total catch
quota were discussed earlier, the Soviet Union expressed support for the principle
whereby the shares should be allocated mainly in accordance with the proportion of
the national catch in the total catch taken in an area in the preceding 3 or 5 years,
with some part of the catch reserved for the countries with recently established
fisheries as well as for non-member countries.
Subject to the general agreement on this principle, the Soviet Union will
have no objections to taking into account the special interests of small coastal
fisheries.

The ad hoc Working Group on ICNAF Fisheries has done a great deal of work in
considering different concepts which might apply to national quota allocat~ons. The
tables presented may serve as a confirmation of the fact that it would be a very
difficult problem indeed to work out a certain invariable mathematical formula for
quota allocations in all Subareas and for all species. The illustrative example of
the 20% and 80% allocations is just an example which cannot take into account all
factors applying to a specific fishery. In other words, it is quite evident that the
figures given in the tables do not reflect the main prinCiple, i.e., the proportionateness of the losses sustained by all countries under the conditions of catch limitation •.
It is our belief that when the Commission haa the right to allocate quotas
on the basis of economic and technical factors, the national shares should be determined
in each particular case on the basis of an agreement between the countries concerned}
rather than by the application of purely mathematical methods.
The Soviet delegation believes that the suggestion to eliminate the years
of overfishing from the calculations,which is given in Canada-USA Notes on Quota
Allocation Procedure~ should be supported.
As to the "sliding scale" we have to Bay again that the Soviet delegation
cannot support this concept in principle because the automatic allocation of greater
shares to coastal fishermen as the total quota decreases woul. not Bt~u1ate the~r
interest in the increase of the stocks to a level providing the maximum sustainable
yield.

While recognizing the importance and usefulness of the discussion on national
quota allocations, we would, however, like to point out that no quota allocation scheme
can be effective unless it is based on reliable catch data recorded on board the fishing
vessels. Such statistics are not prOVided by all the countries and the catch records
in fishing ports are not reliable because they apply to landings and many European
fishing vessels land their catches in foreign ports.
In these circumstances, it is not possible to control catche8 and this makes
any system of quota allocations rather doubtful.
We have introduced the system of recording the catches in fishing logs on
Soviet vessels and we realize that it takes some time to arrange for such a system.
At the last meeting we suggested that such an obligatory system of recording the catches
in fishing logs should be introduced on the fishing vessels of all member countries but,
unfortunately, very little progress has been made during the past year. We, therefore,
believe that this matter requires urgent consideration if we do not want any further
delays in the solution of the problem of regulating the catch. It would be very
valuable if the member countries could supply the Secretariat with the information on
how they are going to handle catch data.
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1.
The Chairman of the Commission, 1m A.W.R. Needler (Canada) opened the
meeting which was convened to conaideZ' Plenary I t . 21, Conservation of Herring
Stocks in the Convention Area. The Executive Secretary. Mr L. R. Day, was appointed
Rapporteur. The Olairaan pointed out that the j oint Canadian-USA memorandum on conservetioo of herring (Cama.Doc. 71/17) hac! been revised (Appendix I - "Revised CanadianUSA Herring Propoaa1s Il ) . after further cODsideration by the Canadian aDd USA delegat1ons.
because much of the herring fisbery resource Is outside the Convention Area. About 901
of the juvenile berring fishery 1s inside Canadian and USA territorial waters and th~
outside the Convention Area, where it was felt the Commission had no competence to put
a quota on that fishery. As a consequence, national action bas to be taken,. This
made it necessary to withdraw some of the conservation actions proposed for the Commission and to revise the original Canadian-USA proposal as presented in Comm.Doc.
71/17. He assured the delegates that DBtional action would be taken to carry out
conservation actions on the basis of recommendations of the Commission scientists
as if such fisheries, Which were prosecuted before the 1949 Convention was established,
were within the Commission's orbit of competence. Scientific and statistical information would continue to be provided on tbese stocks.

2.
At the request of the Chairman, the USA delegate introduced the joint
Canadian-USA memorandlDD. "Revised Canadian-USA Herring Proposals" (Appendix I). Be
pointed out tbat USA had reviewed its views as presented in Comm.Doc. 71/17 after
consultation with Canada and the new memorandum (Appendix I) reflects these new
views. After reviewing Proposal A (Div. SZ and Subarea 6). Proposal C (Div. 5Y).
and Proposal D (Div. 4W and 4X) of the joint memorandum, be emphasized the urgent
need for a berring conservation program in the southern part of the Commission Area.
He pointed out that the scientific study has advanced far enough to say that the stock
is seriously overfished. The proposed revised measures will hold the line until more
research information becomes available.
3.
'lbe Canad1_ delepte pointed out that Proposal A is unchanged from
that. in Coal.Doc. 71/17. However, he propoaed a change in Proposal D from a cat.ch
quota of 100 ,000 tons to 80 ,000 tons becauae· from. 20,000 to 25,000 tons is taken
inside Canadian territorial watera. "garding the juvenile herring stocks in Div. 5Y
of Subarea 5 and a portion of Div. 4X of Subarea 4 when 90% of the fishing is inside.
territorial waters, he pointed out that Canadian. legislation to be effective in
July 1971 will provide for:
(1)

a ban on the use of artificial light. to catch herring;

(2)

a mini..... size limit of 4 1/2 inches;

(3)

only fish of over 7 inches to be used as industrial fish;

(4)

no fishing on Saturday and Sunday of each week.

and

Be further pointed out that the Canadian fishery for juveniles
("Canadian sardines") produced about 1,000,000 CHell of canned fish for human consumpt.ion and. that the economy of some Canadian coaami ties was based cOIIIpletely on
the industry.
4.
The USA delegate reported that national. act.ion bad also been taken by
his lovel'nlll!Dt to reduce the catch of _11 :U.ature herring. This act.ion included
the SSlDe size limits and ban on artificial lights as taken by Canada. He estimated
that the Canadian and USA national action would result in a savina: of as many as
20,000 to 2',000 tons of small fish eaeb year.

- 2 ..:..···

5.
In response to a request from the Danish delegate for clarification
of the proposals~ the USA delegate reported that the suggested 150 ,OOO-ton quota in
Div. 5Z and Statistical Subarea 6 (Proposal A of Appendix I) represented considerable
reduction from the 1969 catch of 264,000 tons and the 1970 catch of 217,000 tons,
while the 4O,OOO-ton quota in Div. 5Y (Proposal C of Appendix I) was roughly the same
as the 1970 catch. In the latter case there was a great need for more research and
better statistics. Regarding the &Ilowance for by-catch of regulated species in
Proposal A as a fixed tonnage and in Proposal C as a percentage ~ he stated that
these proposals had been made considering the differences in the herring fishery
in the various areas. Regarding the problem of identifying the source of catches,
he regarded this problem as a CODDDOn one in quota regulation and some solution might
be found through the adoption of a standard log book for all fishiag vessels and
the implementation of the joint inspection program.

6.

The Chairman recognized the USSR delegate who made the following

presentation:
"As is evident from the STACRES report the status of the herring
stocks in Northwest Atlantic causes deep concern. The abundance of herring is
adversely affeeted by a number of unfavourable factors. It is evident that the
stocks are adversely affected not only by the environmental conditions and the
rec'IUitment of a DUmber of poor year-classes but also by the intensive fisheries ..
The proposals on herring fishery limitations including the catch quota proposal
(Comm.1bc. 71/17) which were received by the Soviet delegation much too late and. not
within the time pIiOv_ided for by the Convention are not based on adequate scientific
findings. This suggests the urgent necessity for intensive research on herring to
obtain the required data without too much delay and the USSR is willing to take a
most active part in such research. In these circumstances the Soviet delegation
would like to eall the Commission's attention to its earlier proposal suggesting
that the member countries should refrain from increasing their herring catches
beyond the average level of the catch obtained during the past 3 or 5 ye_ars. There
is sufficient evidence to show that the berring stocks are moat adversely affected
by the large scale fisheries for small immature herring. In these circumstances
it would seem to be most inconsistent to establish a large catch quota for these
immature herring fisheries as well as to provide for an incidental catch of these
fish in an amount as high as 25%. It would seem that to conserve the herring stocks
it would be necessary to envisage moTe drastic limitations, in particular to completely
ban the specialized fishery of herring below 7 inches in length and to limit the
incidental catch to 10% of the total catch of fish taken. It is the viewpoint of
the Soviet delegation that the li:mitation of the mesh size in herring nets is ineffective because the fish escaping from the nets have been found to be in nonviable con.dition. This measure has already been considered and rejected by the
NEAFC. The fishery regulatory measures proposed by the USA for Statistical Area
6 are beyond the terms of reference of the COIIIDlission and the ICNAF 1s D)t in a
position to make any decisions concerning any area outside the Convention Area.
These problems will have to be considered and solved outside the Commission. On
the whole the idea of standardizing the size of incidental catch in all Subareas
calls for support because the existing system is rather imperfect and creates numerous
possibilities for violations. The criterium of the incidental catch expressed only
in terms of weight as proposed by the USA would create the possibilities for smaller
vessels to have on board too high catches of regulated species as incidental catches.
This would be unfair to bigger vessels and would r~sult in depleting the stocks of
regulated species. As to the control over the implementation of the quota in case
it is adopted by the Commission, the Soviet delegation would like to emphasize that
it should be the same for all species in the Convention Area and should be based on
reliable statistics of catches recorded aboard fishing vessels. II
7.
In response, the USA delegate pointed out that to maintain the catch
at the same level as for the past 3 - 5 years would mean catChing about 300,000 tons
which was impossible with the drastic decline in catches since 1968. The Canadian
and US!\. actions pr~viously outlined by the Canadian and USA delegates are designed
to meet the need for adequate conservation measures on juvenile herring inside
territorial waters in Subareas 4 and 5. It was further pointed out that there was
no exemption for fish under 7 inches in the new proposals (Appendix I) and that the
difficulties of regulation in Statistical Subarea 6 by the Commission were recognized
but these could be overcome in other ways. Wit:h regard to t:he use of a percentage
exemption, he said the USA was flexible on this point. He agreed that there was
need for a uniform logbook and the USA was prepared to move in that direction.

~
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8.
Th.e USSR delegate noted that the STACIES report (iedbook 1971,
Part I) called for the need for a catch limitatioa. but that it gave no figure for
the ma.xiDum sustainable yield. While waiting for further scientific findings, the
1.. or 5_year average could be applied as action to preserve the stock since it would
give a catch of 280,000 or 240,000 tons respectively.
9.
The Fed. Rep. Germany delesate stressed the serious situation" in the
stocks and said his governlRllt would cooperate 1n _It;ablishing a reasonable quota.
He pointed out that the catch of the Fed. Rep. Germany was fOT human consumpt1.on
only. A proposal to have the adult berting catch begin 1 June 10 all are ... was
presented. He agreed with the USSR delegate concerning elremption at the 10% level.
In regaTd to the Canadian and USA national proposals. he noted that NEAi'C regulatory
meaBUres appliEd in territorial waters. 'nle Chairman pointed out, ba.:ver, that the
NEUe convent.ion inCludes territorial waters while the ICHAI' couvention does not.
10.
The Polish delegate said there was not enough time to study the revised
proposals but that Poland would give consideration to any conservation ideas. Herring
in Poland were used for human consumption. Be believed that the lJSA and Canadian
national actiona would contribute to the betterment of the herring stocr.8 in the areas
concerned. He noted that interesting proposals for conservation were preaented bYJ,t
Poland would also like to see spawning areas considered. Be eq>hasized the need for
more scientific information and analysis and for a special body witbin the Commission
to work up the data.
11.

The :u.SA.dele~ pointed out that, with a SOX decline in herring catches

from 1968 to 1970. the 1971. 1972 and 1973 catches will surely be lower with the
increasing effort and decreasing stock. Therefore the Canadian-USA quota proposal
was not severe. He urged that analysis of berring data be speeded up anel that all
countries collect more data and increase their research efforts. Be noted that the
lCES/lCND/PNJ Stock and Recruitment Symposium, Aarhus, Denmark, July 1970 recorded
the need for immediate restrictions. He believed that further delay of the implementation of a conservation program was dereliction of the Call1lDiss1on's duty.
In adding a further point, the Canadian delegate reported that in
the past y.ear the number of Ucences issued for Canadian vessels to catch herring
in the Bay of Fundy and Gulf of Maine area had been frozen.
U.

13.
With no consensus having been reached t the USA delegate suggested that
the problem be left for further consideration at a later session.
14.

The meeting recessed at 1230 hrs.

15.
The Joint Meeting of Panels 1 - 5 was reconvened at 1430 hra, 2 June,
under the Commission Chairman. The R.o1Ianian delegate joined the meetings for the
first time and pTesented his credentials.
16.
The Chairman requested consideration of a joint USA. UK, USSR proposal
regarditlg the use of alternative mesh measuring g,aUBjes. Follow.:Lng presentation of
the proposal by the USA. delegate, the Join t Panels 1 - 5
recommended
that the Commission transmit the following proposal to the Depositary
Governant for joint action by the Contracting Governments;
that the sentence which reads "'!be Commission may also, on the basis
of scientific advice, approve not more than two alternative gauges,
by defining the gauges, together with approved methods for their use
and with accepted scales of equivalent mesh dimensions," be deleted
from paragraph 1 of the International Trawl ReguJ ations for all five
subareas.
17.
the Chairman then requested the USSR delegate to present a USSR proposal
regarding mesh-size regulation. The Soviet delegate suggested that in order to conserve
the fish stocks in the Convention Area, as well as to provide for the necessary control
on implementation of accepted trawl fishery regulations. it was strongly desirable to

-
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introduce a mesh size of 130 1DIIl for regulated spec:it's in the whole Convention Area.
i.e., to extend the uesh-size regulations already in force for Subareas 1, 2 and 3
to Subareas 4 and 5. Following considerable discussion in which no consensus could
be reached. the mee ting agreed to leave the proposal for further consideration at

the 1972 Annual Meeting.
18.

Under Plenary Agenda Item 17. Conservation of Atlantic Salmon in the

Convention Area. the Chairman drew attention to three documents on the conservation
of Atlantic sa11J1on. a Canadian proposal (Comm..Doc. 71/24). a USA memorandum (Comm.
Doc. 71/26) and a Danish proposal (Appendix II). The Olairman reviewed the 1969
proposal by the Commission to ban fiahing for salmon on the high seas. Th.ls became
binding on all member countries except Denmark., N01:Way and Fed. Rep. Germany. The
1970 proposal which required mainly a limitation on catch or effort to the 1~~9 level
was accepted by all member countries except USSR.
19.
'lbe Canadian de~~gate drew attention to the Canadian proposal and to
the large numbers of salmon taken at West Greenland which would have returned to
Canadian waters as 2-sea-year salmon. He pointed out that Canadian rivers cDntril.ute
about one-half of the salmon stock present in West Greenland and, therefore, about
one-halt of the catch consists of fish of Canadian origin. Large salmon have declined
severely in recent years, particularly :In one of the largest salmon rivers in the
country. 'lbe Canadian GovernmerJt, therefore, feels that conservation on these large
salmon must be intenSified. Canada has already instituted substantial reduction of
commercial and angling effort in Canadian waters which it is expected will reduce
Canadian catch by aver 30%. He believed that those countries fishing at West Grt!enland oUght to share in these conservation measures to ensure future productioll of
large sa1D',on.
20.
The Danish delegate said that Denmark had studied the STACRES reports
anc! the Salmon Working Party reports and the documents submitted by USA and Canada.
Re was pleafled to note that there had been a real effort in the Canadian proposal to
keep the emotional aspect out of the matter, but found that the conclusions drawn in
the Canadian and USA papers were Dllch more far reaching than the sci.entists themselves
had dared to go based on the existing material. He said that conservation of large
salmon was also a Danish interest and that Denmark will contribute to such conservation
but that new restrictions Should not be set up before the necessary information was
available from the sc:!.entists and before the effect of the present regulations is
known. He noted that catches in 1970, even before the agreed increases for 1971
had come into force, had declined somewhat. In view of the above, his government
could no t accept the Canadian proposal and sugges ted adoption of the Danish proposal
with the revIew and amendment paragraph 5 on page 2 of the Canadian proposal.

21.

The Japanese delegate said:

"Japan believes that anadromous fish such as salmon, as in the case
of any other fish resources. should be explo:l.ted as well as managed at the joint
responsibility among countries concerned and that conservation measures for such
fish should, therefore, be considered at the equal bur~en and responsibility among
countries concerned. Japan cannot go along with the view that only those ccmntries
whil~ possess spawning rivers should be allowed to fish for salmon and other countries
should be totally prohibited, even though such arrangement would be for the purpose
of conservation of resources. What I have just stated is the Japanese basic view
which we have reiterated on every possible occasion in the past, and now I would like
to make it clear that Japan holds the sah! view with regard to Atlantic salmon as
well. However, Japan has no intention to fish for Atlantil: Salmon. ~Tapan joined
the lCNAF in 1970 at the time When the Commission's recommendation had been adopted
concerning total ban of Atlantic salmon fishing on the high seas. May I add that
despite the afor~mentioned position of Japan. it is not to be denied that Japan is
automatically bound by that recOlllllendatioIl."
22.
the ussa de1eaate said his delegation considered that the fishery
regulation measures in the ICNAl area should be equally applied to all countries members of the COIIIIlission. The rec01llllleUdation concerning regulation of the salmon
sea fishery was actually giving preference to the countries objecting to a ban on
fishing for salmon at sea. It pravided for them an opportunity to conduct that
fishery, subject to certa:in regUlations. At the same t1.me, the opportunity was
not provided for the countries which supported at the 19th lCNAF Annual Meeting
the full prohibition of such fishery. '!he SOViet delegate reported that the abave
mentioned recOllllllendation was unacceptable to the USSR fishermen.
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A vote was then taken on the Danish proposal (Appendix II). '!be
result was 11 votes for (Canada, Den1l8rk. France, Norway. Portu:gal. Italy, Fed. Ilep.
Germany, Romania. Poland, UK and 3apan) I 3 votes against (Iceland. USSR and USA).
and one abstention (Spain). The Danish proposal at Appendll1: II was adopted by the
joint Panels.
33.

Under Plenary Item 23, Measures to ensure

maxi1lll1l

utilization of

catches of regulated species in the Convention Area, the Canadian delesate introduced the Canadian proposal unde'r this item as contained in eo-.Doc. 71/l1. He
also drew attention to the Polish statement regarding the UBe of food fish for
industrial pu:qoaea (Comm.Doc. 71/23). Following comments, the Joint PSDels 1 - 5,
notil18 that a Dumber of delelatiOn, regarded the problem to be of considerable
importance

recommended
that the problem of maximum use of catches of regulated species be
given serious consideration at the 1972 Annual Meeting_
34.
The question of a uniform or standard 108 book, as part of an effective
statistical scheme, an international inspection scheme and the application of a catch
quota, was raised. It was pointed out that in accordance with a Commission recommendation (1970 Meeting Proceedings No. 13) STACRES had. developed a proposed format for
an international logbook (Redbook 1971, Part I) for consideration of the Q:uamission.
Following discussicm., it was unanimously agreed that it was important and urgent to
adopt a standard logbook, and the Joint Panels 1 - 5
reccmmended
(a) that comments on the suitability of the logbook format developed
by STACRES be forwarded to the I~AF Secre tariat by 15 November 1971,
and
(b) that the Working Party on International Inspection meet under
Capt Cardoso to study the comments and make recommendations to the
Commission at its 1972 Annual Meeting.

35.

The meeting adjourned at 1730 hra.
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AllIIIAL MEETDIG - JUME 1971
lIevised CanadiaD-USA

A.

Herrina Proposals

Proposal for international reFlation of the f1sheg for herring from the
Geara. Bank - Subarea 6 stock.

1.

that the Contracting Govera.ents take appropriate action to regulate

the catch of herring, CZupsa hazwngus L., by persODS under their jurisdiction
fishing on the stock found on Gaorges Bank (Div. SZ of Subarea 5) and in
Statistical Subarea 6 80 that the aaregate annual catch of herring by vessels
taking herring t:to. this atock shall not exceed 150,000 aetric toDS per annum.
2.
That Competent Authorities of each Caltraetiag Government shall report
man thly herrmg catch taken 1D Div. SZ of Subarea 5 by persons under their
jurisdiction to the Executive Secretary of the C01IIId.ssion DOt later than 7
days after the end of a monthly reporting period, and are requested to similarly
report herring catch taken in Statistical Subarea 6. Contracting Governments
whose vessels remain in the area for extended periods shall make special
arrangemeD. ts to report the catch actually taken aboard their vessels on a
monthly basis. The Executive Secretary shall notify each Contracting Government
of the date on which accu1ll1lative catch in Div. 5Z of Subarea 5, accuDUlative
catch or estimated catches in Statistical Subarea 6, the quantity e4Cimated
to be taken before closure could be introduced, and the likely incidental catch
for the remainder of the year equal 100 percent of the allowable catch stated
in paragraph 1. Within 10 days of receipt of such notification from the
ExecutiVe Secretary each Contracting GOY'ermaent ahall prohibit the catching of
herring caught in Div. 5Z of Subarea 5 by persons under its jurisdiction except
as provided in paragraph 4. Contracting Governments shall endeavor to institute
a similar closure in Statistical Subarea 6 at the same time, either through
joint or national ·action.

3.
1hat the Executive Secretary may, if, on the basis of further information,
he finds that the catch for the year will equal less than 100 percent of the
allowable catch stated in paragraph 1 after the closure provided in paragraph
2, infonD. Contracting Governments that fishing for such herring may be ·permitted
for a further period of a stated number of days.
4.
That in order to 8Y'oid impairment of fisheries conducted primarily
for other species and which take small. quantities of herring from the stock
referred to in paragraph 1 incidentally, the Contracting GoY'e:mJll!nts may permit
persons UDder their jurisdiction to have in possession on board a vessel fishing
primarily for other species ."bsequent to the closure referred to in paragraph
2, herring caught from. the stock referred to in paragraph 1 in amounts not
exceeding 2,000 kilograms.
5.
'!bat the CoIIIdss1on shall uview the allowable catch prOY'ided in paragraph
1 at each Amlual Heeting, and ahall propose such dumps as are necessary from
time to t i . , taking into account such factors as fiahi.ng, natural variations
in abundance. and natural variations in spawning.
C.

Proposal for international reBUI_tim of the fishery for herring in Div. 5Y of
Subarea 5.
1.
That the Contracting Governments take appropriate action to regulate the
catch of herrina, CZupea hazttmguB L., by persCllls under their jurisdiction in
Div. 5Y of Subarea 5 so that the aggregate annual catch of such herring by
vessels taking such herr:lng shall not exceed 40 ,000 metric tons during each
yearly period coaaencing on I April and ending on 31 March.
2.
That Coa.pe.tent Authorities of each Contracting Government shall report
Dlmthly catch of berring taken in Div. 5Y of Subarea 5 by persons under their
jurisdiction to the Executive Secretary of the CoIIIId.ssion DOt later than 7 days

- 2 after the end of a monthly reporting period. Contracting Govemment.a whose
vessels remain in the area for extended periods shall make special arrangements

co report the catch actually taken aboard their vessels on a monthly basis.
The Executive Secretary shall notify each Contracting Government of the date
on which accumulative catch and estimated catch of such herring in Div. 5Y of
Subarea 5, the quantity of such herring estimated to be taken before closure
could be introduced, and the likely incidental catch for the remainder of the year
equal 100 percent of the allowable catch stated in paragraph 1. Wi thin 10 days
of receipt of such notification from the Executive Secretary each Contracting
Government shall prohibit the catching of such herring in Div. 5Y of Subarea 5

by persons under its jurisdiction except as provided in paragraph 4.
3.
Ihat the Executive Secretary may, if, on the basis of further information,
he finds that the catch for the year will equal less than 100 pprcent of the
allowable catch stated in paragraph 1 after the closure provided in paragraph 2,
inform Contracting Governments that fishing for such herring may be permitted
for a further period of a stated number of days.
4.
That in order to avo1.d impairment of fisheries conducted primarily for
other species and which take small quantities of herring incidentally, the
Contracting Governments may permit persons under their jurisdiction to have in
possession on board a vessel fishing primarily for other species subsequent
to the closure referred to in paragraph 2, herring in amounts not exceeding
25 percent by volume of all other fish on board caught in Div. 5Y of Subarea 5.
5.
That the Commission shall review the allowable catch provided in paragraph
1 at each Annual Meeting, and shall propose such changes as are necessary from
time to time. taking into account such factors as fishing, natural variations in
abundance, and natural variations in spawning.
D.

Proposal for international_.r~~tlon of the fishery for herring in a portion
of Div. 4W and in Div. 4X of Subarea 4.
1.
That the Contracting Governments take appropriate action to regulate the
catch of herring, CZupea harengus L. by persons under their jUTisdiction in
that portion of Div. 4W south of 440 52' north latitude and in Div. 4X of
Subarea 4 90 that the aggregate annual catch of such herring by vessels taking
such herring shall not exceed 100,000 metric tons during each yearly period
commencing 1 May and ending 30 April.
2.
That Competent Authorities of each Contracting Government shall report
mon thly catch of herring taken in those portions of Subarea 4 referred to in
paragraph 1 by persons under their ·jurisdiction to the E~cutive Secretary of

the Commission not later than 7 days after the end of a monthly reporting
period. Contracting Governments whose vessels remain in the area for extended
periods shall make special arrangements to report the catch actually taken
aboard their vessels on a monthly basis. The Executive Secretary shall notify
each CDntracting Govem:ment of the date on which accumulative catch and estimated
catch of such herring in those portions of Subarea 4 referred to 1n paragraph 1 ~
the quantity of such herring estimated to 'be taken before closure could be
introduced, and the likely incidental catch for the remainder of the year equal
100 percent of the allowable catch stated in paragraph 1. Within 10 days of
receipt of such notification from the Executive Secretary each CDntracting
Government shall prohibit the catching of such herring in those portions of
SubarEa 4 referred to in paragraph 1 by persons under its jurisdiction except
as provided in paragraph 4.
3.
That the Executive Secretary may, if, on the basis of further information
he finds that the catch for the year will equal leaf; than 100 percent of the
allowable landings stated in paragraph 1 after the closure provided in paragraph
2, inform Contracting Governments that fishing for such herring may be permitted
for a further period of a stated number of days.
4.
That in order to avoid impa1.rment of fisheries conducted primarily for
other species and which take small quantities of herring incidentally, the
Contracting Governments may peT1llit persons under their jurisdiction to have 1n
possession on board a vessel fishing primarily for other species subsequent to
the closure referred to in paragraph 2 t herring caught in those portions of
Subarea 4 referred to in paragraph 1 in amcunts DOt exceeding 25 percent by
volume of all other fish on board caught in those portions of Subarea 4.

- 3 5.
111at the CoDmlssion shall review the allowable catch provided_ in paraaraph
1 at each AnDllal Meeting, and shall propose such change. a8 are Dec:e.a..,. from
tiDe to time I taking into account such factors as fishina. natural variations in
abundance t and natural variations in Apawning.
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Danish Proposal for Conservation Measures for Atlantic Salmon

Becosnizing that since the measures for the conservation of Atlantic
salaon proposed 1n 1970 did not take effect until 1971 their effect cannot yet be

assessed;

but
Noting with satisfaction that nevertheless the escalation of the

catch of aalllOn in the Convention Area did not contime in 1970;

and

Taking into consideration that the important data whiC'h are expected
to result fro. the large scale tagging experiment which is before the CoDDiasion
for approval. will not be available until after the 1972 meeting of the Commission;
'!be Commission proposes that the measures set out in numbered paragrapbs

I, 2 and 3 of the 1970 proposal be continued in force for the years 1972 and 1973;
subject to review within that period in the event of substantial changes in the catches
of Atlantic salmon in the Convention Area or in home waters or in the fish stocks.
or in the event of the entry into the fishery of states not at present participating.

BESTRIcrED

tHE NOUn.ES. AtLANTiC FB'EIiES

Proceedings No. 12

Serial No. 2661

(B.b.71)
ANNUAL IIEETIlIG - Jm1l! 1971

Beport of Second Plenary Session

Wednesday I 2 Jlme, 1630 hra

1.

The Chairman called the meeting to order with all member countries repre-

sented after having recessed the Joint Meeting of Panels 1-5 (Froc. 11). He explained
that the Plenary meeting had been called to approve the recommendation of Panels 3, 4
and 5 that Japan be admitted to membership in those panels. The Plenary unanimously

accepted the recommendation and welcomed the Japanese delegation as member of Panels
3, 4 and 5.
2.

The Plenary adj ourned at 1635 hrs.

INTERNA TlONAL COM."MSSION FOR

Serial No. 2662
(B ••• 7l)

Proceedings No. 13

ANNUAL IIEETING - J1JNE 1971
Report of Joint Meeting of Panels 4 and 5

Wednesday, 2 June, 0945 hra
Thursday, 3 June, 1145 bra
Friday, 4 June, 0930 hra
1.

Olairman.

The Executive Secretary opened the meeting.

Mr R.A. Lagarde

(France) was appointed ChaiTman.
2.

Rapporteur.

3.

Under Plenary Item 18, Conservation Measures and Procedures for Haddock in

Dr R.G. Halliday (Canada) was appointed Rapporteur.

Subareas 4 and 5, the ChainnaD noted that two conservation proposals by Canada (Coma.
Doc. 71/9 and 71/10) for haddock in Div. 4X and Div. 4W respectively, and one proposal
by USA (Camm.Doc. 71/15) for haddock in Subarea 5, were before the meeting.
Canada introduced her proposal for further conservation measures for Div. 4X
haddock (Coma.Doc. 71/9), recommending (1) that the quota for 1972 be reduced to
9,000 metric tons from 18,000 metric tons, and (2) that the closed season on the
previously designated spawning area be extended to include the month of May as well
as March and April.
Canada justified these proposals (1) by citing tbe StACRES
report that quotas should be reduced to considerably less than 12,000 tons, and (2)
by noting that spawning continued through May.

USSR stated that the Canadian proposal was acceptable and further proposed
changes in the boundaries of the closed area to exclude depths greater than 100 • or
140 m, thus allowing the prosecution of spring fisheries for argentine and silver hake.
Japan stated that extension of the closed season to include May would have detrimental
effects on fisheries for other species, particularly argentine, and that she wished to
hear scientific evidence that this closure was necessary and tbat comparable results
could not be achieved by alternative conservation measures. Canada stated that
experience suggested that closure of ground fish fishing for those months was a very
important conservation measure, particularly in controlling the problem of high
inCidental catches. As Canada had no scientific objections to excluding areas deeper
than 140 m from the closed area. and as such an action would facilitate the argentine
and silver hake fisheries, perhaps such an action would meet Japan's objections.
Spain stated that she supported the Canadian proposal in full. and Poland stated that
she supported the Canadian proposal as modified by the USSR. It was decided that
further clarification of the proposed changes in the boundaries of the closed area
was required and it was agreed that a group of scientists from interested countries
should immediately discuss these changes. Further consideration of this item was
postponed to await the results of such discussion.
Canada presented a proposal concerning conservation of haddock in Div. 4W
(Comm.Doc. 71/10) by introduction of a catch quota of 6,000 metric tons in 1972.
Subsequent to the time of submission of this proposal, STACRES bad indicated that
such a quota was too large to be an effective conservation measure. Canada stated
that she was, therefore, prepared to alter the proposal to a quota of 4,000 metric
tons which appeared to be more appropriate. The USSR stated agreement to the proposal
as amended. However, the USA stated that Canadian proposals for Subarea 4 fisheries
created particular difficulties for her. due to earlier usA proposals for complete
closure of the Subarea 5 haddock fishery. Although the USA considered that closure
of all Subarea 4 and 5 haddock fisheries was merited on the basis of the state
of the stocks, institution of quotas in Subarea 4 made total closure of the Subarea 5
fishery virtually impossible to administer. The USA, therefore, wished to present a
new proposal for the Subarea 5 haddock fishery. It was generally agreed that all
proposals Gerited simultaneous consideration.
The USA proceeded to present a new proposal for the conservation of Subarea
5 haddock by (1) reduction of quota to 6,000 metric tons from 12,000 metric tons,
(2) revised administrative procedures giving the Executive Secretary authority to
call for closure of the fishery when he considered that catches subsequent to such

- 2 action plus reported. catches equal 100% of quota, and

(3)

which would allow him.

to reopen the fishery for a stated number of days to facilitate fulfilling of the
quota, (4) allowing vessels fishing priaarily for other species subsequent to
closure, a by-catch not exceeding 5,000 Ib or 2,268 kat or 10% by weight, of all
other fish caught in Subarea S. (5) closure of previously designated spawning areas
for March, April and May and making minor alteratioDs to the ¥eaterl'l8Ost closed area

to facilitate redflah and shrtap fisheries and to

e~t

from closed area regulations

vessels -.kina single-day trips and fishing with books having a gape not leas than
3 CII.

The USSR stated. that abe could not discuss these proposals as sbe had not
bad tille to consider them. However. she was prepared to discuss the original proposals in COIIII..Doc. 71/15. The USSR could agree to reduction in quota to some reasonable
amount baaed on scientific evidence, to extension of the closed season to include May,

to modifications of closed area boundaries, and to exemption fra. closed area regulations of vessels fisbing wi th large hoolta. However, such exemption must apply to
all vessels fishing in this way, not only 8IDa1l vessela. The USSR could Dot agree to
allowances for incidental catches in tenu of weight exemptions or as a percentage of
,Iall other fish on board cauaht in Subarea 5", and proposed that allowances for bycatch should be standardized for all areas and species and that only one criterion
should be used - 10% of all fiah on board. Canada stated that she supported the
proposals for a reduction in quota to 6,000 metric tons, to extension of the closed
season, to modification of the closed areas, and to exemption of hook and line vessels
from closed area provisions. The USA stated that she may be able to accept the USSR
modification extending closed area exemptions to all hook and line vessels irrespective
of size, but that limitation of by-catch allowance to 10% only of all fish on board
was unacceptable to the USA. Such a regulation would destroy the fishery by small
USA vessels of 2,OOo-3,OOo-ib capacity which have laog traditions and which catch
saall quantities of haddock along with other species. The USA pointed out that bycatch allowances in terms of weight have been in effect for almost 20 years in connection with mesh regulations and have proved effective. Spain recorded her support
for the USA proposal in full in the belief that it was necessary to protect coastal
fisheries.
It was agreed that an informal workiDg group of most directly concerned
countries should meet to attempt to resolve the question of allowances for by-catches.
Aa the group of scientists considering modifications of Div. 4X closed area boundaries
had not yet reported back, it was decided to await the completion of the deliberations
of both groups.

4.

The meeting recessed at 1220 hra.

5.

The meeting reconvened at 1145 hrs, Thursday, 3 June.

6.
Under Plenary Item. 21, Conservation measures for berring in Subareas 4 and 5,
the USA, in reference to the revised herring conservation proposals which were before
the meeting (Proc. II, Appendix I), noted that the Scientific Advisers had not yet been
able to provide the Com.ission with firm estimates of sustainable yields from the
stocks in question. The OSA proposed that a special Meting of STACRES be convened
and that this document be referred to it for a further atteapt at defining sustainable
yields. It was agreed to postpone consideration of the document until after such a
meeting of STACRES.
7.
Further, under Plenary Itl!lll 18,
~~TI~~TTa~~F.~~~H~
haddock in Subareas 4 and 5, the. report
5
was considered and several minor modifications proposed.
The report of the working group of scientists on closed area bouudary regulations for Div. 4% haddock was considered. The report proposed a revised definition
of the closed area a8 that bounded by straight lines connecting the following coordinates.
in the order listed:
6S 0 44'W,
64°30'W,
64°30'W.
66°32'W,

42°04'5
42°40'N
43°00'N
43°00'N

66°32'W,

42°20'.
42°20'.

66°00'W,

- 3 The Panels agreed that this revised definition was satisfactory.

The USA presented a proposed amendment of haddock quota regulations for
Subarea 5. These regulation proposals were id~ntical to those presented at the
earlier meeting of joint panels except for two amendments devised by the working
group which was set up at the earlier meeting to discuss these proposals. Amendment
(1) was to paragraph 3 which would allow the Executive Secretary to reopen the
fishery for a further period of a stated number of days. The phrase "auch peri.od
to begin 10 days after the date of notification" being added. Itmena..ent (2) was a
deletion from. the last sentence of paragraph 5 causing it to read liThe provisions
of this paragraph shall Dot apply to vessels that fish with hooks having a gape of
not less than 3 em." The Joint Panels 4 and 5
recommended
that the Commission transmit to Depositary Government the following
proposals for joint action by the Contracting Governments
(a)
(b)

the USA proposal for revision of the quota regulations for
Subarea 5 haddock as amended. (see Appendix I)
the Canadian proposals for revision of Div. 4X haddock quota
regulations as amended in regard to definition of closed area
boundaries, and for institution of quota regulation of Div. 4W
haddock, in both cases amended to include the conservation procedures described in the USA proposal for Subarea 5 haddock
paragraphs 2, 3 and 4 (see Appendix II for revised Div. 4X
haddock quota regulation and Appendix III for Div. 4W haddock
quota regulation).

8.

The Joint Panels recessed at 1210 hrs.

9.

The Joint Panels reconvened at 1130 brs, Friday. 4 June.

10.
The reports of the first meeting of Joint Panels 4 and 5, as amended, and
of the second meeting, were approved.
11.
Further, under Plenary Item 21, Conservation Measures for Herring in
Subareas 4 and 5, as the report of the special meeting of STACRES on herring quotas
was available (Redbook 1971, Part I), and as an informal meeting of delegates
particularly interested inherring problems had been held to consider this report,
the Chairman asked for a statement on the outcome of these activities. The USA
reported that no agreement could be reached on conservation measures for herring
at this time. However, because of the generally accepted view that the herring
stocks are in "deplorable" condition, and as action is urgently required. the USA
proposed (1) that a special meeting of the Commission to consider herring conservation measures be convened on 31 January 1972, possibly in Rome by courtesy of lAO,
(2) that scientific advisers make an extraordinary effort to supply the info~tloa
required to formulate sound conservation measures, (3) that herring scientists maet
UDmediately to plan this special effort, (4) that herring scientists meet aaain
just prior to the special January meeting of the Commission to analyze the moet
recent information aDd advise the Commission, (5) that herring scientist. address
themselyes particularly to the following th~ee questions: (i) What are the mazl.ua
sustainable yields from the stocks? (ii) What are reliable estimates of auetalnable
yields in 1972 and for as many subsequent years for which it is possible to give
advice? (iii) What levels of catch would result in restoration of the stocks,
giving a number of options on the speed of recovery?
The UK inquired as to whether a full CODIIlission meeting was necessary.
Should GDly the relevant Panels meet and come up with recommendationSi the Commission
could approve these, or otherwise, by postal vote. This would save non-panel members
the trouble and expense of attending. The USA felt that a full meetina of the
eo.mtssion was necessary as the delay involved in a postal vote would prevent conservation actions from beginning in 1972. Canada inquired whether communication
by Telex vas permissible under the rules of the Commission and it was noted that
the rulea etated that a vote could be taken by ''mail or other means of cOlllll.UDlcation".

- 4 Thus, Telex

cammunicat~ons

appeared to be acceptable.

Canada stated that a vote

on Panel proposals by Telex may prove to be fast enough to allow action in 1972
and may ensure that the required number of votes (10) for a decision would be
obtained. This might Dot be so 1f a full Commission meeting was held.
As time was required to consider this question, a decision was postponed
until the Plenary Session of the Commission. At the close of discussion Japan,
Poland, USA, and USSR favoured holding a full Commission meeting -in January. Canada
and UK favoured a meeting of Panels followed by a postal or Telex vote by Commission

members.
12.

The meeting adjourned at 1155 bra.
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Proposed Amendment of Haddock Quota Regulation for Subarea 5
Panel 5 recommends that the Commission tranaBit to the Depositary
Government the following proposal for joint action by the Contracting Governments:

That the Haddock Quota Regulation for Subarea 5 adopted at the
Nineteenth Annual Meeting of the Commission (Annual Proceedings,
Vol. 19, 1968-69, pages 27-28) be replaced by the following:
"1.

That the Contracting GovertDDents take appropriate action to

regulate the catch of haddock, MeZanogrmrnus aeglefinus (L.), by

persons under their jurisdiction fishing In Subarea 5 so that the
aggregate annual catch of haddock by vessels taking haddock in
Subarea 5 shall not exceed 6,000 metric tons per annum.

"2.

That Competent Authorities of each Contracting Government shall

report bi-weekly haddock catches taken in Subarea S by persons under
their jurisdiction to the Executive Secretary of the Commission not
later than 7 days after the end of a ewo-week reporting period.
Information of haddock by-catch taken by the vesaela which do Dot
conduct specialized fisbing for haddock shall be reported to the
Executive Secretary of the Commission in 7Co-ton increments.

The

Executive Secretary shall notify each Contracting Government of the
date on which accumulative catch and estimated catch of haddock in
Subarea S, the quantity estimated to be taken before closure could
be introduced. and the likely incidental catch stated in paragraph
1.

Within 10 days of receipt of such notification from the Executive

Secretary each Contracting Government shall prohibit the catching
of haddock caught in Subarea S by persons under its jurisdiction,
except as provided in paragraph 4.
"3.

That the Executive Secretary may. if, on the basiS of further

information. he finda that the catch for the year will equal les8

than 100 percent of the allowable catch stated in paraaraph 1 after

- 2 the closure provided in paragraph 2, inform Contracting Governments

that fishing for such haddock may be permitted for a further period
of a stated number of days, such period to

be~in

10 days after the

date of notification.
1f4.

That in order to avoid impainaent of fisheries conducted

primarily for other species and which take small quantities of haddock
incidentally, the Contracting Governments may permit persons under
their jurisdiction to have in possession on board a vessel fishing
primarily for other species subsequent to the closure referred to in

paragraph 2. haddock caught in

Sub~rea

5 in amounts not. exceeding

5,000 Ib or 2,268 kg. or 10 percent by weight, of all other fish on
board caught in Subarea 5.
"5.

That the Contracting Governments take appropriate action to

prohibit persons under their jurisdiction from using fishing gear
in a manner capable of catching demersal species during March, April
and May of each year in areas of Subarea 5 bounded by straight lines
connecting the following coordinates in the order listed:
(a)

69°55'W,. 42°l0'N

(b)

67°00'W, 42°20'N

4l010'N

67°00'W, 4l o l5'N

68°30'W, 4l03S'N

65°40'W, 41 015'N

69°00'W, 42°l0'N

65°40'W, 42°0Q'N

69°10'W~

66°00'W, 42°20'N
The provisions of this paragraph shall not apply to vessels that
fish with hooks having a gape of not less than 3 em.
"6.

That the CoDmission shall review the allowable catch provided

in paragraph 1, and the. area and dates provided in paragraph 5, at
each Annual Meeting, and shall propose such changes as are

necessary

from time to time, taking into account such factors as fishing,
natural variations in abundance. and natural variations in spawning.1!
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Propose d AIIen_ ent of Haddoc k Quota Regula tion

in Divisio n 4X of Subarea 4
Panel 4 reco...eoda that the CoImDi ssion transm it to
the Deposi tary

Govern aent the follow ing propos al for joint action by
the Contra cting Govern ments:

That the Haddock Quota Regula tion for Divisio n 4X of Subarea
4
adopted at the Ninete enth Annual Meetin g of the Coaals
sion (Annua l

Procee dings, Vol. 19, 1968-6 9, pages 26-27) be replace d
by the
follow ing:
"I.

That the Contra cting Goverta eD.tB take approp riate action
to

regula te the catch of haddoc k, MelanogPQflf11rU.8 aeg"Lef
inus (L.), by

person s under their jurisd iction fishing in Ddvislo n 4X
of Subarea

4 so that the aggreg ate annual landing s of haddock by vessel
s
taking haddock 1n Divisio n 4X of Subarea 4 in the year
1972 shall
Dot exceed 9,000 metric tons.
"2.

That Compet ent Autho rities of each Contra cting GoverDlllent

shall report bi-wee kly haddoc k catche s taken in Divisio n
4X of
Subarea 4 by person s under their jurisdi ction to the Execut
ive
Secret ary of the Commission not later than 7 days after
the end
of a two-week reporti ng period . Inform ation of haddock
by-catc h
taken by the vessel s which do not conduc t specia lized fishing
for haddoc k shall be reporte d to the Execut ive Secreta ry
of the
ao.mis sion in 70G-ton increm ents. The Execut ive Secreta
ry shall
notify each Contra cting Government of the date on which
accumu lative
catch and esttma ted catch of haddoc k in Divisio n 4X of
Subare a 4~
the quanti ty est~ted to be taken before closure could
be intraduced. and the likely incide ntal catch stated in paragra
ph 1.
Within 10 days of receip t of such notific ation from the
Execut ive
Secreta ry each Contra cting Government shall prohib it the
catchin g
of haddock caught in Divisio n 4X of Subare a 4 by person
s under its
jurisd iction . except as provide d in paragra ph 4.

- 2 -

"3.

That the Executive Secretary may, If, on the basis of further

Info~tiont

he finds that the catch for the year will equal less

than 100 percent of the allowable catch stated in paragraph 1 after
the closure provided in paragraph 2, inform Contracting Governments
that fishing for such haddock may be permitted for a further period
of a stated number of days, such period to begin 10 days after the
date of notification.

"4.

That in order to avoid impairment of fisheries conducted prtmarily

for other species and Which take small quantities of haddock incidentally, the Contracting Governments may permit persons under their
jurisdiction to have in possession on board a vessel fishing primarily
for other species subsequent to the closure referred to in paragraph 2.

haddock caught in DiviSion 4X of Subarea 4 in amounts not exceeding
5,000 lb or 2,268 kg, or 10 percent by weight, of all other fish on
board caught in Division 4X of Subarea 4.
"5.

That the Contracting Governments take appropriate action to

prohibit

perso~s

under their jurisdiction from using fishing gear

in a manner capable of catching demersal species during March, April
and May of 1972 in that part of Division 4X of Subarea 4 bounded by
straight lines connecting the following coordinates in the order listed:
65°44IW. 42°04'N
64°30'W, 42°40'N
64°30'W, 43°OQ'N
66°32'W, 43°00'N
66°32'W, 42°20'N
66°00'W. 42°20'N
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Proposal for Haddock Quota Belulation

in Division 4W of Subarea 4
Panel 4 recommends that the Commission transmit to Depositary Government
the following proposal for joint action by t~ Contracting Governments:
"1.

That the Contracting GoverDlllents take appropriate action

to regulate the catch of haddock. MeLanogParnmUB aeglefinus (L.),
by persons under their jurisdiction fishing in Division 4W of
Subarea 4 so that the aggregate annual landings of haddock by

vessels taking haddock in Division 4W of Subarea 4 in the year

1972 shall not exceed 4,000 metric tons.
"2.

That Competent Authorities of each Contracting Government

shall report bi-weekly haddock catches taken in Division 4W of
Subarea 4 by persons under their jurisdiction to the Executive
secretary of the Commission not later than 7 days after the
end of a two-week reporting period..

Information of haddock

by-catch taken by the vessels which do not conduct specialized
fishing for haddock shall be reported to the Executive Secretary
of the Commission in 70o-ton increments.

The Executive Secretary

shall notify each Contracting Government of the date on which
accumulative catch and estimated catch of haddock in Division 4W
of Subarea 4, the quantity esttmated to be taken before closure
could be introduced, and the likely incidental catch for the
rea&inder of the year equal 100 percent of the allowable catch
stated in paragraph 1.

Within 10 days of receipt of such

notification from the Executive Secretary each Contracting
Government shall prohibit the catching of haddock caught in
Division 4W of Subarea 4 by persons under its jurisdiction,
except as provided in paragraph 4.
"3.

That the Executive Secretary lnay, if, on the basis of

further information, he finds that the catch for the year will
equal less than 100 percent of the allowable catch stated in

- 2 -

paragraph 1 after the closure provided in paragraph 2, inform
Contracting Governments that fishing for such haddock may be
permitted for a further period of a stated number of days,
such period to begin 10 days after the date of notification.
"4.

That in order to avoid impairment of fisheries conducted

primarily for other species and which take small quantities of
haddock incidentally, the Contracting Governments may permit
persons under their jurisdiction to have in possession on board
a vessel fishing primarily for other species subsequent to the
closure referred to in paragraph 2, haddock caught in Division 4w

of Subarea 4 in amounts not exceeding 5.000 Ib or 2,268 kg, or
10 percent by weight, of all other fish on board caught in
Division 4W of Subarea 4."
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A!QnlAL

MEETING - JUNE 1971

Report of the Th! rd Plenary Session

Thursday, 3 June, 0930 bra
1.
The Cbalnaan, Dr A.W.B. Needler (Canada) opened the meeting with representativea of all _.ber countries, except Raunia, present.

2.

Rapporteur.

The Ezecutive Secretary acted as Rapporteur.

3.
The French delegate introduced the Observers from the European Economic
Community who were then welcomed by the Chairman on bebalf of the Commission.
4.

The Plenary agreed that the berring probl_ (Plenary Item 21) which had

been introduced In the JoInt Meeting of Panels 1-5 (Proc. 11) should be referred to
the upcoming meeting of Panels 4 and S (Proc. 13).

s.

The Report of the Cere.on1al Opening (Proc. 1) was presented and adopted.

6.
The Report of the First Plenary Session (Proc. 8) was presented and adopted
with a few editorial changes.
7.
the Report of Panel I (Proc. 2) was presented. The delegates discussed the
item concerning the COmmission's representation on the proposed Joint Working Party
on North Atlantic Cod. There were varying views on whether there should be open or
restricted membership and whether the Commission should absorb the expenses of its
~embers.
It was agreed that the item should be referred back to STACRES for further
consideration of its recommendation. The Report was adopted.
8.
The Report of Panel 2 (Proc. 3) was presented. The Chairman of Panel 2
drew attention to the request of the Polish. Portuguese and Spanish delegates for a
delay in the full u.plementation of the new _esh size due to technical difficulties.
The Report was adopted ~th the Plenary agreeing to the delays requested.
9.
The Report of STACREM (Proc. 9) was presented and approved with minor
editorial changes.
10.
The Report of Joint Panels 1-5 (Proc. 11) was presented. At the request
of the delegates who had contributed to the diacussion on Plenary Item 17. Conservation
of Salmon. the Plenary agreed that Section 18 of the Report should be enlarged to
reflect the discussion. The Report was held for presentation in amended form at a
later Plenary session.
11.
The Report of the Second Plenary Session (Proc. 12) was presented and
approved.
12.
The Report of the WorklD1 Party OD International Inspection (Appendix I)
was presented by its Chainun. Captain Cardoso (Portugal) who noted that Portugal vas
ready to begin inspection on a reCiprocal basis. The Danish delegate believed that
there was a need for member countries to know exactly when each other's vessels would
be ready to accept inspection even though the scheme should become effective I July
1971.
The Plenary

recOllllDBllded
that member countries sbould advise the Secretariat. officially,
when their necessary legislation is in effect and when it is prepared
to inspect and accept inspection subject to the conditions of the
ea.mission's joint inspection scheme.

- 2-.,
It was further

recommended
that such information would be circulated immediately to all
member countries from the Secretariat.
The Report was adopted.

13.

Under Plenary Item 24, Report of the Third Meeting of ICES/ICNAF/IOC

Coardinati

Grou

for North Atlantic Oceano ra h • the Executive Secret.sry drew
He pointed out that the Group was set up to prevent
overlap in progra:DlJlrl.ng and to exchange information only. The Report was noted -by

attention to Comm.Doc. 71 2.
the Plenary.

14.

The Report of Panel 4 (Prac. 5) was presented and adopted.

15.

The Plenary adjourned at 1100 brs.
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A!INlJAL IIEETIIIG - J1lIIE 1971

Report of Second Plenary Sesaion

Wednesday, 2 June, 1630 hra

1.
111e Chairman called the meeting to order with all member cotmtries represented after having recessed the Joint Meeting of Panels 1-5 (proc.. 11). Be explained
that the Plenary meeting had been called to approve the recOIDIIIendatlon of Panels 3, 4
and 5 that Japan be admitted to membership in those panels. The Plenary tmanimously
accepted the recommendation and welcomed the Japanese delegation as member of Panels

3, 4 and 5.
2.

The Plenary adj ourned at 1635 hrs.
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Appendix I
ANNUAL MEETING -

No. 14

JUNE 1971

Report of Meeting of Working Party on International Inspection

Monday, 31 May, 0930 hra
1.

The Chairman of the Commission requested Captain Cardoso (Portugal) to

chair a working party of representatives of member nations to meet and consider any
practical problems or other considerations which may have arisen since the 1970
Annual Meeting.

2.

Mr J.A. Holston (USA) was requested to act a8 Rapporteur.

3.
Representatives were present from Canada, France, Fed. Rep. Germany, Japan,
Norway, Portugal, Spain, UK, USSR, and USA.
4.

The Chairman of the Working Group asked for confirmation of the state of

readiness on the part of each nation interested in participating in the international
inspection scheme. Confirmation statements (in summary) follow:

i)

H)
iii)

Iv)
v)

vi)

vii)

vHi)

ix)

x)

Portugal: Will not be able to participate fully on I July 1971.
Fleet will be prepared to accept inspection. Will have one (1)
inspector on the hospital ship Gil Eannes but inspection activities
secondary to vessel's fleet support and medical responsibilities.
UK: Ships will be prepared to accept inspection on or soon after
1 July 1971. Will probably not inspect others.
USSR: Will be prepared to participate fully beginning 1 July 1971,
with proper recognition of previously accepted reservations.
Expressed regret that other nations, previously interested, now are
not fully prepared. Expressed regret also that other nations have
not yet initiated inspection of own nationals. Stated that status
of resources required inspection. Will not be receptive to inspectors
fram nations not ready to be inspected.
Norway: Fleet prepared to receive inspectors. Will probably not
inspect.
France: Ships prepared to receive inspectors. Inspection veasel
(French Navy) ready. Will participate only on reciprocal basis.
Japan: Ships prepared to receive inspectors. Will embark inspectors
on commercial Japanese trawlers between July 1971 and March 1972.
Acceptance of inspection by foreign nationals now being made condition
for licensing of Japanese vessels fishing in the Convention Area.
Spain: Fleet prepared to receive inspection by foreign nationals on
a reciprocal basis. TWo inspectors will be on board commercial
trawlers from time to time.
Canada: Prepared to accept inspection, contingent upon domestic
regulations having been finalized. Will initiate reciprocal inspections later than I July 1971, probably in September or October 1971.
USA: Expects passage of legislation requiring acceptance by USA
nationals of inspection by foreign inspectors by 1 July 1971. Are
assured by our industry advisers that USA vessels will voluntarily
accept inspection by foreign nationals on and after 1 July 1971.
In the unlikely event of a refusal, the USA requests that no Citation
be issued but would appreciate receiving information on the a) name
of the vessel, and b) position of vessel.
Germany: Expects passage of legislation requiring acceptance by
German nationals of foreign inspectors by end of 1971, only on a
reciprocal basis. ~nistrative measures for inspection will be
ready on 1 January 1972.

5.
Chairman asked the Executive Secretary, L.R. Day, for a review of the
responses of several Contracting Governments to the provisions of Section 9 of the
Scheme, informdng the Commission of arrangements each is making as to
a)
b)

vessels designated as inspection vessels,
names of personnel designated as inspection officers.

- 2 The Executive Secretary reported receiving replies from the Fed. Rep.

Germany, Portugal, Spain, UK, USSR, Japan and USA.
Confirmatory statements (in summary) follow:
i)

Norway:

Will have no inspection vessels in the Convention Area

this year.

il)
iIi)

iv)
y)

vi)

• 11)

viii)

Japan: Will have no patrol vessel in Convention Area, but three
inspectors, one at a ttme, will be dispatched on board commercial
trawlers from July to March of next year.
Germany; Legislation has been delayed by need for internal coordination. Expect passage by autumn. No information is, therefore,
available on German participation.
USSR: Will maintain four inspection vessels and twelve authorized
inspection individuals, available during the year.
Portugal: One authorized inspector will be stationed aboard the
Hospital Ship~ GiL Eannes, and will perform inspections. Such
activities will be secondary to normal hospital-ship activities.
Spain: Will embark two authorized inspectors aboard commercial
vessels once or twice during the year. Inspectors will serve for
one month •
USA: Three Coast Guard vessels will be available in the Convention
Area during the year I July 1971 to 30 June 1972. A total of 14
inspecting officers (8 Coast Guard officers and 6 National Marine
Fisheries Service officers). (Subsequent discussions yielded
information that only one inspecting vessel would be on patrol at
any particular time and that at most, only two inspecting officers
would be aboard.)
UK: Fishery inspection carried out by Royal Navy during regular
patrols where UK fishing vessels operating. Inspection not likely
in ICNAF area during this year.

6.
In response to a request as to amount of previous notice required for
submission of substitutions of inspection vessels, and personnel, discussion elicited
understanding that lists are necessary for ICNAF and national coordination. Therefore?
short lead-time only deemed necessary. Such information, however, should be received
by ICNAF Secretariat and Member Governments before substitute vessel or personnel are
actually in use.
7.
In response to question on possibility of over-inspection, Chairman strongly
suggested inspection be initiated on prudent modest basis to gain acceptance by
fishermen.
8.
Pennant: Specifications as to size and color. (Proceedings No. 15,
Appendix IlIA, 1970). After much discussion, it was determined that the colors
(blue and yellow) will conform as to shades in present usage in the International
Code of Signals. Size of pennant will conform to size of vessel on which used, as
set forth in International Code of Signals. Overall and internal proportions of
pennant will conform to those used in the first substitute pennant of the International Code of Signals. Soviet Union advised their pennants were already available.
Subsequent discussion led to agreement that all nations would furnish their own flags.
9.
Identification Card. Executive Secretary introduced a sample identification
card format"arrived at during 1970 meeting. It was determined that each country
would furnish its inspection officers with an identification patterned after that
set forth in Proceedings No. 15, Appendix IIIb~ 1970. Each card will be inscribed
in two languages: English on one side, and the language of the inspector on the other.
10.
Report of Inspection. Executive Secretary distributed a sample Inspection
Report Form, based on Proceedings No. IS, Appendix IIIC and IIIE, 1970. It was
suggested that only Items 1 through 6 need be filled out in block letters, the remainder
to be filled out in script. It was further noted that a minimum of four copies of each
inspection report would be required: one each to Master of vessel, to the Flag country,
to the Executive Secretary ICNAF, and to inspecting officer. Each country will prepare
its awn Inspection Report Forms, based on distributed 8ample~ as amended in current
session (Annex I). Report will be filled out in language of inspecting officer, except
comments by Master and statements of witnesses, if any.

- 3 11.
Identification Marks. Executive Secretary distributed an impressed lead
seal of the sort which could be used to mark a trawl net or part of trawl net or
chafer found by the inspecting officer to be in violation of Commission chafer or
mesh regulations. It was noted that this. or a s1m.11ar seal, when being used by
each country's inspectors should be identified with (1) ICNAF and country of
inspector. and (2) a serial number. The number appearing on the seal must be noted
in Item 11 of the Report of Inspection. It was further noted that a tag may also be
affixed, in addition to the seal, containing the following minimal information:

(2)
(3)

vessel name
vessel registration or license number
number of net (in order of inspection)

(4)

date

(5)
(6)

inspector's name
inspector's native country.

(1)

It was also noted that seal, or tag and seal, if photographed, should appear in one
photograph, a copy of which should be included in report to Flag State, as required
in Item 12, Proceedings No. 15, Appendix I, 1970. It was emphasized that nets and
chafers would be sealed only for violations of mesh requirements for species under
regulation or of chafer regulations. Discussion elicited clear agreement that
signature of Master on inspection report form is not necessarily equivalent to a
confession of guilt, but merely attests to the fact of the Inspecting Officer's
actions. Master's remarks, above his signature may, in fact, negate or deny statements
of the inspecting officer.
12.
Questionnaire. Executive Secretary distributed copy of Questionnaire,
formulated after Proceedings No. IS, Appendix IIIF, 1970. In discussion, Item 3 was
amended with the addition of the word "and", to read " ••••• the nets, the catch and
the documents ••••• I I . In further discussion, Item 8 was re-drafted to read, "Are you
fishing for a non-regulated species 1" It was
recommended
that, prior to adjournment of the Commission, each non-English-speaking
participant nation submit, to the Executive Secretary, the several items
contained in the amended Questionnaire (Annex II), translated into the
pertinent national language.
The Executive Secretary was requested to put the questionnaires, in each of the
several languages, into book form, for distribution to appropriate supervisory
inspecting officers.
13.
Future MeetingS. Chairman Cardoso extended an invitation for up to three
representatives from each ICNAF member nation which are not members of NEAFC, to
attend the meeting on practical problems in International Control to be held in
Portugal in late Karch or early April 1972. Chairman Cardoso will advise when
meeting arrangements are firmed up. It was
agreed to recommend
to the Plenary
that the present Working Group be made into a Standing Commi ttee on
International Control (STACTIC).
The Executive Secretary will provide in the 1972 Annual Meeting Agenda, an opportunity
for that Group or Committee to meet and discuss the problems encountered during the
intervening year to further develop inspection methodology.
14.

The meeting adjourned at 1300 hrs.
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Report of IlIlIJI"Ction
(1'- )4; to he filIed.ia IIIock Ietten)

AUTHORIZED INSPECTOR
l.

"Iiune .•••.•.••.

2.

~ame and identifyin( letters and/or

number of Jbip curyinl him .................. .

INFORMATION ON VESSEL INVOLVED

:"\a.tionality .••.•••.....•.•.....•.••••..••••••.•.•.•.•.••••..•••.•.•••••..••••...•.•....•••......................•.

:So
4.

Veuel'lI name and rqistration

'i.

"'_ter'R nmne ••.•.•.

6.

Owner'! name ..,d addftllli ...

7.

a) POJrilion &1:1 determined by lnJpeetOrlt. .' .......... GMT, latitude •...••.••••....•.... . .. I_tude.
b) POJdtion u detennined by filhing vee.:.l'lI master at ....••......• GMT, latitude ................ longitude ..

fJA 1"£ AND TIMES THE INSPECTION COMMENCED AND FlNISIU:D

a' Date ........................•.•• b) Tinle arriYed on boud ..

R.

. ...••• e) T~ of deputuM ................. .

FACFS RESUL11NG FROM INSPECTION

h.
No.

20d

N••

3'"
Net

5th
N••

Type of net (trawl net, lICine net, ele.)
\taleria! (chemic.al category. if poeaibIe)
c)

Sincle or double twine

d)

Avtrqe mesh Ike of each net meauml

.)

On or below deck

Type of lopside

10.

a)

h)

dtafinc gear irupected

Remarb ...•......•...•...........•••••.•.•...•••••.

.4. yer. mesh. size of topside cb.arll1l gear meutlMd

"lET INSPELTIONS - SAMPLES OF 20 MESHES OF THE CODEND MEASUUD IN MILLDIETJU:S
4.) CodelMf
-

-,

Average- Width

LeplSrr.e

WlI;llh'(mcah size)

A,eJatIII!' Width

LeplS~e

Widtb(m

1.51 :"<itt

...

..

!

2nd
3rd •.

4th "
5th
B) Chafer

lst :'\1'1

..
,'" .
4th ,.
'itb .

2nd

II.

Statrmr.nl!! showing 10 which ncb and chafing gear, if any. idmtffieatioD marb

12.

Statemr.nbi of photow'" taken wid! deeeription of aabjecb(pIIotograpba to be atbc:hed to copy of ft!port IlUlimitted to I1q "lair). .

13.

Re:qdl of lnsptttion of fish observed on board

weft

attat:bed by inspecting officer.

a' Lifot or specif:-s tUt1\ in IlIIIt tow •••.....•••...•••••...••••..•.•....•••..•..•••...••.••..•.•........•••••.......••.••

....................•........•........•.....................•..............•.....
b\ -\pproximatf' writlht or Jll.'"ftf'ntasr Orton

~

...... .

.......................................................................... .

14.

COl'lllnelliu and/or oJ.,ryatiohl by inlpector . .............................................•................................

................................ , ................................................................................ .

IS.

Stafllnlaltl h, witaell(ea) ............................................................................................ .

SIiDabue ofWitnell(ea) .........................................................•....................................

SipJabue of Authociled InIpeetor ..................................................................................... .

16.

t - I B and/_ oh.er.aIio.. hy the llalla'ofdae ..... ................................................................... .

..................................................................................................................

17.

Proceedings No. 14
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International Commisoion for the NortInreot Atlantie Filherioo - Set- of Joint Enfon:ement

_.0;·_·... _

0..

hoopeetor to SIUppeo-

I am an in'iWdl.... undl"r IC'ljA .... H~rt: i" my identity ~. J would like to inlpect your nets and l".atch.

2.

Who iA Ow: Maw of ~iR Y~I'~

:i.

I r~u~ your col.labOration with the examination of the ndB, the cateb doeummalB (nationality paper/fishing log book). If you
do not give your collaboration IlA I hue requested, I will ~port it to your fbc: &tate.

4.

rI~.ase

:;.

Plene show me the docwnenlB eatabliabing the aationality of your vaael and rillhing log books, if any.

-:

PI.clIar. writ¥. ,j"wn

H

A... · yuu fillkiog (or non-nplned

IJ.

I am r .. ,;orr:iinll your position

cheek that the time is .......•... GMT.

the lIame

and addreBM of the OWDen of your YeMel.
!!pt!cie8'~

all .

.'" lat......0 long. at ...... GMT. 00 you agree~

Jn.

I agree (Yes).

I J.

I do not agree (No).

12.

Would you like to check your position with my instruments on board. the inapection ship?

I:j,

Do you nowap-ee your position! J( not, you should write your eatimated poIition in Section 7(b) of the Report Form.

1-1-.

AI? you aware that you are flilhing within a cloeed area?
a) y',ur working space8'~
b) y~..)ur fish hoM,,?
~'(IIJ

gear'~

b) If so, what type? c) Please write it down.

If,.

al flo

18.

I ""ish to measure that net.

19.

Show me the other nets you have on board.

20.

Show me your net puge. if any.

21.

Ask your men to hold that net 80 that I !='III mealUft: it.

2.2.

J have inspected .......... meshes in tbit net.

23.

See that I have rerorded accurately on the fonD. the width of the rnethes I have measured.

24.

1 have found that the average width of the methee I .....e meaauMd in that: net" is ..... mm. This is below the minimum mt"sh
siu for this subarea and will be reported to your flag &tate.

?=.

1 have found iIIepI net attachments. This will be reported to your flag &tate.

26.

I shall now affix the identification mark. to this net/attachment/which ia to be aurrendered to a fis.beriea i.napector of your flag
state at hie demand.

27.

I wish to inIpect your catch. Have you. finiabed torting the lith?

28.

Will you pieaae lay out thoae fish.

29.

I have foUlld no infringement of the regulations and I wiD 80 report to your flag state.

30.

....... <ably the pho_phs Hated;" the - . by oddiq the do.. md ............

:n.

Do you me any witnelRS who wish to make obaervati0n8? If eo, they may do eo in their own language in Section l5 of tbt~port

3:!.

u_ lupgdfo f;hafing

fonn.

Do you
~'Iiun

WM to make lUly commenta and/or obaervationa concerning tbit impection! If 80, please do
lo..,r t.hte re-port form on which 1 t...e let out my findinp.

~ti.

Plt"&flr •

34.

I amleariag. Pleaae c:beclr. that the time is ....•••••• GMT.

:i5.

Thank yuu - Bon Voyage.

th.. noport in Section 17.

80

in your own language in
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ANNUAL HEETING - JUNE 1971
Report of Meeting of STACFAD

Thursday, 3 June, 1430 bra
F&A Item 1

and 2

Openin2 and l'.embership. The Olainum, Mr R. Green (USA) opened the
meeting with the following nominees from Canada, Denmark, USSR, UK
and USA maki.ng up the Committee:

Canada

- Dr A. W. H. Needler

Denman
USSR
UK
USA

- Mr A. Volkov
- Hr A. J. !glen

- Mr K. L6kkegaard
- Mr W. L. Sullivan, Jr.

The Committee received the resignation of Mr Green with regret and
elected Hr W. L. Sullivan, Jr. (USA) as Cludrman.
The Committee, agreeing that membership in STACFAD should be shared
aalng the member countries,
reCODlDends

that, generally, one member of STACFAD be replaced each year.

F&A Item 4

was adopted with the addition of Item 15 (b)
and 15 (c)
was agreed

tagging
experiment should be taken up when Ite1!1s 8, Budget Estimate, and
9, Budget Forecast. were considered.

F&A Item 5

Panel MemberShip. The Committee noted the approval of the recommendation of Panels 3. 4 and 5 by the Second Plenary that Japan be
accepted into membership in each of the three panels. It was noted
that the Ped. Rep. Germany had been accepted as a member of Panel 5
and recommended COMmission approval.

F&A Item 6

Auditor's Report. The Executive Secretary reported that the Auditor's
Report covering the Com.ission's accounts to 30 .June ).97.0 had been
distributed in mid-October to each Contracting Government. There
were no comments. STACFAD
recODlllends
that the Auditor's leport for 1969/70 be adopted.

FU Item 7

Adlain.istrative Report and Financial Statement. The Executive
Secretary reviewed the Adm1n1strative Report for the year ending
30 June 1971 (estimated from 30 April 1971) (Comm.Doc •. 71/4). The
Executive Secretary reported that efforts to fill the position of
Assistant Executive Secretary with someone from the European member
countries had not beeu successful and he proposed to give consideration
to the North American. applicants. STACFAD

re commends
that the Executive Secretary accelerate his efforts to fill the
position of Assistant Executive Secretary.

- 2 The Committee examined Fin-ancial Statements 1, 2 and 3 with the
Appendix in detail 4 It was noted that total obligations during the
year were estimated at $101,411 Which was $23,089 less than the
amount appropriated from member governments and other funds avai.1able to the Commission, due mainly to the saving of the salary of an
Assistant Executive Secretary in 1970/71. The Working Capital Fund
stood at $51,799 and the M1scellaneous Fund at $15,2254 STACFAD
rec01DlDended
that the Administrative Report with financial statements for 1970/71
be adopted.
F&A Item 8

Budget 1971/72. The Committee agreed that it should consider, first
the Item 15 (a) Size of Commission's Document Paper along with
Item 15 (b) Circulation of Documents and then consider Item 10 Status
of the Working Capital Fund, as background information for cons~
ation of the budget for 1971/72.
The Executive Secretary presented the results of a study which compared the relative costs of ~roduCin8 the 1970 and 1971 annual meet-·
~ocuments on 8 1/211 x 11 paper and 8 1/2" x 14" paper. The
study showed that the extra cost of using 8 1/2" x 11" paper in 1970
would have been about $1,500 and in 1971 about $3,000. It was agreed
that the Commission's document paper size should remain 8 1/2" x 14".
The Committee considered the UK proposal for limiting the circulation
of scientific doClJ1nents for the convenience of Commissioners and
others attending meetings. Wbile it was recognized that the proposal
might secure some economy in the use of paper, the ExecutiVe Secretary
pointed out that there is a wide demand for a complet(' set of ICNAF
meeting papers and a large mailing list. The procedure suggested
might not be practicable and it was doubtful whether it would lead
to DIlch saving in paper. It was, howeveT, suggested that the real
need of scientists might be adequately served 1f each scientific
contribution contained as abstract composed by the author and, i f in
the first place, only the abstract were circulated, leaving those who
wanted to see the paper in extenso to ask for it. Tbe Committee
agreed that this idea was worth pursuing but that it needed wider
consultation, particularly among scientists. In the meantime, it
accepted the proposal in the UK paper that reports of research by
member countries, other summaries prepared by the Chairmen of Panel
Advisers, together with the reports of meetings of Panel Advisers
should be presented CXl paper of a distinctive colour.
The Commi ttee, noting that the Working Capital Fund was $51,799
agreed that it should be reduced. It discussed the possibility of
providing some financial assistance to the proposed international
salmon tagging experiment at West Greenlillld in 1972 which STACRES
had esttmated would require about~20,OOO or shout $48,000 to cover
the costs of the experiment apart from the research vessels, fishing
gear costs and scientists' salaries (CoDDD..Doc. 71/14). Some members
felt that it was unfair to use the contributions of all member countries
to finance the special projects of some member countries. Others felt
that the proposal, if accepted by the Plenary, woulC then be a Commission
project and as such, could qualify for financial assistance from the
Commission. It was pointed out that some interested countries would
be prepared to contribute financially directly to the proposal..

Finally, the Committee, unable to reach a consensus on financial
assistance from the Working Capital Fund to the salmon tagging
experiment, and noting that the Working CapitflJ Fund should be
reduced,
reCOllllEnded
i)

that $15,000· be appropriated from the WCF and transferred to
the Miscellaneous Fund immediately in accordance with Financial
Regulation 4.7 to reduce the 1971/72 budget,
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ii)

~

that $5,000 be approp riated from the WCF to suppor t the
1911
Environ mental Symposium.

The Commit tee then noted that, due to person nel
changes
Secret ariat since the budget estima te for 1970/71 (F&A in the
Agenda ,
Append ix I), the estima te for person al service s was now
reduced
from $92,000 to $88,500 . The Commu nication s item increas
ed from
$4,000 to $4,500 due to increas e in the postage rate and
a necess ary
$1,000 increas e in the Other Contra ctual Service s item,
$6,000 . The Commit tee not'ed that the total amount to be raised it to
approp riated
for ordina ry expend itures would be $136,00 0 which reduced
by the
amount in the Miscel laneous Fund ($15 ,225) plus $15 ,000
from
Working Cap~a1 Fund would require that $105,77 5 be approp the
from the member countr ies to meet the 1971/72 budget (Appenriated
dix I).
STACFAD

recommended

F&A Item 9

i)

that the ordina ry expend itures of the Commission for the
fiscal
year 1971/72 be $136,00 0

ii)

that, after shout $30,225 is used from the Miscel laneous
Fund,
these expend itures be met by approp riating approx imately
$105,77 5
from member governm ents.

Budget Foreca st 1972/7 3. The Committee conside red the
Budget Foreca st
for 1972/73 as presen ted in Append ix II to the STACFAD
agenda . The
Commit tee agreed that $139,00 0 should be approp riated to
cover ordina ry
expend ! tures (Appen dix II). STACFAD
recoDlllended
that the Commission give consid eration at the 1972 Annual
Meetin g to
author ize approp riation s of $139,00 0 for the ordina ry expens
es of the
CODlllission and $5,000 from the Working Capita l Fund for
expens es in
connec tion with the lCES/ICNAF/IBP Seal Symposium, August
1972.

F&A Item 11

Increas e in Supera nnuatio n Credits for Secret ariat Staff.
Execut ive Secret ary referre d to paragra ph 14 of the Admin The
istrativ e
Report (Comm.Doc. 71/4) which detaile d the propos al by
Fisher ies Commi ssion's Pension Society to adjust pensionthe Intern ationa l
credits for
service s prior to 1 Octobe r 1966 at a cost of $1,136. 05
to the
Commission. STACFAD, having determ ined that this amount
had been
include d in the 1971/72 budget ,
recommended
that an aMOUnt of $1,136. 05 be approve d to adjust pension
credits
for service s by the Commi ssion's Secret ariat person nel
prior to
1 Octobe r 1966.

F&A Item U

Public ations. There were nO public ation matter s to discus
s.
Commit tee noted the report of the Execut ive Secreta ry regard The
public ations in the Admin istrativ e Report (Comm.Doc. 71/4, ing
paragra ph 6).

F&A Item 13

Billing date for 1971/7 2.

STACFAO

recommended
that the Contra cting Govern ments be billed by the Commis
sion for
paymen ts due, under the 1971/72 admini strativ e budget ,
with Article XI of the Conven tion, on 16 August 1971. in accorda nce
F&A Item 14

Time and Place of 1972. 1973 and 1974 Annual Meetin gs.

STACFAD

recommended
i)

that the 1972 Annual Meetin g be held in the State Departm
Washin gton, D.C. at a date to be fixed by the Commission ent in
in
Plenary session at the 1971 meetin g.
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11)

that tbe 1973 Allnual Meet1llg be held 1Il Copenhagen. Denmark at
a date to be agreed later.

iii) that the 1974 AIInual Keeting be beldat the Caamia8ion headquarters at a elate to be agreed, if no other invitation is
extended.
F&A Item 15

Other Business.

'!bere was

F&A Item 16

Election of aaaiDl8D.. Mr WIll. Sullivan, Jr. (USA) was unanimously
elected Chairman of the Comaittee for the year 1971/72.

DO

other business.

RESrJIICl'l!ll

H
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1971/72 Expenditures to be Covered by Appropriations
from Contractins Governments and from "Other Sources

Proposed
est:lmates

1971/72
1.

Persoaal Services
71,000

(a)

Salaries

(b)

Superannuation

4,000

(c)

Additional help

4,000

Cd)

Group medical and insurance plaDS

(e)

Contingencies

5,000

ef)

Forecast increase

4,000

500

6,500

2.

Travel

3.

Transportation

500

4.

CCIIIlDUIlications

4,500

5.

Publications

6.

Other Contractual Services

6,000

7.

Materials and Supplies

4,000

8.

Equipment

1,000

9.

Annual Meeting

6,000

10.

Contingencies

1,000

Total Ordinary Expenditures

17,500

$136,000

Special appropriation fra.
Working Capital Ftmd
(1)

1971 Environmental Symposium

(Ii)

Transfer to Miscellaneous Fund

5,000
15,000
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Prelim inary Budget Foreca st, 1972/73
Foreca st
estima te

1972/7 3
1.

Person al Servic es
(a)

Salarie s

(b)

Supera nnuatio n

2,500

(c)

Additio nal help

2,000

(d)

Group medica l and insuran ce plaus

(e)

Contin gencies

6,500

(f)

Foreca st increa ses

4,000

$ 73,500

500

2.

Travel

3.

Transp ortatio n

500

4.

Commu nication s

4,500

5.

Public ations

6.

Other Contra ctual Servic es

6,000

7.

Materi als and Suppli es

4,000

8.

Equipm eot

9.

Annual Meetin g

10.

Conting enc1.es

Total Ordina ry Expend itures

6,500

18,000

1,000

6,000
3,500
$139,00 0

Specia l approp riation Working Capita l Fund
(1)

Seal Symposi um

5,000
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AIINtIAL MEETING - JUNE 1971

Report of the Fourth Plenary Session
Friday. 4 June, 1430 hra
1.

°'l'b.e Chaixman, Dr A.W.R. Needler (Canada) opened the meeting. Representatives
of all member countries,. except Romania, with observers and guests, were present.

2.
The Report of Panel 3 (Prac. 4) was introduced by the Commission's Chairman
and adopted without change.
Th.e Report of Panel 5 (Prac. 6). which proposed changes in catch quota
(Prac. 6, Appendix II) and in mesh size (Prac. 6, Appendix III) for yellowtail flounder.

3.

was introduced by the Panel's Chairman, Prof. F. Chrzan (Poland).

l1te Report with

proposals was adopted.

4.

The Report of Joint Panels 4 and 5 (Prac. 13) was presented by the Panels'

C2lal:maan, Hr R.. Lagarde (France).

The Report dealt with proposals for the rev.islon of

conservation measures for the haddock fisheries in Subarea 5 (Proc. 13, Appendix I),
in Div. 4X of Subarea 4 (Proc. 13, Appendix II), the introduction of conservation
measures for the haddock fisheries in Div. 4W of Subarea 4 (Proc. 13, Appendix III)
and proposals for a special meeting of the Commission beginning 31 January 1972 to
consider herring conservation measures based on advice from the herring scientists
concerning three specific questions about the herring stocks. The CbaiDDan of Assessments SubcCllllldttee of SUCRES, Mr I..C. Bennem.uth (USA), reported tbat tbe mid-term
meeting of the Asses.-ents Su'bcOlllld.ttee. would be held begioning 24 January 1972 for
6 days prior to the Commission's special meeting and the working group of berring
assessment scientists would p~epare its report on the analysis of all available data
on the herring stocks for presentation to the special meeting. Meanwhile, detailed
plan~ng and allocation of work items would be completed as soon as possible by correspondence. The necessity for the 1970 catch and effort statistics, and age composition data, as well as tbe 1971 catch statistics to be available at the January
meeting vas a.phasized. The Report with proposals was adopted.
5.
The lIepOTt of Panel A(Sealsl O'roc, 7J was tban considered. The Plenary
noted that the Panel wished to examine the long-term effects on the seal population
of reducing the catch to the level of the sustainable yield in more than one step,
before recommending exact quotas and adopted a proposal by Hr Lund (Norway) that Mr
Sv. Aa. Harsted (Denmark) convene a meeting of seal scientists at the time of the
1971 ICES meeting. The Plenary also noted that a quota for the 1972 seal catch by
vessels would be established by agreement late in the year between Canada, Denmark
and Norway. The Plenary, in accepting the Report, adopted the recommendation of the
Panel that the 1971 seal regulations, other than the quota, should remain in force for
1972 without alterations.

6.
The Be art of the ad hoc War
Grou on ICND Fisheries (Appendix Ij also
Comm.Doc. 71/21 was introduced by the Caamission s Chairman. The Plenary noted that
the Working Group had considered a US-Canadian study using computer facilit~f how
certain concepts of quota allocation might apply to a broad range of stocks in various
parts of the Convention Area. It further noted that the Plenary at its Third Session
(Proe. 14) had adopted a recOllllllBIldation frOiDSTACRF.J! (Proc. 9) that the "slidi. scale lt
concept be added to those guidelines developed by STACREM at its 1970 mid-term meeting
(1970 IONAF Meeting Proc. 8, Appendix II) for the negotiation of catch limitation
schemes. The Plenary took note of the Report.
7.
The Report of the ad hoc Meeting on Quota Allocation in Subarea 5 (Appendix II;
also Coma.Doc. 71/21, Appendix I), which examined a US informal proposal for allocation
of a haddock quota in Subarea 5 when the resource has recovered to former levels of
abundance, was noted by the Plenary.
8.
The Chairman then called for reconsideration of the Report of Joint Panels
1-5 (Proe. 11) with its revised version of Section 18 on the conservation of Atlantic
salmon. The revised Report with its proPosals was adopted and the Plenary
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agreed to recommend

the adoption by Member Govera.enta of the Danish conservation proposal for [
Atlantic salmon for 1972 and 1973 subject to review (Pro~. 11, Appendix II)
and the proposal to delete the sentence on alternative mesh measuring
gauges fram paragraph 1 of the international f1sh4ry reaulations for all
five Subareas (Pree. 11. Section 16).
9.
The Report of STAtRES (Prac. 10 with two addenda) was presented by its
Chairman, Dr A. S. BGSdanov (USSR.). who drew attention tQ the results of the special
meeting of STAtUS (ledbook 1971, Part I) which was requested by the meeting of Joint
Panels 4 and 5 (Prac. 13, Section 6). He pointed out that the results were based on
inadequate data at. hand. Further data will be collected and analyzed for consideration
at the proposed January meeting of herring scientista. The Report 0.£ STACIES with

addenda was adopted.
10.
The Report of STACFAD (Proc. IS) was presented by the Chairman, Mr lCl. L.
Sullivan, Jr (USA); who drew attention to the follOWing items of importance which were
not included in the Report:
Under STACFAD Agenda Item. 7, Financial Statement for 1970/71, he reported
that, as at 3 June 1971. the Government of Romania had an outstanding balance of
$3,648.69 awing against its billing of $6,381.70 for the 1970/71 year.
Under STACFAD Agenda Item 8, Budget Esttmate for 1971/72, STACPAD
agreed to recommend
that the travel and accODIIlodation of the members frCID the ICNAP'
member countries to the proposed Joint ICES/ICNAF Working Group
on North Atlantic Cod Stocks be at national expense.
Under STACFA» Asenda Item. 13, Date of Billing for 1971/72. STACPAD
agreed to recommend
that the CoDIIdssion change the amount of the main annual contribution
of each Contracting Government which, in accordance with CODYention
Article XI, 3c, is the equivalent of 500 United States dollars, fram
526.66 Canadian dollars, as established at the 1952 Annual Meeting of
the Comaission, to one based on the current rate of exchsnge.
With regard to the adoption by the Plenary (Proc. 14) of the recommendation
of the Working Party on International Inspection that a Standing Committee on International Control (STACTIC) be established (proc. 14, Appendix I), STACFAD
agreed to reca.mend
to the Plenary
that Captain Cardoso (Portugal) or bis naminee, the Chairman of S~CFAD
or his nominee, and the Executive Secretary draft terms of reference
for STACTIC for approval of the Caaaaission at the 1972 Annual Meeting.
Under STACI'AD Agenda Item. 12, Publications, the Plenary considered further
the UK proposal for limiting the circulation of scientific documents for the convenience
of Commissioners and others attending meetings. While noting the STACFAD proposals
for improvement in this matter, soae delegates were not convinced that still other
improvements could not be instituted. The matter would be discussed again at a later
Annual Meeting. In addition, the Plenary heard. a request that Member Countries ensure
that proposals, in accordance with Cammission Rules of Procedure 5.1 and Panels Rules
of Procedure 4.1, should be circulated to ea.missioners with a memorandum 60 days in
advance of meetings and that substantive chanaes in proposals should not be presented
at the time of the meeting.
Under STACFAD Agenda Item 14, Tille and Place of Annual Heetings, the Plenary
agreed that the 1972 Annual Meeting should be held in the State Department, Washington.
D.C. between 25 May and 2 June inclusive and that the Scientific meetings should run
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from 18 May to 24 May at the same site.
The Plenary then considered the matter
salmon tagling experiment (Redbook 1971. Part I;

Noting that STACFAD was unable to reach a c
. . . . .~ ~ frca
the Working Capital Fund and
hcognizlna; the need for early financial
41.. . .
; S% "" project,
Adopted the proposed expenditure of~20.000 (.~ $4~~ l~ t-' Atlantic
salmon taIling experiD.ent in 1972 aa a Special Projects .....r: II.DIIer
c

Article XI of the Convention and
Requests Contracting Governments to contribute to tbis ....et 1n ai-.,.te
. .ounta as each may consider, it being understood that
1)

Expenditures may not be undertaken under thill bUget in CIIIEC_a

2)

of contributions received,
Funds contributed will remain available for the

3)

actually expended or DO langer needed, -.4
s~ fund.a viII be contributed. to the expeodlttlru by neo-Contr.ctinl

e.per~

UDt11

Governments which are aeabera of ICES, throuah other cbaaDela.
The Report of STACFAD, together with the above additiODll. w,ae adopted.

11.

The Report of the Third Plenary (Proc. 14) was adopted.

12.
Under Plenary Item 25, Reports of Heeti~s, the Chair.an drew attention to
the Report of the 1971 lIEAFC Meeting (Comm.Doc. 7r7), the laport of ICES (..... Doc.
71/17) and the Report of IOC (COIIIIII.Doc. 71/19). The ......rks of the Obeerver freat FAD,
Fisheries Department, Mr .J. Gulland. and of the Observer fra.. DC are recorded as

Appendices III and IV respectively.
13.
Under Plenary Item 30. Election of Chairman and Vice-Chairman. Mt K.
I4kkegaard (Denmark) was unanimously elected to succeed. Dr A.W.H. Needler (Canada)
as Chairman of the Commission and Mr R. Lagarde (France) wu yn.,1",..,-ly elected
Vice-Chairman of the Commission for the two ensuing years.

14.
Under Plenary Item 32, Press Statement, the Pleu&DY greed t.hg a press
statement should be left to the Committee on Publicity to prepare for distribution
as soon after the meeting as possible.
15.
Onder Plenary Item 33, Other BUIIIIUN18. !k J. Acla (VK) paid tl'itNte to
the lonl and invaluable service to Canadian .... ~ , . . . .... ,~ A.W.K.
Needler. recently retired as Chairman of the Commission and as Canadian Deputy Mini ••er
of Fisheries and Forestry; Mr K. L.kk.egaard (Denmark). the incoming Chairman, paid
tribute to Mr J. Aglen, Fisheries Secretary for Scotland, and Dr G. Meseck, Director
of Fisheries for the Fed. iep. Ger.any. both of wham would be retiring within the year.
Mr O. Lund (Norway) cOll.plilaented the Secretariat on the efficiea.t I1,IQning of the
aeeting.
16.
There being no other business, the Chairman actjPu:E'nad the 21st. fMnual
Meeting of the Commission at 1745 hrs.
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ANNUAL MEETING - JUNE 1971

Report of the ad hoc Working Group on ICNAF Fisheries
24-26 May 1971
The ad hoc Working Group on ICNAF Fisheries met 24-26 May 1971 with
delegates present from Canada, Denmark, Fed.Rep. Germany. France. Iceland, Japan,
Norway, Poland, Portugal, Spain, UK, and USA.
Mr E.B. Young (Canada) was affirmed as Chairman of the Working Group.
Mr

H.R. Beasley acted as Rapporteur.

In opening the meeting, the Chairman drew attention to the Report of the
ad hoc Working Group on Subarea 5 Fisheries Meeting, 27-29 May 1970 (1970 Meeting
Proceedings No. 16, Appendix I), which indicated the general interest of that body
in reconvening prior to the 1971 Annual Meeting of the Commission. He then explained
that the USA and Canada had made a study using computer facilities of how certain
concepts of quota allocation might apply to a broad range of stocks in various parts
of the Convention Area. Illustrations on the results of this study had been distributed in ICNAF CoDIIJ..Uoc. 71/18, "Canada-US Notes on Quota Allocation Procedures"\
In these circumstances, the Executive Secretary by Circular Letter of 19 April 1971
to Heads of Delegations had conveyed a request for a meeting 24-26 May 1971 of an
ad hoc working group on fisheries in the Convention Area.
Discussion began with a review of the relation of STACREM to the ad hoc
Working Group. It was generally agreed that while the former body might be the
appropriate forum for examining general principles, more concrete problems of quota
allocation could be dealt with in bodies such as the ad hoc Working Group.
The USA then reviewed its understanding of the approaches to quota allocation discussed previously in STACREM and in the ad hoc Working Group on Subarea 5
Fisheries, including, i.e.,
(1)
(2)

that a very significant part of quota shares should be allocated
on the basis of historical performance taking into account both
short- and long-term trends, and
that a second part of quota shares should be allocated on the
basis of special factors.

Comm.Doe. 71/18 provides practical examples of how certain fisheries might be affected
by quota allocations along these lines. The illustrative examples shaw how 80% of
estimated allowable catches might be allocated on the basis of catches during 19601969, leaving 20% for assignment on the basis of special factors. The examples show
the effect of weighting short-term 3-year averages and long-term 10-year averages,
either equally or 20% and 80%. respectively.
The USA also said that years of averfishing present special allocation
problems, since it seems inequitable to allow such activity to increase any participants' quota share. Therefore, the illustrations shaw the effect of either
eliminating or retaining years of overfishtog in the calculations. In addition,
the average proportion of each nation's catch relative to the total was calculated
by the mean ratio method, which minimizes the impact of unusual and atypical variations from overall trends.

In response to a question by Japan. it was noted that the proportions of
allowable catch allocated on the basis of historical performance and special factors
might vary in different fisheries. The USA and Canada said that the 80-20 ratio
for these factors in the examples given reflect their understanding of STACREM's
general conclusion that historical performance should be given major consideration.
Japan also asked if any portion of a quota might be reserved for competitive fishing
by all participants. In reply it was noted that STACREM discussions had generally
envisaged allocating the entire allowable catch, with the exception of a small
proportion of the total which should be set aside to provide for new entrants and
non-members.

- 2 Noting the varying circumstances of participants 1n the different fisheries~
the UK drew attention to tbe "sliding scale" concept of preferential allocations noted
during STACREH talks in January 1970 (1970 Meeting Proceedings No.8, Appendix II).
This would allow such allocations to move in inverse ratio to total yield in a fishery,
e.g., increasing as total yield decreases and vice-versa.
Canada suggested that the special interest of certain coastal fishermen in
resources on nearby fishing banks might be highlighted if longer base periods were
used than those shown in the examples.
The USA pointed out thet the examples presented were intended to give some
perspective on the possibilities for further progress toward national quota management
schemes. It was possible that actual negotiations on quotas might involve fewer
problems than anticipated. It was brought out that additional examples of quota
allocations were available from the computer study, and at the request of the other
Delegations, these supplementary illustrations were distributed. They show how quota
allocations along the lines indicated in ICNAF Comm.Doc. 71/18 would apply to a wider
variety of stocks.
The USA expressed a sense of urgency about initiating work to resolve any
remaining problems associated with quota allocation, particularly, in the southern part
of the IeMAP Area. It noted the likelihood of the Commission acquiring authority to
propose o.attonal quotas before the 1972 ICNAF Annual Meeting. Attention was also called
to lCNAF· Res. Doc. 71/129 "Status of the Fisheries and Research carried out in Subarea 5
in 1970", which shows serious declines in yields from all maj or groundf1sh stocks and
herring off New England.
As a start, the USA suggested that the examples in ICNAF Comm..Doc. 71/18
might serve as a basis for specific discussions of national quotas for haddock in
Subarea 5, with the understanding that these would apply when the resource recovers
to reasonable levels of abundance. The USA reiterated its view that fishing for
haddock in Subarea 5 must be reserved, essentially for USA fishermen, during the
interim period when the stock ia recovering from its depleted condition, since
the resource has historically provided the principal livelihood of these fishermen.

Japan noted that it had only recently become a member of ICNAF and learned
of the critical condition of Subarea 5 fisheries. Nevertheless, it recognized the
need for practical solutions to these problems and believed these should be negotiated
by concerned participants in the fisheries affected.
The Fed.Rep. Germany, France, and the UK noted that they were not involved
in the Subarea 5 ground fish fishery, but were interested in practical solutions that
might serve as examples for other fisheries.
Portugal noted it was interested in the general principles of quota allocation,
but would have to reserve its position in view of the nature of the problems involved.
Spain noted its willingness to collaborate in conservation programs, provided
some account was taken of the special circumstances of its ICNAF fleet, which was
specifically designed to salt and dry cod, and could not be diverted to other fisheries.
Spain also noted national actLon taken to prevent further expansion of this fleet.
Poland recognized the need for quick action to devise a practical solution
Bearing in mind that ocean resources are open to all, it
would be possible to consider the specific needs of certain countries. However,
countries not now participating in these fisheries should not be eliminated fram future
consideration. Poland also noted that previous en1DDerations in STACREM of special
factors to be considered in quota allocation might need to be broadened to include
other considerations such as the economic situation of various participants.
in Subarea 5 fisherLes.

Canada expressed support for the USA view in the case of haddock in
Subarea 5. It also suggested that it might be possible after further discussions in
STACREM to reach some general consensus of views regarding the "sliding scale" concept
of preferential allocation.
Norway noted that it did not fish in ICNAF Subarea 5, but was interested in
the general principles of quota allocation. It agreed that it might be useful to
review the "sliding scalell concept again in STACREM. Norway also suggested that the

- 3 problems of quota allocation in Subarea 5 might be left for resolution by concerned
participants. While waiting for ICNAF to obtain authority to allocate national quotas,
such discuBsions mdght take place outside the Commission.

In accord with these comments, the Working Group
recamaended
that the "sliding scale" concept be reviewed by S'lACllDf at the 1971
Annual Meeting of the Commission, 1f time permitted.

The Working Group also called to the attention of countries fishing in Subareas 4 and 5,
a

us

request for a meeting Saturday morning, 29 May 1971, on quota allocation in Subareas

4 and 5. ICNAF members Dot participating in these fisheries would also be welcome to
attend. (The report of the indicated meeting 1s attached as Appendix I).
Participants

V. Bermejo

Deumark

Iceland

Sv. Aa. Borated

J. Jonsson

M.G. Larraneta

Germany
France

R.A. Lagarde

M. Fila
F. Chrzan

A. Schumacher
Canada

R.B. Letaconnoux
Portugal
Y. Odaka

A.A. Tavares de Almeida
R. Monteiro

T. Saito
K. Iino

UK

USA

A.WoB. Needler
G.F.M. Smith
F D. McCracken
0

R. G. Halliday

W. Templeman
C.J

0

EoB.
J. Graham
B.A. Cole

W.M.
D.L.
W.L.
B.E.
J.A.

Kerswill
Young

Terry
McKernan
Sullivan Jr

Brown

O. Lund

Holston

E. Kvammen
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Al<N1lAL MEETING - JUNE 1971

Report of the ad hoc Meeting on Quota Allocation in Subarea 5
29 May 1971

An ad hoc meeting was convened Saturday 29 May 1971 to examine a US informal
proposal for allocation of a haddock quota in Subarea 5 when the resource has recovered
to former levels of abundance (see attached Table). The meeting was attended by representatives from Canada~ Denmark, Fed.Rep.Germany, France, Iceland, Japan, Norway, Poland,
Portugal, Spain, USSR, UK, and USA.
Mr R.A. Lagarde was elected Chainnan of the meeting.
as Rapporteur.

Mr H.R. Beasley acted

In introducing the proposal, the USA restated its position that during an
interim period while the stock is recovering from its depleted condition, fishing for
haddock in Subarea 5 must be reserved, essentially, for US fishermen, in view of their
limited mobility and their historic dependence on the resource. The USA related this
approach to the "sliding scale" concept discussed earlier in STACREH. Thus, the US
proposal shown in the attached Table deals not with allocation during the inter~ stage,
but with allocation after the resource recovers to its potential annual yield of
50,000 metric tons.

The USA then explained the proposal. The portion of the proposed allocation
based on historical performance was derived by eliminating from calculations 1965-1966
as years of overfishing, and then weighting short-term 3-year averages and long-term
lo-year averages 20 and 80%, respectively. (This is one of the possibilities shown in
Table 5 of ICNAF Comm.Doc.7l/18). The USA said that the proposed allocation of the
remaining portion of the quota on the basis of special factors represented an amplification of their views expressed earlier.
Canada expressed general agreement with the r.easoning in the US proposal
after calling attention to her status as a coastal country in relation to Subarea 5
haddock.
Poland noted its willingness to support any programs designed to rebuild
the haddock resource. On the other hand, it did not believe that the suggested quota
allocation after the resource had been restored gave sufficient weight to the special
needs of developing countries.
The USSR said it was in accord with the Polish views, and noted that it had
stated its general views on quota allocation at the STACREM Session during the current
Meeting of the Commission.
Portugal said procedural arrangement for incidental catches in the proposed
allocation scheme did not appear to be in accord with STACREM guidelines. Portugal
then asked for amplification of the reasoning underlying the proposal.
The USA said years of overfishing had been eliminated because it seemed
inequitable to allow such activity to increase any participant's quota share. The
weighting given short-term and long-term average catches reflect the US interpretation
of the meaning of historical performance. It was the US view that provisions needed
for incidental catches could be determined only after most of the direct allocations
had been made. The USA recognized that actual amounts allocated on the basis of
special factors would need further negotiation.
In concluding the meeting. the Chatrman noted the advantages of giving early
attention to quota allocation in order to avoid lengthy delays in implementing such
schemes once ICNAF acquired appropriate authority for such action. The USA commented
that it was for this reason that it had made its info~al proposal at this time. It
anticipated that the Commission would have authority to allocate national quotas in

- 2 the near future. The USA said that, in the light of current conditions, the Commission
must expedite preparations for national quotas, 1f it Is to be an effective fisheries
management body.
Table Show:lng

Theoretical Allocation in Subarea 5 for 50.00o-ton Haddock Quota
A.

Allocated on basis of historical performance - 80%:

Percentase
Canada
Spain
USSR
USA

B.

(11)

6

(2)
(2)

1
1
32

(64)

Allocated aD basis of special factors
Percentase
1.

2.

Coastal countries
Reserved to offset

1 2 000 Metric Tons

20%:
1,000 Metric Tons

(10)

5

(4)

2

(4)

2

(2)

1

incidental catches
by non-member

countries

3.

4.

Allowance to offset

incidental catches
by member countries
without quota.
Alloea ted to .Baber
countries with small
quota*

• Alternatively, special allocations to all member participants,
other than coastal countries, could be considered without breakdown
between countries without quotas and those with small quotas.
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Statement of the Observer from. the FAD Department of Fisheries. HZ' J. Gulland
HZ' Chairman:

I would like once more to thank the Commission for this opportunity to take
part in the activities of your meeting. To increasing extent, your work is being
linked or mirrored by the activities of FAO. For instance, I may mention that It
myself, as well as some members of National delegations to this meeting, have come
directly from the meeting of one of FAO's regional bodies, the Fishery Committee for
the Eastern Central Atlantic (CECAF). This body, responsible for the fisheries between
Gibraltar and the Congo, is facing many of the same problems that are facing ICNAF -

increasing pressure on limited stocks, both by locally-based stocks, and by long-range
vessels, some of which may also fish in the ICNAF Area. The same problems are also
being met elsewhere, and are being tackled by a number of regional fishery bodies,
several of which exist within the framework of FAO, or have been set up with the
active support of FAD. I might mention here, particularly, the International Convention
for the Conservation of the Southeast Atlantic Fisheries, which will very shortly
receive the fourth ratification necessary to bring into operation this Commission,
covering the waters of the eastern AtlantiC, from the Congo River southward.
For all these bodies, the progress of ICbTAF in solving the problems of heavy
fishing pressure is of very considerable interest. ICNAF is now celebrating its
coming of age, or at least its 21st Annual Meeting~ I would like to think that ICNAF
was good for at least another 21 years. However, the pressure of events, outside the
NOrtheast Atlantic, may make this difficult. Nearly everywhere in the world, the
pressure on the stocks is becoming excessive. Though the world catch in 1970 increased
over that in 1969, most of that increase, like the decrease in 1969 compared with 1968,
was due to changes in the catches of anchoveta in PeL~. Omitting the Peruvian catch,
the counts in both 1969 and 1970 show a very marked slowing down in the rate of
increase of the world fish catch. This slowing dawn has occurred despite the continuing
increase in the size and efficiency of the world's fishing fleets. There is, therefore,
an increasingly pressing demand for better msuagement of the fishery resources of the
oceans. The world public may, therefore, feel that ICNAF, judged by its performance in
managing such stocks as the herring and harp seals t is failing to take timely and
effective action. Though this feeling may be unreasonable, it will undoubtedly have
an effect in determining national attitudes at the forthcoming UN conference on the
Law of the Sea.
In this connection, I believe it is worth emphasizing the very real progress
that has been achieved by ICNAF in noting the cooperative scientific study of the fish
stocks in the area. Whatever ita progress in the management of the fisheries, ICNAF
has certainly made very considerable progress in joint studies of the stocks, and
whatever the future arrangements for management might be, it seems highly desirable
that this close international cooperation should continue.
I would like here to refer to the attitude to scientific advice mentioned
by some delegations. This Commission has always, and very rightly, based its actions
on scientific advice. However, it is clear that the scientists will not always be
able to come up with an exact figure of, for example, the sustainable yield of mackerel
in Subarea 5, until the fishery has existed at a high level for some time. On the
other hand, the time when control and management can be carried out with least pain,
and when long-term damage to the stocks can be predicted most effectively, is during
the early stages of the fishery. The Commission and other corresponding bodies should,
therefore, be prepared to act on the basis of rather incomplete scientific advice.
Waiting until the scientists have completed their studies may merely ensure the decimation of the stocks.
Finally, Mr Clairman, may I repeat my hope that it will be possible for FAO
to welcome both the Commission and its scientific advisers to Rome at the beginning of
1972.
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Statement of

REe

Observer

Mr Olai:mau:

For the first time J the European Communities are taking part in the work
of your CoaIission.
My colleague of the Council of Ministers and I would like, on behalf of
the European institutions, to thank the Commission very much for the welcome it kindly

gave to our candidature as observers.

The development of the cammon policy on fisheries between its six Kember
SUites lead the ERe to get more and more detailed information about the important

international problems relating to fisheries and to take part in their solution.
This 1s why, Mr Chairman, the DC 1s very much interested in attending the meetings

of your eaa.ission.

Due to their own responsibilities in respect of rational exploitation of
the sea resources, our institutions wi.ll be led to develop close cooperation with the
cc.petent institutions of your Commission.
Therefore, you can be sure, Mr Chairman, that in exercising their functions,
they will contribute to the a1ma that you have sought continuously since the beginning

and specially the protection of the stocks and their rational exploitation in the
ICRAP' Area.
I also wish to 1nfo~ the Commission that, for ezample, in any scheme of
quota allocation the implementation of the camaOD policy on fisheries may lead the
ec-mu.ty to work out arrangements for cOllDUDity management of its member states I
quotas.

I should like, Mr Chairman, to sum up this statement by saying that the
practical effect of the considerations I have mentioned has been to develop coordination
between the member states of the DC. Consequently, common viewpoints have been
reflected; the EEC-Coumission might be led to make statements about such common
viewpoints during your next meetings.
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